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Abstract
Regularized Adaptation: Theory, Algorithms and Applications
Xiao Li
Chair of the Supervisory Committee:
Professor Jeff Bilmes
Electrical Engineering
Many statistical learning techniques assume that training and testing samples are generated from
the same underlying distribution. Often, however, an ”unadapted classiﬁer” is trained on samples
drawn from a training distribution that is different from the target (or test-time) distribution. More-
over, in many applications, while there may be essentially an unlimited amount of labeled ”training
data,” only a small amount of labeled ”adaptation data” drawn from the target distribution is avail-
able. The problem of adaptive learning (or adaptation) then, is to learn a new classiﬁer utilizing the
unadapted classiﬁer and the limited adaptation data, in an attempt to obtain as good classiﬁcation
performance on the target distribution as possible.
The goal of this dissertation is to investigate theory, algorithms and applications of adaptive
learning. Speciﬁcally, we propose a Bayesian “ﬁdelity prior” for classiﬁer adaptation, which leads
to simple yet principled adaptation strategies for both generative and discriminative models. In the
PAC-Bayesian framework, this prior relates the generalization error bound to the KL-divergence
between training and target distributions. Furthermore, based on the ﬁdelity prior, we develop “reg-
ularized adaptation” algorithms in particular for support vector machines and multi-layer percep-
trons. We evaluate these algorithms on a vowel classiﬁcation corpus for speaker adaptation, and on
an object recognition corpus for lighting condition adaptation. Experiments show that regularized
adaptation yielded superior performance compared with other adaptation strategies.
The theoretical and algorithmic work on adaptive learning was originally motivated by the de-
velopment of the “Vocal Joystick” (VJ), a voice based computer interface for individuals with motorimpairments. The ﬁnal part of this dissertation describes the VJ engine architecture, with focus on
the signal processing and pattern recognition modules. We discuss the application of regularized
adaptation algorithms to a vowel classiﬁer and a discrete sound recognizer in the VJ, which greatly
helped enhance the engine performance. In addition, we present other machine learning techniques
developed for the VJ, including a novel pitch tracking algorithm and an online adaptive ﬁlter algo-
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Many concepts and techniques in machine learning are illuminated by human (or animal) learn-
ing behaviors [1]. Indeed, human’s ability to learn is a hallmark of intelligence. Perhaps the most
simple form of human learning is “trivial” memorization of experience. However, it is amazing how
much and how fast humans can memorize; they remember and recognize complicated objects and
sounds, such as faces and voices, with seemingly no difﬁculty even when they have experienced
these objects or sounds for only seconds. This makes us wonder what exactly are being memorized
— every single detail of an object or a sound, or only some salient characteristics? Humans not
only learn by memorization (which might involve extracting the most important characteristics of
a matter), but also generalize what they have learned. For example, in a classic experiment by [2],
a group of English-speaking children were able to correctly pluralize a novel word that they had
never encountered. It seems that humans are able to induce certain forms of “rules” based on par-
ticular examples, though it is mysterious how this induction process works in the brain. Even more
amazingly, humans are constantly transferring their knowledge and skills learned in one context to
another context [3]. For example, previous experience of learning to speak English may help learn
to speak French, and previous experience of learning to play violin may help learn to play piano.
And it has been hypothesized that the degree of knowledge transfer between initial and later learning
depends on the match between the elements across two tasks [4]. Yet another important character-
istic of human learning is the ability to adapt, which can be considered as a special case of transfer
of learning. Here by “adaptation” we mean the process of adjusting the knowledge or skills of prior
learning to a speciﬁc task. Suppose that a tennis player A wants to beat his rival player B (without
worrying about other players for the moment). After having practiced with a great number of play-
ers to improve his general tennis skill, A may want to adapt his skill toward the goal of beating B
by practicing with a few players whose styles are the closest to B.2
As computers becomes more and more powerful, the idea that computers can imitate human
learning processes is no longer science ﬁction. In fact, there has been a surge of interest to study
machine learning paradigms that parallel human learning processes, such as efﬁcient knowledge
representation, induction, and transfer. These techniques have greatly inﬂuenced the development
of more intelligent computer interfaces that can recognize objects and sounds, understand human
languages, predict weather and trafﬁc, diagnose diseases, detect fraudulent ﬁnancial transactions, or
even play chess.
This dissertation is particularly interested in the setting of adaptive learning, which is analogous
to the human learning process of adapting knowledge and skills toward a target task. Indeed, many
statistical learning techniques assume that training and testing samples are generated from the same
underlying distribution. Often, however, an “unadapted classiﬁer” is trained on samples drawn from
a training distribution that is not the same as the target (or test-time) distribution. Moreover, in
many applications, while there may be essentially an unlimited amount of labeled “training data,”
only a small amount of labeled “adaptation data” drawn from the target distribution is available.
The problem of adaptation, then, is to learn a new classiﬁer utilizing the unadapted classiﬁer and
the limited adaptation data, in an attempt to obtain as good classiﬁcation performance on the target
distribution as possible.
Adaptation is most useful in scenarios where a computer interface needs to be customized for a
target user or domain, or to be adjusted constantly in an evolutionary environment. In speech and
handwriting recognition, for example, an unadapted classiﬁer may be trained on a database consist-
ing of samples from an enormous number of individuals. The target distribution would correspond
only to a speciﬁc user, from whom it would be unrealistic to obtain a large amount of labeled train-
ing data. A system, however, should be able to quickly adapt to that user by combining information
from the large corpus and as small an amount of adaptation data as possible. Taking text classiﬁca-
tion as another example, it is often the case that a vast amount of labeled training data exists in one
domain, but the target task is to be conducted in another domain where data annotation is expen-
sive. Domain adaptation, which utilizes information from the original domain, may help reduce the
amount of new annotation efforts while achieving good performance in the target domain.
The theoretical and algorithmic work that will be presented in dissertation was originally moti-
vated from the development of the Vocal Joystick (VJ). The VJ is a voice based computer interface3
designed for individuals with motor impairments. Unlike conventional speech interfaces, the Vocal
Joystick exploits continuous aspects of human’s voice, such as intensity, pitch and vowel quality,
and produces continuous signals which can be used to control mouse pointers, robotic arms, or other
electro-mechanical devices. Moreover, similar to speech interfaces, the VJ almost always ﬁnds its
best performance when adapted to the target user, and this is where the work developed in this
dissertation comes into play.
This chapter serves as an introduction to this dissertation. Section 1.1 gives a comparative view
of a number of machine learning paradigms, including adaptive learning which is the essence of
this dissertation. Section 1.2 introduces the Vocal Joystick, a real-world application that motivated
this work, and states the potential learning and adaptation problems in the VJ system. Finally, the
last section summarizes the contributions and presents a roadmap of this dissertation.
1.1 Machine Learning Paradigms
A variety of machine learning paradigms have been studied in the past including supervised, un-
supervised, and semi-supervised learning, as well as transductive vs. inductive learning, and more
recently, multi-task learning or transfer learning, any of which may be seen from either a frequen-
tist or Bayesian perspective. A learning setting that has not received as much theoretical attention is
that of adaptive learning. This section offers a comparative review of these learning paradigms as
well as a brief introduction to adaptive learning. For a better understanding of how these learning
paradigms differ from or relate to each other, we view them from several different perspectives.
1.1.1 Supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning
Weﬁrstinspectthewaythattrainingsamplesarelabeled, whichessentiallymakesthedistinctionbe-
tween supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised learning. Supervised learning assumes that all
training samples are labeled, whereas unsupervised learning assumes none. Formally, in the former
setting both inputs and their labels f(xi;yi)gm
i=1 are given, while in the latter only inputs fxigm
i=1
are available. It may be somewhat mysterious what the machine could possibly learn without any
labeled data. Unsupervised learning, in fact, often aims at building representations of the input that
can be used for prediction, decision making or data compression [5]. For example, density esti-4
mation [6], clustering [7,8], principle component (or surface) analysis [8], independent component
analysis [9] and latent semantic analysis [10,11] are all important forms of unsupervised learning.
Notice that in some cases there exists another label variable ki, parallel to yi, that provides
information on xi at a different level. For example, in Gaussian mixture models, we can have
yi representing the Gaussian mixture ID and ki representing the component ID in that Gaussian
mixture. In this regard, we should distinguish between the “fully supervised” case, where both yi
and ki are available, the “partially supervised” case, where yi is available but ki is not, and the “fully
unsupervised” case, where neither yi nor ki are present.
Semi-supervised learning, as what “semi” may have suggested, assumes that there exist both
labeled training samples f(xi;yi)gm
i=1 and unlabeled ones fxigm+n
i=m+1. In many machine learning
applications, unlabeled data is abundant but labeling is expensive and time-consuming. The basic
idea of semi-supervised learning is to use the input distribution learned from the unlabeled data to
inﬂuence the supervised learning problem [12]. In the probabilistic framework, semi-supervised
learning can be treated as a missing data problem, which can be addressed by generative models
using the EM algorithm and extensions thereof [13–15]. Self-training [16] extends the idea of EM
to a wider range of classiﬁcation models: it iteratively trains a seed classiﬁer using the labeled data
(sometimes with regularization [17]), and uses high-conﬁdence predictions on the unlabeled data
to expand the training set. Co-training [18] assumes that the input features can be split into two
conditionally independent subsets, and that each subset is sufﬁcient for classiﬁcation. Under these
assumptions, the algorithm trains two separate classiﬁers on these two subsets of features, and each
classiﬁer’s predictions on new unlabeled samples are used to enlarge the training set of the other.
This approach often improves over self-training, as compared in [19]. Another school of methods
for semi-supervised learning are based on graphs [20], where nodes represent labeled and unlabeled
samples, and edges reﬂect the similarity between the samples. Given such a graph, we desire to ﬁnd
a decision function that satisﬁes the constraints imposed by the labeled data and is smooth over the
entire graph [20–22].
Additionally, active learning is a similar setting as semi-supervised learning, but it allows an
intelligent choice of which samples to label. For example, query learning [23] or selective sampling
[24] generates or selects the most informative inputs for the human expert to label with the hope to
improve classiﬁcation performance with the minimal amount of queries.5
1.1.2 Inductive and transductive learning
A second perspective, which distinguishes inductive learning from transductive learning, has to do
with the scope in which a classiﬁer is devised to work. Assume that we observe a set of samples
f(xi;yi)gm
i=1 drawn from a distribution p(x;y) in the sample space X £Y. Inductive learning aims
to learn a decision function f : X ! Y that not only correctly classiﬁes observed samples, but
also generalizes to any unseen samples drawn from the same distribution. In other words, we desire
to learn an f that minimizes the expected risk, i.e., Rp(x;y)(f) = E(x;y)»p(x;y)[Q(f(x);y)], under
some loss function Q(¢), which will be formally discussed in Chapter 2.
In transductive learning [25], we are further given a set of unlabeled inputs fxigm+n
i=m+1, and we
only care about predicting as accurately as possible the labels fyigm+n
i=m+1 of these target inputs.
Since a transduction algorithm does not need to generalize, it is usually devised explicitly to ﬁnd
the right labels instead of to construct a decision function. A transductive SVM [25–27], however,
outputs a decision function which can potentially handle unseen data. In fact, a transductive SVM
is in the strict sense an inductive learner, although it is by convention called “transductive” for its
intention to minimize the generalization error bound on the target inputs [25]. It is worth noting that
semi-supervised learning is often mistaken for transductive learning, as both learning paradigms
receive partially labeled data for training. In fact, semi-supervised learning can be either inductive
or transductive, depending on whether its goal is to generalize.
1.1.3 Meta-learning
Meta-learning, also referred to as multi-task learning or transfer learning, deals with the problem
of ”learning to learn”. This paradigm involves a higher level of generalization. While learning at
the base level desires to produce a learner that generalizes across samples drawn from a speciﬁc
distribution or domain, meta-learning emphasizes producing a meta-learner that generalizes across
distributions and domains. Here we discuss meta-learning in the context of inductive learning.
For a better understanding of the problem, we refer to a formulation presented in [28], but we
replace the notation therein with our own notation for consistency with the rest of this dissertation.
Assume that there are K different yet ”related” tasks. Each task deﬁnes a distribution pk(x;y)
on the same sample space X £ Y, from which a training set Dk is generated. The tasks relate6
to each other via a meta-parameter µ, the form of which will be discussed shortly. One setting of
meta-learning (mostly referred to as multi-task learning) is concerned with simultaneously learning
K speciﬁc tasks. The goal is to jointly ﬁnd a meta-parameter µ and a set of decision functions
fk 2 Fk, k = 1::K, that minimize the average expected risk, i.e.,
min
µ;f12F1;::;fK2FK
1
K
X
k
Rpk(x;y)(fk);
subject to some ”relatedness” constraint parameterized by µ. It has been theoretically proved that
learning multiple tasks jointly is guaranteed to have better generalization performance than learning
them independently, given that these tasks are related [28–32]. A second setting of meta-learning
assumes that pk, k = 1::K, are sampled from a ”meta-distribution” q(p) [28,29]. Under such an
assumption, the goal is to ﬁnd a meta-parameter µ that generalizes to unseen sample distributions
p(x;y) drawn from q(p), i.e.,
min
µ
Ep»q(p)[ inf
f2F
Rp(x;y)(f)];
again subject to the relatedness constraint parameterized by µ.
In both cases, the relatedness constraint (parameterized by µ) is the key to the success of meta-
learning. There are many ways to deﬁne this constraint by exploiting different types of ”related-
ness”. From a frequentist perspective, [28] deﬁnes relatedness between tasks as an “internal repre-
sentation”. Speciﬁcally, it is assumed that Fk = Fµ for all k, where Fµ is chosen from a family of
function spaces. For example, Fµ can be represented by a space of multi-layer perceptrons where
the ﬁrst two layers, parameterized by µ, are shared by all tasks, while the remaining layers are
task-dependent [28,33]. Another form of relatedness is given by [34] and [32], where the deci-
sion function fk is assumed to be a linear combination of a task-independent and a task-dependent
component. Furthermore, [31] deﬁnes relatedness between tasks on the basis of similarity between
distributions. Formally, two distributions pk(x;y) and pl(x;y) are related if there exists some trans-
formation T : X ! X such that pk(x;y) = pl(T(x);y). On the other hand, there are various
Bayesian approaches to meta-learning, many of which are based on hierarchical Bayesian infer-
ence [35]. The constraint therein is that the decision functions fk from multiple tasks are generated
from the same prior distribution pµ(f). Empirical study of this approach to multi-task learning can
be found in a number of publications such as [36,37].7
Table 1.1: A comparative view of learning paradigms
Paradigms given desire to learn
Supervised D = f(xi;yi)gm
i=1
Unsupervised D = fxigm
i=1
Semi-supervised D = f(xi;yi)gm
i=1
S
fxigm+n
i=m+1
D = f(xi;yi)gm
i=1 or
Inductive D = f(xi;yi)gm
i=1
S
fxigm+n
i=m+1 argmin
f
Rp(x;y)(f)
where (xi;yi) » p(x;y)
Transductive D = f(xi;yi)gm
i=1
S
fxigm+n
i=m+1 labels of fxigm+n
i=m+1
Meta-learning fDkgK
k=1 (fully or partially labeled) argmin
µ;f1;::;fK
1
K
K X
k=1
Rpk(x;y)(fk)
(setting I) where (xi;yi) » pk(x;y) s.t. ”relatedness” constraint by µ
Meta-learning fDkgK
k=1 (fully or partially labeled) argmin
µ
Efk»q(f)[inf
f
Rpk(x;y)(fk)]
(setting II) where (xi;yi) » pk(x;y), pk » q(p) s.t. ”relatedness” constraint by µ
ftr 2 argmin
f
Rptr(x;y)(f 2 F)
Adaptive and D = f(xi;yi)gm
i=1 argmin
f2F
Rpad(x;y)(f)
where (xi;yi) » pad(x;y)
1.1.4 Adaptive learning
Finally, weintroducetheideaofadaptivelearning(oradaptation); adetaileddiscussionwillbegiven
in Chapter 4. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, adaptive learning is concerned with
situations where the target sample distribution denoted by pad(x;y), deviates from that of training,
denoted by ptr(x;y). In such a situation, no matter how much data is available from the training-
data distribution, it will not be possible to obtain an asymptotically consistent estimate. On the other
hand, training a model using only the adaptation data would [8] either lead to: (1) overﬁtting, due
to a high-variance parameter estimate of a complex model, or (2) high-bias due to estimating the8
parameters of an excessively simple model. In this work, we assume the availability of an unadapted
decision function ftr learned using a sufﬁcient amount of training-distribution data, as well as some
labeled adaptation data Dad drawn from the target distribution. The goal of adaptation is to learn an
optimal decision fad function with regard to pad(x;y). In this paradigm, Dad are true samples from
the target distribution, while ftr is a good representative only of the training distribution, which may
at best be only similar but not identical to the target distribution. By combining these two sources
of information, one would hope to achieve better performance than using either one alone.
Adaptive learning is most akin to multi-task learning in that learning the unadapted model and
learning the adapted model can be viewed as two similar tasks, each with a different sample dis-
tribution. However, our setting of adaptive learning is not entirely the same as the problem of
simultaneously learning multiple tasks. First of all, we are only interested in the performance of
the target task rather than the average performance over all tasks. Secondly, the training data is
no longer available at adaptation time — the only information preserved from training is the un-
adapted model. Note that the second assumption is fairly common in real-world scenarios when it
is unrealistic to deliver a large amount of training data to end users.
These learning paradigms are summarized in Table 1.1, with a few points that we need to clarify:
(1) The ﬁrst four learning paradigms differ from each other only by “what is given”, regardless of
“what they desire to learn” (thus we leave the corresponding entries empty); (2) We discussed meta-
learning and adaptive learning in the context of inductive learning, but both can be transductive.
(3) The notation Rp(x;y)(f) denotes expect risk w.r.t. the sample distribution p(x;y), which will be
formally introduced in the next Chapter.
1.2 The Vocal Joystick
While this dissertation studies the problem of adaptation primarily from a machine learning perspec-
tive, the incentive of conducting such research was originated from the development of the Vocal
Joystick (VJ) — a computer interface for individuals with motor impairments. This section presents
the motivation and background of the VJ project. Notice that much of the text in this section was
written on the basis of a number of seminal publications by Bilmes and et. al. [38,39]. Furthermore,
the development of the Vocal Joystick was a joint work with a number of faculties and students at9
the University of Washington. We will acknowledge their work in detail in Section 1.4
As human-computer interaction becomes ubiquitous, the concept of continuous interaction [40]
increasingly impacts the way we interact with everyday objects and appliances, and ultimately on
the way we live in the modern world. Many existing interfaces such as mouse pointers, joysticks
and touch-pads, however, are ill-suited for individual with motor impairments. There has been a
sustained interest in the computer-human interaction (CHI) society to develop hand-free computer
interfaces for this population. A sip-and-puff switch, for example, is a head-mounted accessory
used to actuate a binary-mode switch by a simple sip or puff [41,42]. This is often used in company
with a head-mouse, or a chin-joystick, which controls a standard computer mouse or joystick by
measuring the user’s head or chin movements [41,42]. Such interfaces remove the constraints on
the user’s ability to use hands, but often suffer from low communication bandwidths. An eye tracker
providesanattractivealternativethatmapseye-gazepositionstomousepointerpositions, butitoften
requires expensive hardware and elaborate calibration efforts before use [43].
A speech interface is a more natural solution, as speech is a major facility in human-human com-
munication. Such an interface recognizes and understands speech inputs using an automatic speech
recognizer and launches actions accordingly [44,45]. Standard spoken language commands, how-
ever, are most useful for discrete but not for continuous operations, and thus are ill-suited for manip-
ulating computers, windows-icons-mouse-pointer (WIMP) interfaces and other electro-mechanical
devices. For example, in order to move a cursor from the bottom-left to the upper-right of a screen,
a user would have to repeatedly utter “up” and “right”, or “stop” and “go” after setting an initial
movement direction and speed. An alternative strategy would be to verbalize the intent in a more
sophisticated manner, e.g., “move mouse two o’clock” [45], but this would increase the cognitive
load of the user by imposing syntax and semantic restrictions. More importantly, both strategies
suffer from the discontinuous nature of discrete command control and the inability to control the
movement speed efﬁciently.
Therefore, it is useful to develop a continuous voiced-based interface such that the computer
doesnotneedtowaitforacompletecommandtoactuateanoperation, butrathercontinuouslylistens
to the user and responds quietly to his/her interests. A number of systems have been proposed for
this purpose in the CHI community, among which [46] and [47] are the most similar to the VJ. Both
systems have utilized non-verbal acoustic parameters, such as duration and pitch of vocalization,10
for continuous control of mouse pointers. After the movement direction is initialized by a discrete
command, a movement can be launched by any vowel articulation, and the movement continues
until the vowel articulation stops; in the meantime, the movement speed can be changed on-the-ﬂy
by varying pitch [46]. The systems proposed by [45,48,49] work in a similar fashion, except that
they do not require continuous vowel articulation; once the movement direction has been set, the
mouse pointer moves automatically until a discrete command is received to stop the movement.
All these techniques, however, lack the ability to ﬂuidly and continuously change the movement
direction and, in some cases, the movement speed without having to issue discrete commands.
The Vocal Joystick project, funded by NSF and conducted at the University of Washington,
aims to assist individuals with motor impairments using a more ﬂuid control mechanism. This
voice-based interface is not conﬁned to the use of natural languages, but exhaustively explores non-
verbalacousticparametersofhumanvoicesuchasintensity, pitch, vowelqualityanddiscretesounds
(comprised of phoneme combinations). We have utilized this interface to control mouse movement
using the following scheme: mouse movement is triggered when vowel activity is detected, and
continues until the vowel activity stops. At each time frame, the movement direction is determined
by vowel quality, while the step size is determined by loudness. Finally, a small set of discrete
sounds are used to execute mouse clicks. A more detailed description of the Vocal Joystick will be
given in Chapter 6.
The Vocal Joystick has the following advantages compared with speech interfaces: (1) The
VJ offers control mechanisms for both continuous and discrete tasks; (2) it can select the vocal
parameters that maximally reduce confusability ; (3) it provides instantaneous feedback to a user
so that the interaction is mutually adaptive; and (4) it reduces the user’s cognitive load. Compared
with other continuous interfaces such as a head-mouse, a chin joystick or an eye tracker, the VJ
has a relatively high bandwidth, thereby providing more degrees of freedom in control. It is also
relatively cheap and requires less efforts in setup.
The design of the VJ system involves a variety of research areas, including phonetics, cognition
and perception science, signal processing, machine learning, control, user interface design and us-
ability. This dissertation focuses on several research problems at the pattern recognition level. First,
itiscrucialfortheVJsystemtohavearobustestimationofthevocalparameters, includingloudness,
pitch, vowel quality, and discrete sound identity, and to develop an efﬁcient user adaptation scheme11
to improve classiﬁcation and estimation performance. Secondly, it is sometimes necessary to have
an intelligent ﬁltering algorithm applied to some of the vocal parameters, as it is often difﬁcult for
a user to make the precise articulation he/she has intended, For example, in order to move along a
non-cardinal direction, the user may repeatedly alter between two cardinal vowels. A second reason
is that there often exist system errors in classiﬁcation; an adaptive ﬁlter would greatly help infer the
true user intent from noisy estimates.
1.3 Contributions and Organization
This dissertation makes contributions to the problem of adaptive learning from the following three
aspects.
² The theoretical contribution of this work is that we present a Bayesian “ﬁdelity prior” for clas-
siﬁer adaptation. This prior uniﬁes the adaptation strategies for a variety of generative models
and conditional models, and relates the generalization error bound (or sample complexity
bound) to the KL-divergence between training and target distributions in the PAC-Bayesian
setting.
² The algorithmic contribution comes from the development of novel regularized adaptation al-
gorithms for SVMs and MLPs, both derived from an lower bound of the ﬁdelity prior. These
algorithms perform remarkably well on a vowel classiﬁcation dataset and an object recogni-
tion dataset compared to other state-of-the-art techniques in the literature. Note that we have
also implemented an regularized adaptation algorithm for GMMs, which is essentially the
same as the conventional MAP adaptation.
² Application-wise, this dissertation gives an overview of the development of the Vocal Joy-
stick system. The main research contribution to the VJ system from this dissertation is the
exploitation of machine learning techniques at the signal processing and pattern recognition
level. This is speciﬁcally concerned with building regularized adaptation tools for the vowel
classiﬁer and for the discrete sound recognizer in the VJ engine. In addition, this work de-
scribes a novel pitch tracker based on graphical models, as well as an intelligent adaptive ﬁlter
that compensates for human and system errors.12
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows 1: Chapter 2 reviews theoretical foundations
based on which this work is constructed. Chapter 3 reviews practical work on adaptation devel-
oped in the area of speech recognition and natural language processing. Chapter 4 presents the
ﬁdelity prior and its instantiations for generative models and discriminative models, and provides
PAC-Bayesian error bound analysis. Chapter 5 describes in detail regularized adaptation algorithms
for SVMs and MLPs with experiments on two pattern classiﬁcation tasks. Chapter 6 introduces
the Vocal Joystick systems and the adaptation tools. Chapter 7 discusses other machine learning
techniques in the VJ system, including a pitch tracking algorithm and an online adaptive ﬁltering
algorithm. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes and suggests directions for future work. In addition, non-
important proofs (which are trivially derived from others’ work) and algorithm derivations can be
found in the appendices.
1.4 Collaborations and Publications
Some of the work described in this dissertation has been published in conference proceedings. The
ﬁdelity prior and the error bound analysis were published in [50], coauthored with Jeff Bilmes.
The regularized adaptation algorithm for MLPs, with evaluation on vowel classiﬁcation, was ﬁrst
proposed in [51], coauthored with Jeff Bilmes. An empirical design of SVM adaptation was pre-
sented in [52], coauthored with Jonathan Malkin and Jeff Bilmes. The pitch tracking algorithm
was published in [53], coauthored with Jonathan Malkin and Jeff Bilmes. The online adaptive ﬁlter
algorithm was published in [54], coauthored with Jonathan Malkin, Susumu Harada, Jeff Bilmes,
Richard Wright and James Landay.
As mentioned earlier, the development of the Vocal Joystick involved efforts from many other
researchers (faculties and students), and covers a broad spectrum of research areas. The ﬁrst paper
[38] that offered a comprehensive description of the VJ was a joint work by Jeff Bilmes, Xiao
Li, Jonathan Malkin, Kelley Kilanski, Richard Wright, Katrin Kirchhoff, Amarnag Subramanya,
Susumu Harada, James Landay, Patricia Dowden and Howard Chizeck. A sister paper [39] by
the same authors presented engineering details of the VJ system. Research on the motion control
modulewasprimarilydonebyJonathanMalkin, andwaspartiallypublishedin[55]. Researchonthe
1 As a side note, this dissertation is in fact organized in inverse chronological order of the progress of my Ph.D. work.13
VJ user interface was primarily done by Susumu Harada, and was published in [56]. Furthermore,
researchondatacollectioneffortscanbefoundin[57], ﬁrstauthoredbyKelleyKilanski. Finally, the
implementation of the VJ engine was a joint work with Jonathan Malkin and Susumu Harada. The
graphical user interface for adaptation presented in Figure 6.4 was primarily designed by Susumu
Harada.14
Chapter 2
LEARNING THEORY FOUNDATIONS
As introduced in Chapter 1, inductive learning is a machine learning paradigm that, given exam-
ples of inputs and corresponding outputs, learns to predict outputs on future inputs. The prediction
task is called classiﬁcation when we predict qualitative outputs, and regression when we predict
quantitative outputs. Formally speaking, we assume that there exists a mapping from an input space
X to an output space Y, where Y is a set of class labels in the case of classiﬁcation, and a space of
real values in the case of regression. Inductive learning asks to discover this mapping (both function
structure and parameter values) based on a set of observed examples. This dissertation is concerned
with classiﬁcation tasks in the context of inductive learning.
Throughout this work, all densities are taken w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure in their respective
spaces. We use p(x) as a short-cut for pX(X = x), and Ep(x)[¢] as a short-cut for EX»pX(X)[¢].
We also introduce the notion of convergence in probability. We say that Xn converges to X in
probability, denoted by Xm
P ¡! X, if for any ² > 0 and for any ± > 0 there exists a natural number
M such that for all m > M,
PrfjXm ¡ Xj < ²g > 1 ¡ ±:
Assume that we observe m samples Dm = f(xi;yi)j(xi;yi) » p(x;y)gm
i=1, where xi 2 X are
input features and yi 2 Y are class labels. Further assume that we are given a function space F
(either countable of uncountable) that contains some mappings f : X ! Y which we call decision
functions or classiﬁers. Our goal is to learn a decision function (or a classiﬁer) f 2 F : X ! Y
that not only correctly classiﬁes the observed samples, but also generalizes to unseen samples drawn
from the same distribution. In other words, we desire to learn an decision function that minimizes
the expected risk (or, equivalently, the true risk),
Rp(x;y)(f)
¢ = Ep(x;y)[Q(f(x);y)]; (2.1)
where Q(¢) is a loss function that measures the “cost” of a classiﬁcation decision. Notice that the15
difference between the expected risk of f and the Bayes risk, i.e. inf
f
Rp(x;y)(f), consists of two
error terms:
Rp(x;y)(f)¡inf
f
Rp(x;y)(f) =
µ
Rp(x;y)(f)¡ inf
f2F
Rp(x;y)(f)
¶
+
µ
inf
f2F
Rp(x;y)(f)¡inf
f
Rp(x;y)(f)
¶
(2.2)
where the ﬁrst term on the right hand side is called the estimation error, and the second the approxi-
mation error. Moreover, throughout this work, we use the 0-1 loss, i.e. Q((f(x);y) = I(f(x) 6= y),
in evaluating the classiﬁcation performance. In this case the expected risk is the true classiﬁcation
error rate. The 0-1 loss, however, is often computationally intractable as an optimization func-
tion [58]; surrogates of the 0-1 loss are typically used in actually training a classiﬁer, which will be
discussed in Section 2.2 in detail.
Regardless of what loss function to use, the expected risk is hard to optimize directly as p(x;y)
is generally unknown. In practice, we often aim to ﬁnd a decision function ^ f that minimizes the
empirical risk which is deﬁned as
Remp(f)
¢ =
1
m
m X
i=1
Q(f(xi);yi); (xi;yi) 2 Dm: (2.3)
In other words, ^ f minimizes the average risk over a speciﬁc data set Dm. It has been shown that if
Q(¢) satisﬁes certain property, then for any f, Remp(f)
P ¡! Rp(x;y)(f) [59]. Furthermore, if F has
a ﬁnite VC dimension (to be deﬁned in Section 2.3), then R( ^ f)
P ¡! inf
f2F
(f) [25,60]. However, the
available sample size in a given training set is almost always far from sufﬁcient. Such cases require
the use of certain regularization strategy to guarantee good generalization performance [25,60–63].
In fact, a fundamental problem in machine learning is to bound the expected risk from above by the
empirical risk plus a capacity term. This class of bounds are called generalization error bounds or
sample complexity bounds, which provide theoretical justiﬁcations for regularization.
This chapter reviews the learning theory foundations on the basis of which our adaptation the-
orems and algorithms are developed. The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.1
introduces different classiﬁcation models, i.e., different ways of formulating the decision function
f(x). Section 2.2, without considering generalization ability yet, introduces a number of loss func-
tions Q(¢) for parameter estimation. Section 2.3, the most crucial to this work, reviews two schools
of theory on generalization error bounds. Section 2.4 discusses the role of regularization in machine16
learning. The last section gives mathematical basics that are necessary to understanding the rest of
the work.
2.1 Statistical Models for Classiﬁcation
In this section, we discuss different formulations of the decision function f by using different statis-
tical models; how to estimate the parameters of these models (e.g., maximum likelihood estimation
or discriminative training) is an orthogonal issue which will be discussed in the next section. In
particular, we introduce two important approaches: generative models and discriminative models.
2.1.1 Generative models
In this case, the function space F consists of models that describe sample distributions. A decision
function (or a classiﬁer), therefore, is represented by a generative model, and the output of the
decision function is the class label that produces the highest joint probability:
“decision” = argmax
y
lnp(x;yjf) = argmax
y
lnp(xjy;f)p(yjf): (2.4)
Since the decision function is uniquely determined by the generative model, we slightly abuse nota-
tion to let f denote a generative model or its parameters, instead of a decision function.
Well-known examples of this approach include Bayesian networks and Markov random ﬁelds
[64], while the parametric form of p(x;yjf) varies depending on speciﬁc models. A Bayesian net-
work is a directed acyclic graph with vertices representing variables and edges representing depen-
dence relations among the variables. The joint distribution of all variables factorizes over variables
given their parents, i.e. p(x1:n) =
n Y
i=1
p(xijparents(xi)). By having fewer edges in the graph, the
network makes stronger conditional independence assumptions and the resulting model has fewer
degrees of freedom. For example, Na¨ ıve Bayes and hidden Markov models (HMMs), with simple
graph structures, are among the most popularly used statistical classiﬁers. A Markov random ﬁeld is
similar to a Bayesian network except that it is an undirected graph, thereby capable of representing
certain distributions that a Bayesian network can not represent. In this case, the joint distribution
of the variables is the product of potential functions over cliques (the maximal fully-connected sub-
graphs). Formally, p(x1:n) =
1
Z
Y
k
Ák(xfkg), where Ák(xfkg) is the potential function for clique17
k, and Z is a normalization constant. Again, the graph structure has a strong relation to the model
complexity.
Generativemodelshavelongbeenusedinspeech, text, visionandbioinformaticsfortheirability
to handle variable-length structured data. For example, a HMM with a ﬁxed set of parameters can
generate an observation sequence of arbitrary length. Moreover, generative models has principled
ways to treat latent variables, typically using Expectation-Maximization (EM) [65, 66]. Despite
these advantages, this approach is in general sub-optimal for classiﬁcation tasks, as it intends to
solve a more difﬁcult density estimation problem rather than to optimize directly for classiﬁcation
performance. One popular method to compensate for this problem is discriminative training of
generative model parameters [67–72], as will be discussed in the next section. Alternatively, struc-
tural discriminability is a structure learning approach that learns dependency relationships between
random variables (of a generative model) in a discriminative fashion [73,74].
2.1.2 Discriminative models
Discriminative models, on the other hand, directly model the conditional relationship of labels given
input features. One class of discriminative models represent this conditional relationship probabilis-
tically by modeling the conditional probability p(yjx;f) (here we let f denote a conditional model
or its parameters). The output of a decision function is the class label that yields the highest condi-
tional probability, i.e.
“decision” = argmax
y
lnp(yjx;f) (2.5)
Log linear models, multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs), conditional maximum entropy (MaxEnt) mod-
els and conditional random ﬁelds (CRFs) all belong to probabilistic discriminative models. In fact,
the last layer of MLPs, MaxEnts and CRFs all can be considered as generalized log linear models.
In binary classiﬁcation, a generalized log linear model assumes that
log
p(y = +1jx;f)
p(y = ¡1jx;f)
= wTÁ(x) + b:
where Á(¢) represents a nonlinear transformation from the input space to a feature space Conse-
quently, the conditional distributions are in the form of
p(yjx;f) =
1
Z
exp(y(wTÁ(x) + b)):18
where Z is a normalization constant.
A second class of discriminative models directly model the decision boundary which is the
most relevant to classiﬁcation. An afﬁne decision function, for example, assumes that the decision
boundary is a hyperplane. Moreover, if applied in a transformed feature space, this approach can as
well model nonlinear decision boundaries. In such cases,
“decision” = sgn (hw;Á(x)i + b) (2.6)
where w and b are afﬁne parameters, and Á(¢) is again a nonlinear transformation. Given a ﬁxed
Á(¢), f is represented (w;b). Non-probabilistic discriminative models include kernel methods such
as support vector machines (SVMs) and nearest neighbor methods, many of which, however, are
endowed with probabilistic interpretations.
Discriminative classiﬁers directly relate to classiﬁcation and therefore often yield superior per-
formance. There has been research on combining the advantages of generative and discrimina-
tive models in an attempt to cope with structured data and latent variables while maintaining good
classiﬁcation performance. In addition to methods such as discriminative training and structural
discriminability that we have mentioned, there are approaches that exploit generative models in
discriminative classiﬁers, e.g. the use of the Fisher kernel [75].
2.2 Loss Functions for Parameter Estimation
As mentioned before, a risk function using the 0-1 loss corresponds to classiﬁcation error rate,
which is what we typically use in evaluating a classiﬁer. Ideally, the objective of training should
be consistent with that of evaluation, thus we should choose to use the 0-1 loss in training so that
we are minimizing exactly the classiﬁcation error rate. However, this procedure is computationally
intractable for many classes of models; surrogates of 0-1 loss are often used instead in order to
analytically solve the optimization problem. Here we introduce a number of loss functions, as well
as their associated training objectives. The ﬁrst group of loss functions are based on probabilistic
models, while the second group are based on the notion of margin. For a thorough study of loss
functions and risk bounds, refer to [59]. Since this section is concerned with parameter estimation,
f herein denotes model parameters.19
2.2.1 Probability-based loss
Historically, there has always been a strong association between a statistical model and its training
objective [76]. Joint likelihood loss1, deﬁned as
Q(f(x);y) = ¡lnp(x;yjf); (2.7)
is naturally, and most commonly, used by generative models such as Na¨ ıve Bayes and HMMs. It
is worth noting that other loss functions can be applied to estimating generative models as well,
as will be discussed shortly. The resulting training objective using the joint likelihood loss is
max
f
1
m
m X
i=1
lnp(xi;yijf), which is generally known as maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [69].
MLE aims to ﬁnd parameters that best describe the data, and is statistically consistent under the
assumptions that the model structure is correct, that the training data is generated from the true dis-
tribution, and that we have an inﬁnite amount of such training data. Moreover, in generative models,
the joint likelihood function can often be decomposed into independent sub-problems which can be
optimized separately.
The major ﬂaw of using the joint likelihood loss is that the model structure we choose can
be wrong, and the training data is rarely sufﬁcient. Since ultimately we desire good classiﬁcation
performance, we should ideally design a loss function to achieve this goal. To this end, conditional
likelihood loss, deﬁned as
Q(f(x);y) = ¡lnp(yjx;f); (2.8)
directly evaluates a model’s predication performance. The resulting training objective becomes
max
f
1
m
m X
i=1
lnp(yijxi;f). Typically we use this objective when training discriminative probabilistic
models, such as MLPs, MaxEnt models and CRFs. In such cases, the training is also referred
to as “maximum likelihood estimation”, though the “likelihood” here actually means “conditional
likelihood” rather than “joint likelihood”. Notice that we can also apply this loss function when
training generative models, where we maximize
1
m
m X
i=1
µ
p(xi;yijf)=
X
y
p(xi;yjf)
¶
, leading to a
discriminative training technique termed maximum mutual information estimation (MMIE) [67,69,
1We use the term “joint likelihood” in order to distinguish from the “conditional likelihood” which will be introduced
shortly. Moreover, the loss is actually the negative logarithm of the joint likelihood, where we omit the adjectives for
simplicity20
77]. Usually there is no globally optimal solution to this objective; stochastic gradient descent [78],
or, in some cases, the extended Baulm-Welch algorithm [79] can be utilized to ﬁnd a local optimum.
Although MMIE demonstrates signiﬁcant performance advantages over the traditional MLE
approach [68], it aims at ﬁtting class posterior distributions rather than directly minimizing error
rate. The minimum classiﬁcation error (MCE) method uses a loss function that are more consistent
with error rate minimization [68,70], e.g.,
Q(f(x);y) = ¾
µ
¡ gy(x;f) + ln
·
1
jYj
X
y06=y
expfgy(x;f)´g
¸1=´¶
(2.9)
where gy(x;f) = lnp(yjx;f), and ¾(¢) is a sigmoid function that yields a smooth loss function.
The intuition behind is that the prediction will be correct as long as gy(x;f), in which y is the true
class label, ranks the highest among all gy0(x), y0 2 Y; and we can achieve this by maximizing the
difference, from one side, between gy(x;f) and its opponents.
2.2.2 Margin-based loss
Margin-based loss functions follow a general expression Q(f(x);y) = ~ Q(yf(x)), where yf(x) is
known as the margin. It is easy to see that for binary classiﬁcation, Q(f(x);y) = I(yf(x) < 0)
is equivalent to the 0-1 loss, the minimization of which is NP-hard for many non-trivial classes of
functions [58]. We can, however, replace the indicator function with a convex function ~ Q(¢), leading
to convex surrogates of the 0-1 loss. The main advantage of this is to simultaneously deal with
computationally feasible algorithms and to avoid overﬁtting [59]. Indeed, many machine learning
algorithms adopt such an approach. For example, hinge loss used in SVM [25,80], logistic loss
used in logistic regression [8] and exponential loss used in boosting [81,82] are all in the form of
~ Q(yf(x)), where their respective ~ Q(¢) are convex surrogates of the indicator function as shown in
Figure 2.1. Next we introduce several such examples.
First, the hinge loss is deﬁned as
Q(f(x);y) = j1 ¡ yf(x);0j+ (2.10)
It is easy to see that the hinge loss is convex but not differentiable, and constrained optimization is
hence required to solve the optimization problem. This loss is historically used in training SVMs,21
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Figure 2.1: Convex surrogates of the 0-1 loss
and is recently utilized in discriminative training of structured generative models such as Markov
networks [71] and Gaussian mixture models [72].
Secondly, the logistic loss is deﬁned as
Q(f(x);y) = ln
1
1 + exp(¡yf(x))
(2.11)
This coincides with the form of the conditional likelihood loss when the conditional probability
p(yjx;f) uses a sigmoid function. Notice that in Figure 2.1, we actually use a scaled version of the
logistic function so that the function value equals one at the point zero.
The exponential loss commonly used in boosting [81,82] is given by
Q(f(x);y) = expf¡yf(x)g (2.12)
Note that it is important to inspect whether Remp(f) converges to Rp(x;y)(f) with sufﬁciently
large m under these surrogate loss functions; and to ﬁnd quantitative relationships between the
estimation error Rp(x;y)(f) ¡ inf
f2F
Rp(x;y)(f) associated with the surrogate loss functions and that
associated with the 0-1 loss. These issues have been comprehensively investigated in (to name a
few) [59,83,84].22
2.3 Generalization Error Bounds
Recall that in the standard setting of inductive learning, we desire to learn f¤ 2 argmin
f2F
Rp(x;y)(f).
As p(x;y) is generally unknown, we can instead minimize the empirical risk ^ f 2 argmin
f2F
Remp(f)
on a training set Dm. A fundamental question in machine learning is to ask if empirical risk mini-
mization (ERM) is consistent, i.e., whether
Rp(x;y)( ^ f)
P ¡! inf
f2F
Rp(x;y)(f) (2.13)
This gives rise to the notion of strict consistency of empirical risk minimization. Here we refrain
fromgivingits formal deﬁnition as presentedin [25], as this woulddeviateour discussion awayfrom
the main theme. Instead, we present a theorem which provides a sufﬁcient and necessary condition
for strict consistency of ERM, and we present this in our own notation.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Key theorem of learning theory [25]) Let there exist the constant a and A such
that for all functions f 2 F, and for a given distribution p(x;y), the inequality a · Rp(x;y)(f) · A
holds true. Then the strict consistency of the ERM principle is equivalent to the uniform one-sided
convergence of Remp(f) to Rp(x;y)(f), i.e., for any ² > 0 and for any ± > 0 there exists a natural
number M such that for all m > M,
Pr
½
Rp(x;y)(f) ¡ Remp(f) < ²
¾
> 1 ¡ ± (2.14)
holds true for all f 2 F.
This theorem equates strict consistency with uniform one-sided convergence, and provides a simpler
(and sufﬁcient) way to gauge the learning performance which is to use the (²;±)-bound as shown in
Equation (2.14). The (²;±)-bound is also referred to as a generalization error bound.
Here we particularly assume the 0-1 loss function, i.e.,
Rp(x;y)(f) = Ep(x;y)[I(f(x) 6= y)]
Remp(f) =
m X
i=1
I(f(xi) 6= yi)
(2.15)
Since Rp(x;y) is ﬁnite, Theorem 2.3.1 is satisﬁed. Moreover, we desire a small Remp(f) as well
as small ² and ± values, so that we can guarantee a small upper bound on Rp(x;y)(f). It has been23
proven that the following inequality holds true for f 2 F,
Pr
½
Rp(x;y)(f) · Remp(f) + ©(F;f;Dm;m;±)
¾
> 1 ¡ ± (2.16)
where ©(F;f;Dm;m;±) is a capacity term indicating the generalization performance of f (the
lower the capacity the better the generalization performance). In general, larger m and ± each lead
to smaller ©(¢), while larger F (in terms of some capacity measure which will be deﬁned shortly)
leads to larger ©(¢). There is a tradeoff inherited in the generalization error bound (2.16): as the
function space F expands, the empirical error rate Remp(f) decreases but the capacity term ©(¢)
may at the same time increase, meaning that the decision function f ﬁts the training data better
but this is more likely an overﬁt. An alternative and sometimes equivalent way to measure the
generalization performance of a learning algorithm is to inspect the sample complexity of achieving
an (²;±)-bound, which is the minimum number of samples needed such that the bound (2.16) holds
true; and the upper bound on this number is often referred to as a sample complexity bound.
There has been a surge of interest in discovering different forms of the capacity term. In the
following two subsections we introduce VC (Vapnik-Cervonenkis) bounds [25] and PAC-Bayesian
bounds [85] respectively.
2.3.1 VC bounds
We begin by introducing several important measures describing the capacity of a function space F.
Here F can be either countable or uncountable. Here we assume that Y = §1, i.e. the output of
f(¢) is binary.
Deﬁnition N(F;Dm)isdeﬁnedtobethecardinalityofthemaximumsetoffunctionsf 2 F which
yield different outputs [f(x1);f(x2);:::;f(xm)]T (each output is a vector of m binary elements)
when restricted to a sample set Dm.
This quantity measures the capacity of a function space F with respect to a particular sample set.
More accurately, it measures the number of ways that a function class can separate a speciﬁc sam-
ple set into two classes. It is easy to see that N(F;Dm) is a non-decreasing function of m, and
that N(F;Dm) · 2m since m samples can yield at most 2m different outputs. Furthermore, this
quantity depends on the choice of Dm. For example, consider a set of m = 3 samples in the input24
space X = R2, and assume F consists of afﬁne functions. If x1, x2 and x3 are not collinear (i.e.
they do not lie on a single line), then N(F;D3) is 23 = 8. If, however, x1, x2 and x3 are collinear,
N(F;D3) would be at most 6.
The concepts of the VC entropy and the annealed entropy, deﬁned on the basis of N(F;Dm),
are measures of the “expected capacity” of a function space, which no longer depend on a speciﬁc
sample set Dm.
Deﬁnition VC entropy HF(m)
¢ = Ep(x;y)[lnN(F;Dm)]
Deﬁnition Annealed entropy Hann
F (m)
¢ = lnEp(x;y)[N(F;Dm)]
These two concepts, however, are distribution-dependent, which are hard to evaluate since the sam-
ple distribution is usually unknown. The growth function is a capacity concept independent of the
sample distribution by taking a supremum over all samples.
Deﬁnition Growth function GF(m)
¢ = ln sup
Dm2Xm£Ym
N(F;Dm).
Notice that sup
Dm2Xm£Ym
N(F;Dm) is often called the shattering coefﬁcient, and the growth func-
tion is simply its logarithm. It is easy to prove that
HF(m) · Hann
F (m) · GF(m) (2.17)
where the ﬁrst inequality immediately follows Jensen’s inequality [86], while the second inequality
is obvious. These concepts provide a quantitative measure (though hard to compute) for the func-
tion space F. In fact, Vapnik derived different capacity terms ©(¢) in Equation (2.16) using these
measures. Generally, given ﬁxed m and ±, ©(¢) is a monotonically increasing function of HF(m),
Hann
F (m), or GF(m).
Next we brieﬂy introduce the “three milestones”of learning theory [25].
1. A sufﬁcient condition for consistency of the ERM principle is lim
m!1
HF(m)
m
= 0
2. A sufﬁcient condition for a fast rate of convergence is lim
m!1
Hann
F (m)
m
= 0
3. The necessary and sufﬁcient condition for consistency of the ERM principle for any distribu-
tion is lim
m!1
GF(m)
m
= 0.25
Finally, we present another capacity concept h, or VC dimension, upon which an upper bound
of the growth function is further constructed.
Deﬁnition VC dimension h
¢ = maxfm : GF(m) = mln2g, or equivalently, the maximum number
of points that can be shattered by F.
It is proved in [25] that for m > h, the inequality GF(m) · h(ln
m
h
+ 1) holds true, leading to the
well-known VC bound theorem:
Theorem 2.3.2 For any function space (countable or uncountable) F, and for any f 2 F, the
following bound holds true,
Pr
½
Rp(x;y)(f) · Remp(f) +
r
h(ln(2m=h) + 1) + ln(4=±)
m
¾
> 1 ¡ ± (2.18)
There are nice properties about this bound: (1) distribution-independent — it holds true regardless
of the distribution p(x;y); (2) algorithm-independent — it holds true regardless of a speciﬁc choice
of f. (3) data-independent — it holds true regardless of sample values Dm. The only relevant factor
is the VC dimension of F, a measure that reﬂects the capacity of the function space. The lower the
VC dimension, the faster the rate of convergence, and the convergence rate is uniformly bounded
for all decision functions in the function space. In other words, the capacity term in Equation (2.16)
is essentially ©(¢) = ©(h(F);m;±), which does not depend on speciﬁc f or Dm. These indepen-
dence properties, however, come at the cost that such a bound is generally loose compared with an
algorithm-dependent, or a data-dependent bound which we will discuss next.
2.3.2 PAC-Bayesian bounds
The PAC-Bayesian framework [62,85,87] combines the advantages of Bayesian methods with PAC
learning [88]. This approach inherits the main characteristic of a Bayesian approach by incorporat-
ing domain knowledge in the form of a Bayesian prior ¼(f), f 2 F. Here we use what we call a
“standard prior” ¼(f) to denote the prior in the conventional sense. The standard prior is chosen
before seeing any training or test data, which should be distinguished from the “ﬁdelity prior” which
will be introduced in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the PAC-Bayesian approach provides a generaliza-
tion error bound without assuming the truth of the prior. The simplest PAC-Bayesian bound is the
Occam’s Razor bound, which is only valid for countable function spaces, i.e., jFj < 1.26
Theorem 2.3.3 (Occam’s Razor bound [85,87]) For any probability distribution p(x;y) where
the samples are drawn in an i.i.d. fashion, for any prior distribution ¼(f) deﬁned on a countable
function space F, and for any f for which ¼(f) > 0, the following bound holds true
Pr
½
Rp(x;y)(f) · Remp(f) +
r
¡ln¼(f) ¡ ln±
2m
¾
> 1 ¡ ±: (2.19)
A proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix A.1, which utilizes the union bound theorem,
thereby limiting the use of the Occam’s Razor bound to countable function spaces. The general
capacity term in Equation (2.16) is ©(¢) = ©(F;f;m;±), in contrast to the VC bound where ©(¢) =
©(F;m;±). Here ©(¢) is no longer a capacity measure of the function space but a minimum-
description-length-type measure of individual decision functions. Consequently, the convergence
rate can be different at different points in the function space.
Similar to the VC bound, Theorem 2.3.3 presents a tradeoff between selecting a model that ﬁts
the data well and selecting a model with a high prior probability. This offers some insight into
how to choose a prior distribution ¼(f) — we should always assign higher prior probabilities to the
functions which are a-priori viewed as likely to ﬁt the data well.
One limitation of the Occam’s Razor bound is that it is only valid for countable function spaces.
McAllester’s PAC-Bayes bound for Gibbs classiﬁers [62,85,87] works for both countable and un-
countable functions. A Gibbs classiﬁer is a stochastic classiﬁer given by f » q(f), meaning that
f is drawn randomly from q(f), where q(f) is a posterior distribution of f given the training data
Dm. In this setting, we deﬁne the stochastic expected risk as
Eq(f)[Rp(x;y)(f)] = Eq(f)[Ep(x;y)[Q(f(x);y)]]
and the stochastic empirical risk as
Eq(f)[Remp(f)] = Eq(f)[
1
m
m X
i=1
Q(f(x;y)];
and McAllester’s PAC-Bayes theorem bounds the difference, from one side, between these two
quantities.27
Theorem 2.3.4 (PAC-Bayes bound for Gibbs classiﬁers [85]) For any prior distribution ¼(f) and
any posterior distribution q(f), the following holds true,
Pr
½
Eq(f)[Rp(x;y)(f)] · Eq(f)[Remp(f)] +
r
D(q(f)jj¼(f)) ¡ ln± + lnm + 2
2m ¡ 1
¾
> 1 ¡ ±:
(2.20)
Proofs of this theorem can be obtained in [85,87,89]. The general capacity term in Equation (2.16)
becomes ©(¢) = ©(F;f;Dm;m;±). In other words, this is a data-dependent bound, since q(f) is
in general estimated from data. However, the theorem holds true for any posterior distribution, i.e.,
it does not constrain how to estimate q(f) from data. In the case of a countable function space, if we
commit our choice of decision function to one point f0 in the function space, i.e. q(f) = I(f = f0),
we have
Pr
½
Rp(x;y)(f0) · Remp(f0) +
r
¡ln¼(f0) ¡ ln± + lnm + 2
2m ¡ 1
¾
> 1 ¡ ± (2.21)
which is similar to Theorem 2.3.3. For an uncountable function space, however, the KL-divergence
D(q(f)jj¼(f)) is not well deﬁned when q(f) = ±(f = f0).
Additionally, we are often interested in a Bayesian predictive classiﬁer, which is a deterministic
classiﬁer in the form of fBayes(x)
¢ = Eq(f)[f(x)]. Note that under this deﬁnition the actual decision
function is sgn fBayes(x). Seeger [89] has stated that for f : X ! f§1g, the expected error of a
Bayesian predictive classiﬁer is bounded by twice the stochastic expected error of a Gibbs classiﬁer
under the same posterior distribution. Mathematically,
Rp(x;y)(fBayes) · 2Eq(f)[Rp(x;y)(f)]; (2.22)
we provide our proof of this inequality in AppendixA.2. Therefore, the expected error of a Bayesian
predictive classiﬁer is less than twice the bound in Theorem 2.3.5. Furthermore, Schapire [82]
provided a margin bound on Bayesian predictive classiﬁers directly, which was further improved by
Langford [90–92] in the PAC-Bayesian setting. The bound in [90] is given by:
Theorem 2.3.5 (PAC-Bayes margin bound for Bayesian predictive classiﬁers [90]) For any
prior distribution ¼(f) and any posterior distribution q(f), and for any margin threshold µ > 0,28
the following holds with probability 1 ¡ ±:
Ep(x;y)[I(yfBayes(x) < 0)] ·
1
m
m X
i=1
I(yfBayes(x) < µ)]+
r
µ¡2D(q(f)jj¼(f))lnm + lnm ¡ ln±
m
(2.23)
where fBayes(x) = Eq(f)[f(x)]
2.4 Regularization
The previous section shows an important fact in statistical learning: minimizing only the empirical
risk can lead to bad generalization performance when the sample size is small. The error bound
theorems, however, have offered us theoretically-justiﬁed guidance to avoid this problem. The two
types of generalization error bounds introduced in the previous section lead to two different, yet
uniﬁable, approaches to regularization.
2.4.1 Structured risk minimization
According to the VC bound theorem, if two models describe the training data equally well, the
model with the smallest VC dimension has better generalization performance. We thus can use the
VC dimension as a regularizer in minimizing the empirical risk. Let F1 ½ F2 ½ ::: ½ F be a
sequence of increasingly large function spaces. On one hand, we have
h(F1) · h(F2) · ::: · h(F)
since if Fj can shatter m points, then Fj+1 must shatter at least m points. On the other hand, it is
easy to see that
min
f2F1
Remp(f) ¸ min
f2F2
Remp(f) ¸ ::: ¸ min
f2F
Remp(f)
In practice, we would like to minimize a “regularized risk” which take into account both the em-
pirical risk and the capacity of the model. Mathematically, we want to ﬁnd the index of a function
space such that
j¤ = argmin
j
·µ
(min
f2Fj
Remp(f)
¶
+ ¸h(Fj)
¸
;
where ¸ is a regularization coefﬁcient. We further use h(f) to denote the VC dimension of the
minimum function space that contains f, i.e., h(f) = h(Fj0) where j0 = minfj : f 2 Fjg. Then it29
is easy to see that
min
j
µµ
min
f2Fj
Remp(f)
¶
+ ¸ ¢ h(Fj)
¶
= min
f2F
µ
Remp(f) + ¸ ¢ h(f)
¶
(2.24)
One of the most successful examples that implement the idea of structured risk minimization is
the use of large margin hyperplanes [25,80]. It is relatively easy to derive an upper bound of the
VC dimension of hyperplanes, and this upper bound can be readily used as a regularizer in ERM.
To see this, we ﬁrst introduce a theorem regarding the VC dimension of hyperplanes in canonical
form with a proof (by Sch¨ olkopf [63]) provided in Appendix A.3.
Theorem 2.4.1 [25,63] Consider hyperplanes wTx = 0 in canonical form w.r.t. fxigm
i=1, i.e.,
min
i
jwTxij = 1
For any w, the set of decision functions f(x) = sgn wTx satisfying the constraint kwk · ¤ has a
VC dimension satisfying
h · R2¤2
where R = max
i
kxik.
Taking into account both the empirical risk and the VC dimension, the optimal hyperplane can
be found by solving the following constrained quadratic optimization problem [80],
min
w;b;»
¸
2
kwk2 +
1
m
m X
i=1
»i
subject to »i ¸ 1 ¡ yi(hw;xii + b) and »i ¸ 0:
(2.25)
Here »i are slack variables introduced to represent the hinge loss, i.e., »i = j1 ¡ yi(hw;xii + b)j+.
This problem can be solved using the Lagrangian formulation, and is eventually reduced to a dual
optimization problem where w and b are eliminated:
max
®
m X
i=1
®i ¡
1
2
m X
i;j=1
®i®jyiyjhxi;xji
subject to 0 · ®i ·
1
¸m
and
m X
i=1
®iyi = 0
(2.26)
The solution is given by w =
Pm
i=1 ®iyixi. The resulting hyperplane is determined by those
training samples with nonzero ®i values, known as support vectors (SVs).30
2.4.2 Bayesian model selection
An alternative approach to regularization is to take the Bayesian view of the world. We view the
model f as a random variable and we specify a prior distribution ¼(f) before seeing the training
data. The posterior probability of a decision function is given by
p(fjDm) =
p(Dmjf)¼(f)
p(Dm)
; (2.27)
In the case of a single, deterministic classiﬁer, we perform maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mation which is essentially a regularized optimization criterion:
f¤ = argmin
f2F
µ
Remp(f) ¡ ¸ln¼(f)
¶
(2.28)
Here we substituted lnp(Dmjf) with a general risk Remp(f) which can use any loss function de-
pending on the classiﬁer of interest. Furthermore, we added a regularization coefﬁcient to control
how much we trust our prior knowledge. Note that this criterion resembles structured risk minimiza-
tion except that ¡ln¼(f) replaces h(f) as the regularizer. When the function space is countable,
this model selection algorithm is justiﬁed by the Occam’s Razor bound (Theorem 2.3.3) — in order
to guarantee a low expected risk, it is desired to select the model with both a low empirical risk and
a high prior probability. Although there is not yet known that there exists an analogy of the Occam’s
Razor bound for single, deterministic classiﬁers in uncountable function spaces, we will show in
Chapter 5 that it empirically works well to use Equation (2.28) in learning such classiﬁers.
Similarly, for Gibbs classiﬁers, McAllester’s PAC-Bayesian bound in Theorem 2.3.5 suggests
the following training objective:
q¤(f) = argmin
q
µ
Eq(f)[Remp(f)] + ¸D(q(f)jj¼(f))
¶
(2.29)
A similar training objective can be derived for Bayesian predictive classiﬁers. For example, maxi-
mum entropy discrimination [93] seeks a posterior distribution q(f) that minimizes D(q(f)jj¼(f))
under the constraints that Eq(f)[Ep(°i)[(yif(xi) ¡ °i)]] ¸ 0, which is theoretically justiﬁed by the
corresponding error bounds [90,92].
In both cases, the prior distribution ¼(f) plays a crucial role in the generalization ability of a
decision function. Choosing an appropriate prior distribution, just as choosing a right sub-function-
space in structured risk minimization, can yield an estimation that attains a low empirical error rate31
as well as a low capacity term. In fact, structured risk minimization can be viewed as a special case
of Bayesian model selection, where the functions f 2 Fj are assigned higher prior probabilities
than functions f 2 Fj+1 n Fj, and where all functions f 2 Fj+1 n Fj are assigned equal prior
probabilities. Moreover, the choice of a prior distribution has been traditionally a compromise
between a realistic assessment of beliefs and choosing a parametric form that simpliﬁes analytical
calculations. Certain forms of the prior are preferred due to their mathematical tractability. For
example, in the case of generative models, a conjugate prior ¼(f) w.r.t. the joint sample distribution
p(x;yjf) is often used, so that the posterior p(fjx;y) belongs to the same functional family as
the prior. In Langford’s PAC-Bayesian margin bound [94], a Gaussian prior is chosen to simplify
mathematical derivations.
2.5 Information Theoretical Background
This section gives information theoretical basics that are necessary to understanding the rest of the
work. InformationtheorywasoriginallypresentedbyShannoninhispaper“AMathematicalTheory
of Communication”, though the discussion of this section is mainly based on Cover’s work [86].
Regarding the notation used in this section, we again use p(x) as a short-cut for pX(X = x), and
we in general use scalar representations (e.g. x), but bear in mind that all concepts and theorems are
valid for vector variables.
The key concept in information theory is entropy, which measures the randomness of an event.
Deﬁnition The entropy of a random variable X 2 X is deﬁned as H(X) = ¡Ep(x)[logp(x)].
If jXj < 1, X denotes the alphabet of X; otherwise X denotes the support set of X and p(x)
denotes the probability density function. Note that the term “differential entropy” and the symbol
h(X) are often used to represent the entropy in cases jXj = 1. Here we ignore this distinction and
use H(X) for both cases.
The conditional entropy measures the randomness of a random variable given another random
variable.
Deﬁnition The conditional entropy is deﬁned as H(XjY ) = ¡Ep(x;y)[logp(xjy)].
It is easy to derive the chain rule H(X;Y ) = H(XjY ) + H(Y ).32
Deﬁnition The relative entropy, or the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, between two distribu-
tions p(x) and q(x) of a random variable X, is deﬁned as D(p(x)jjq(x)) = Ep(x)[log
p(x)
q(x)
]
In the above deﬁnition, we use the convention that 0log 0
q = 0 and plog
p
0 = 1. The relative
entropy satisﬁes many important mathematical properties. For example, D(p(x)jjq(x)) ¸ 0, where
the equality holds true iff p(x) = q(x) for all x 2 X. Also, D(p(x)jjq(x)) is a convex function of
p(x), as well as of q(x). Similarly, we deﬁne the conditional relative entropy as follows.
Deﬁnition Theconditionalrelativeentropybetweentwoconditionaldistributionsp(xjy)andq(xjy)
is deﬁned as D(p(xjy)jjq(xjy)) = Ep(x;y)[log
p(xjy)
q(xjy)
]
The chain rule is also applicable to relative entropy: D(p(x;y)jjq(x;y)) = D(p(xjy)jjq(xjy)) +
D(p(y)jjq(y)).
Next, we study the information theoretical quantities for Gaussian distributions. It is well known
that the Gaussian distribution maximizes entropy among all distributions with the ﬁrst moment
equality constraints, and hence is a natural choice of the underlying distribution for many data gen-
eratingprocesses. TheentropyofamultivariateGaussiandistributionN(x;¹;§)is 1
2 log(2¼e)dj§j,
where d denotes the dimensionality. The relative entropy of two Gaussian distributions follows
KL-divergence of normal distributions [95]: If p(xjµ1) = N(x;¹1;§1) and p(xjµ2) =
N(x;¹2;§2), where x 2 Rd, then
D(N(x;¹1;§1)jjN(x;¹2;§2)) =
1
2
ln
µ
j§2j
j§1j
¶
+
1
2
tr
¡
§1§¡1
2 + (¹2 ¡ ¹1)T§¡1
2 (¹2 ¡ ¹1)
¢
¡
d
2
(2.30)
In particular, if §1 = §2, the relatively entropy is a Mahalanobis distance between two Gaussian
means.
D(N(x;¹1;§1)jjN(x;¹2;§2)) =
1
2
(¹2 ¡ ¹1)T§¡1
2 (¹2 ¡ ¹1) (2.31)
If we treat the relative entropy as a function of (¹2;§2), then its functional form equals that of
the negative logarithm of a normal-Wishart density on (¹2;§2) plus a constant. To see this we write
the general form of a normal-Wishart density2 as
W¡1(¹;§jº;¿;a;B) / j§j¡(a¡d)=2 expf¡
¿
2
(¹ ¡ º)T§¡1(¹ ¡ º)gexpf¡
1
2
tr(B§¡1)g (2.32)
2Since § is a covariance matrix rather than a precision matrix, we actually use an inverse-Wishart density33
where (¿;º;a;B) are hyperparameters. It is easy to see that we have
D(N(x;¹1;§1)jjN(x;¹2;§2)) = W¡1(¹2;§2jº;¿;a;B) + C
where ¿ = 1, º = ¹1, a = d + 1, B = §1 and C = ¡1
2 lnj§1j ¡ d
2. Moreover, if §2 = §1, the
relative entropy is proportional to the negative logarithm of a Gaussian distribution.
In fact, the relative entropy can be conveniently calculated if the probability density p(xjµ),
given parameters µ, belongs to the exponential family of distributions, i.e., p(xjµ) = expfa(x) +
b(µ) + c(x)d(µ)g. In particular, if c(x) = x, the distribution is said to be in canonical form.
Many distributions, such as Gaussian, Poisson, binomial, and Gamma distributions, belong to the
exponential family in canonical form.
KL-divergenceofexponentialfamilydistributions: Ifp(xjµ1) = expfa(x)+b(µ1)+c(x)d(µ1)g,
and p(xjµ2) = expfa(x) + b(µ2) + c(x)d(µ2)g, i.e. two exponential family distributions with the
same parametric form but with different parameters, then
D(N(p(xjµ1)jjp(xjµ2)) =
·
b(µ1) ¡ b(µ2) ¡
b0(µ1)
d0(µ2)
(d(µ1) ¡ d(µ2))
¸
(2.33)
Proof
D(N(p(xjµ1)jjp(xjµ2)) = Ep(x)[log
expfa(x) + b(µ1) + c(x)d(µ1)g
expfa(x) + b(µ2) + c(x)d(µ2)g
] (2.34)
= Ep(x)[b(µ1) ¡ b(µ2) + c(x)(d(µ1) ¡ d(µ2)] (2.35)
= b(µ1) ¡ b(µ2) ¡
b0(µ1)
d0(µ2)
(d(µ1) ¡ d(µ2)) (2.36)
The last equality follows since for exponential family distributions E[c(x)] = ¡
b0(µ)
d0(µ)
.
Another useful result is the KL-divergence of normal-Wishart distributions.
KL-divergence of normal-Wishart distributions: If p(¹;§j¸1) = W¡1(¹;§j¹1;1;a;§1)
and p(¹;§j¸2) = W¡1(¹;§j¹2;1;a;§2)
D(N(p(¹;§j¸1)jjp(¹;§j¸2)) =
a
2
tr(§1§¡1
2 ) +
a
2
(¹2 ¡ ¹1)T§¡1
1 ¹2 ¡ ¹1) (2.37)
In particular, if §1 = §2, we have
D(N(p(¹;§j¸1)jjp(¹;§j¸2)) =
1
2
(¹2 ¡ ¹1)T§¡1
2 (¹2 ¡ ¹1) (2.38)
Finally, we introduce several important inequalities that will be referred to in later chapters.34
Theorem 2.5.1 (Jensen’s inequality [86]) If f is a convex function and x is a random variable,
then
Ep(x)[f(x)] ¸ f(Ep(x)[x])
Using the fact that aloga is strictly convex, and applying Jensen’s inequality, we arrive at the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.5.2 (Log sum inequality [86]) For non-negative numbers, ai and bi, i = 1:::n, we
have
n X
i=1
ai log
ai
bi
¸
Ã
n X
i=1
ai
!
log
Pn
i=1 ai Pn
i=1 bi
with equality iff
ai
bi
= const.
Theorem 2.5.3 (Hoeffding’s inequality, Hoeffding 1963) Suppose X1 :::Xn are independent
randomvariableswithﬁniteﬁrstandsecondmoments. FurthermoreassumethattheXi arebounded;
i.e. assume for 1 · i · n that Pr
µ
Xi 2 [ai;bi]
¶
= 1. Then for the sum of these variables
S = X1 + ¢¢¢ + Xn we have the inequality
Pr(S ¡ E[S] ¸ nt) · exp
µ
¡
2n2 t2
Pn
i=1(bi ¡ ai)2
¶
holds true for positive values of t .35
Chapter 3
REVIEW OF PRACTICAL WORK ON ADAPTATION
There has already been a vast amount of practical work on adaptation in areas of automatic
speech recognition (ASR), natural language processing (NLP) and pattern recognition in general.
This chapter provides a brief literature review on techniques developed in these areas.
Practical methods of adaptation generally fall into two categories. The ﬁrst category of methods
apply adaptation in the feature space to explicitly account for sources of variation. In speech recog-
nition, for example, to discover the sources of speaker variation, it is necessary to understand how
speech is produced. In fact, speech is produced as air is expelled from the lungs, pushed through
the vibrating vocal folds, and then ”ﬁltered” by the vocal tract (VT). The length of the VT has a
substantial effect on the spectrum of the observed acoustic signal, and is a major cause of speaker
variability. VocaltractlengthnormalizationisastandardmethodinASRthatexplicitlycompensates
for the difference in VT length [96,97]. This is often achieved by applying wrapping techniques
to the frequency axis. An analogous example in computer vision is illumination variation, which
has historically been a challenging problem in object recognition [98]. The difference in illumi-
nation between the training set and the test images can be accounted for by extracting somewhat
illumination-invariant representations, such as the quotient image [99] and the spherical harmonic
subspace [100].
Althoughfeature-spaceadaptationisin generalverypowerfulasitdirectlyaddressestheessence
of the problem, the design of which strongly relies on domain knowledge. In contrast, a second
category of methods apply adaptation in the model space without assuming any knowledge of the
cause of mismatch. Such methods are conceptually simple to develop, and are potentially applicable
to different types of adaptation problems. Essentially, model-space adaptation retrains or transform
unadapted model parameters to match the characteristics of the adaptation data, while applying
certain regularization to avoid overﬁtting. This category includes a large number of adaptation
techniques in areas of ASR, NLP and pattern recognition, as well as the work that will be developed36
in this dissertation. The following text reviews some major model-space adaptation methods, and
overviews our proposed approach.
3.1 In Automatic Speech Recognition
The idea of adaptation has been largely investigated in ASR, especially for systems using continuous
HMMs where the observation distributions are represented by Gaussian mixture models (GMMs).
A major difﬁculty in speech recognition is speaker variability due to different vocal tract lengths,
accents and idiosyncrasies (as well as mismatch in channel and noise conditions). Speaker adapta-
tion, which enables the unadapted model to capture the characteristics of the target speaker using a
small amount of adaptation data, has become one of the crucial techniques that any state-of-the-art
ASR system cannot do without.
Maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) is one popular framework for adapting Gaussian
mixture HMMs [101, 102], where clusters of model parameters are transformed through shared
afﬁne functions. These transformations shift the means and alter the covariance matrices of the
Gaussians so that each HMM state is more likely to generate the adaptation data. During recogni-
tion, a speaker-dependent transformation is applied to the unadapted model to generate a speaker-
dependent model. Formally, we use xi to denote the input feature vector of the ith adaptation
sample, and use yi and ki to denote its hidden Gaussian mixture ID (or equivalently state ID) and
hidden component ID respectively. The Gaussian parameters are represented by f = (¹y;k;§y;k),
where ¹y;k denotes the mean of the kth component of the yth Gaussian mixture; and similarly for
§y;k. Furthermore, we use a superscript tr to indicate unadapted model parameters, and we tem-
porarily assume that all Gaussian components share the same transformation. Mathematically, the
adapted mean is given by
^ ¹y;k = A¹tr
y;k + b = W»tr
y;k (3.1)
where »tr
y;k = [¹tr
k;1 ¹tr
k;2 :::¹tr
k;d 1]T is the extended unadapted mean; and the adapted covariance
matrix is given by
^ §y;k = H§tr
y;kHT (3.2)
The goal is to ﬁnd W and H that maximize the incomplete likelihood of the adaptation data, i.e.,
max
W;H
lnp(x1:mjftr;W;H) (3.3)37
The optimal parameters are found using an EM approach [65] which iteratively maximizes a lower
bound of the incomplete likelihood in Equation (3.3)
max
W;H
X
y
X
k
m X
i=1
Ly;k(i)lnN(xi; ^ ¹y;k; ^ §y;k) (3.4)
where Ly;k(i)
¢ = p(yi = y;ki = kjx1:m;fg). It is worth noting that covariance adaptation is
generally less effective than mean adaptation and is less commonly used [103]. Moreover, MLLR
adaptation can be applied in a ﬂexible manner. For example, when the adaptation data is extremely
limited, we can apply a global transformation (W;H) to all Gaussian means and covariance matri-
ces; and when the adaptation is abundant, we use different transformations for different clusters of
GMMs. A standard approach is to use a regression class tree [104], which clusters model parame-
ters hierarchically and controls the number of transformations based on the amount of adaptation
data available.
Asecondimportantmodel-spaceadaptationtechniqueisBayesianmaximumaposteriori(MAP)
[105–107], which involves the use of prior knowledge about model parameters. According to the
Bayes rule, maximizing the posterior probability p(fjx1:m) is equivalent to
max
f
µ
lnp(x1:mjf) + lnp(f)
¶
(3.5)
where p(x1:mjf) is the incomplete likelihood and p(f) is a prior distribution of f. There are three
key problems regarding MAP estimation [106]: (1) how to deﬁne the functional form of the prior;
(2) how to estimate the hyper-parameters of the prior; and (3) how to estimate model parameters
given (1) and (2). The ﬁrst problem is typically solved by using the conjugate prior of the complete
likelihood so that the posterior belongs to the same functional family as the prior. In our case the
complete likelihood is a Gaussian, and its conjugate prior is given by Equation (2.32) which is
repeated below for convenience.
W¡1(¹y;k;§y;kjºy;k;¿y;k;ay;k;By;k)
/ j§j¡(ay;k¡d)=2 expf¡
¿y;k
2 (¹y;k ¡ ºy;k)T§¡1(¹ ¡ º)gexpf¡1
2 tr(By;k§¡1)g
(3.6)
Given such a prior, it is not difﬁcult to estimate the model parameters using the EM algorithm, as38
described in [106]. The updated mean and covariance matrix at each EM iteration are given by
^ ¹y;k =
¿y;kºy;k +
Pm
i=1 Ly;k(i)xi
¿y;k +
Pm
i=1 Ly;k(i)
(3.7)
^ §y;k =
By;k +
Pm
i=1 Ly;k(i)(xi ¡ ^ ¹y;k)(xi ¡ ^ ¹y;k)T + ¿y;k(ºy;k ¡ ^ ¹y;k)(ºy;k ¡ ^ ¹y;k)T
ay;k ¡ d +
Pm
i=1 Ly;k(i)
(3.8)
It can be seen that the updated parameters are determined by two components, namely the hyper-
parameters and the adaptation data, and that ¿y;k serves as a weight associated with the kth com-
ponent of the yth Gaussian mixture. Now the remaining question is how to estimate the hyper-
parameters ºy;k, ¿y;k, ay;k and By;k. There are different way of doing this, depending on different
types of applications [105]. Since we are interested in speaker adaptation, these hyper-parameters
canbederivedfromtheunadaptedmodelparameters. Speciﬁcally,[105]proposedasetofestimates,
which are re-written in our notation as
ay;k =
¿y;k + 1
2
(3.9)
ºy;k = ¹tr
y;k (3.10)
By;k =
¿y;k
2
§tr
y;k (3.11)
The hyper-parameter ¿y;k are empirically estimated from data [105]. In practice, to increase robust-
ness, the values of ¿y;k are often constrained to be identical across all y and k (i.e. all Gaussians in
the system) [105]. Notice that a fundamental property of MAP adaptation is its asymptotical conver-
gence to maximum likelihood estimation when the amount of adaptation data increases. However,
without any structural assumption, MAP adaptation only updates parameters of those Gaussians that
have observations and thus converges slowly in a system with many Gaussians.
There are various techniques to combine the structural information captured by linear regression
with the prior knowledge utilized by Bayesics. Maximum a posteriori linear regression (MAPLR)
and its variations [108–110] improve over MLLR by assuming a prior distribution on afﬁne trans-
formation parameters. Mathematically,
max
W;H
µ
lnp(x1:mjftr;W;H) + lnp(W;H)
¶
(3.12)
Again, conjugate priors p(W) and p(H) (assumed independent) are typically used, which are in this
case Wishart distributions.39
Additionally, instead of using point estimates of the transformation parameters in prediction,
researchers have been applying full Bayesian inference in some situations to enhance the robustness
of adaptation [111–113]. Speciﬁcally, let T represent some transformation applied to the unadapted
model ftr, e.g., T = (W;H) in the case of MLLR. At test time, there are two ways of com-
puting the posterior probability of a state sequence given an input sequence. One is to compute
p(y1:mjx1:m;ftr; ^ T) where ^ T is a point estimate of the transformation parameters learned using
methods like MLLR or MAPLR. The other way is to apply full Bayesian inference which marginal-
izes out the transform parameters as follows,
p(y1:mjx1:m;ftr) =
Z
T
p(y1:mjx1:m;ftr;T)q(T) (3.13)
where q(T) is a posterior distribution estimated from the adaptation data. This latter approach is in
general more robust to estimation and modeling errors when only a limited amount of adaptation
data is available [111,112].
Another important family of adaptation techniques are conducted in the framework of speaker
adaptive training (SAT) [114]. This framework utilizes speaker adaptation techniques, such as
MLLR or MAPLR, during training to explicitly address speaker-induced variations. Speciﬁcally,
SAT jointly estimates a compact unadapted model ftr
c and a set of speaker-dependent transforma-
tions T1;T2;:::;TK (applied to ftr
c ) that maximize the likelihood of all speaker-speciﬁc training
sets xk
1:n, i.e.
max
ftr
c ;T1;::;Tk
K X
k=1
lnp(xk
1:njftr
c ;Tk) (3.14)
Since speaker variability has been explicitly accounted for by the transformations in training, the
resulting ftr
c only needs to address intrinsic phonetic variability and is hence more compact than a
conventional speaker-independentmodel. During recognition, ftr
c is treated as the unadapted model,
and a transformation for the target speaker is estimated using the adaptation data. SAT is in fact a
practical application of multi-task learning we introduced in Chapter 1.
There are a few extensions to this framework based on the notion of ”speaker clusters” [115,
116]. For example, [116] proposed cluster adaptive training where all Gaussian components in
the system are partitioned into R Gaussian classes, and all training speakers are partitioned into
P speaker clusters. It is assumed that a speaker-dependent model (either in adaptive training or in40
recognition) is a linear combination of cluster-conditional models, and that all Gaussian components
in the same Gaussian class share the same set of weights. Speciﬁcally, for ”model-based clusters”
[116], the adapted mean of a Gaussian component (indexed as (y;k) for consistency with earlier
equations) is given by
^ ¹y;k =
P X
p=1
¸r(y;k)
p ¢ ¹
p
y;k (3.15)
where¹
p
y;k isthemeanfromthepth speakercluster, ¸r
p isitsassociatedweight, andr(y;k) 2 f1::Rg
indicates which Gaussian class the Gaussian component(y;k) belongs to. Similarly, for ”transform-
based clusters” [116], the adapted mean of a Gaussian component is given by
^ ¹y;k = (
P X
p=1
¸r(y;k)
p ¢ Wp)»tr
y;k (3.16)
where »tr
c is the unadapted mean, and Wp is the afﬁne transformation from the pth speaker cluster
and ¸
r(x;y)
p is its associated weight. In both cases, we want to estimate the class-conditional para-
meters, i.e. ¹
p
y;k or Wp, and the weights ¸r
p that maximize the likelihood function as expressed by
Equation (3.4). The only difference is that the parameters ^ ¹ therein is replaced by Equation (3.15)
or (3.16). There is no simple solution to jointly estimating the cluster-dependent parameters and the
weights; an iterative approach is typically used where one set of parameters are updated while the
other set of parameters are ﬁxed [116].
In a similar spirit, eigenvoice [117] also constrains a speaker-dependent model to be a linear
combination of a number of basis models. The difference is that it creates a speaker-dependent
supervecctor by concatenating the mean vectors of all HMM Gaussian components, then performs
principle component analysis on the supervectors of all training speakers, producing the so-called
eigenvoices. During recognition, a new speaker’s supervector is a linear combination of eigenvoices
where the weights are estimated to maximize the likelihood of the adaptation data. Eigen-analysis
also has been applied to a transformed feature space using the ”kernel trick” [118], or applied to a
space of afﬁne transformations which leads to eigen-space MLLR [119,120].
3.2 In Natural Language Processing
In NLP applications, the domain adaptation problem arises very frequently as great human efforts
have been spent annotating text resources for morphological, syntactic and semantic information41
[121]. This section reviews a few model-space algorithms for domain adaptation.
First, a simple approach to n-gram language model adaptation is Bayesian MAP adaptation
[122], as shown in Equation (3.5). In n-gram language models, the underlying goal is to produce
conditional probability representations of the form p(wt = jjht), where wt 2 f1::jg is the word at
position t and ht is the history. In a trigram model, for example, ht = (wt¡1;wt¡2). For each value
of ht = h, we deﬁne !jjh
¢ = p(wt = jjht = h) for simplicity, and obviously
PN
j=1 !jjh = 1. The
conjugate prior for this distribution is the Dirichlet distribution [123]
g(!1jh;!2jh;:::!Njhj®1;®2;:::;®N) /
N Y
j=1
!
®j¡1
jjh ; (3.17)
and the adapted n-gram probabilities are computed as
^ !j =
(®j ¡ 1) + c(h;j)
PN
j=1(®j ¡ 1) +
PN
j=1 c(h;j)
(3.18)
where c(h;j) is the expected count of the ngram (ht = h;wt = j) in the adaptation data. The
unadapted model parameters can be utilized in choosing the hyperparameters of the Dirichlet distri-
bution, as was discussed in [122].
The use of a prior distribution on model parameters has also been applied to the adaptation of
conditional models. Here again we use xi to denote an input feature vector and use yi to denote
its label. In NLP applications, xi is usually word-level features such as word IDs and context word
IDs, and yi can be a part-of-speech tag, a capitalization indicator, or a name entity indicator depend-
ing on speciﬁc applications. The goal is to adapt the conditional model parameters to maximize
p(fjx1:m;y1:m) / p(y1:mjx1:m;f)p(f) w.r.t. the adaptation data. For example, [124] presented
an algorithm for adapting conditional maximum entropy models for automatic capitalization. This
algorithm incorporates the information from the unadapted model by using a Gaussian prior on the
feature weights wj, j = 1::N, resulting in the following adaption objective,
max
w1:N
µ
lnp(y1:mjx1:m;w1:N) ¡
X
j
(wj ¡ wtr
j )2
¾2
j
¶
(3.19)
where w1:N are the unadapted feature weights.
Furthermore, analogous to speaker clustering in speech recognition, there are mixture model
based approaches to both n-gram model adaptation [125] and conditional maximum entropy model42
adaptation [121]. In a recent work [121], three distributions are modeled in parallel, an in-domain
distributionp(i)(x;y), anout-of-domain distributionp(o)(x;y), anda generaldistributionp(g)(x;y).
The training distribution is assumed to be a mixture of p(i) and p(g); and the target distribution is
assumed to be a mixture of p(o) and p(g). In both cases, the mixture component identity is modeled
using a hidden variable z. Letting superscript tr and ad denote training and adaptation samples
respectively, the learning objective is given by
max
f
µ
lnp(ytr
1:njxtr
1:n;f) + lnp(yad
1:mjxad
1:m;f)
¶
= max
f
µ n X
i=1
ln
X
z2fi;gg
p(ytr
i ;ztr
i = zjxtr
i ;f) +
m X
i=1
ln
X
z2fo;gg
p(yad
i ;zad
i = zjxad
i ;f)
¶
;
(3.20)
and the optimal parameters are estimated using the conditional EM algorithm [126].
It is worth mentioning that feature-space adaptation techniques, which capture intrinsic struc-
tures at the syntax and semantic level, have drawn increasing attention in parsing, part-of-speech
tagging and other NLP applications [127,128], though they are beyond the scope of this work.
3.3 In Pattern Recognition
So far, we have seen work on adaptation of Gaussian mixture HMMs (for acoustic modeling), of n-
gram models (for language modeling) and of conditional MaxEnt models (for POS-tagging or other
NLP applications). There are many other statistical models that are actively used in various pattern
classiﬁcation tasks, such as support vector machines (SVMs) and multi-layer perceptrons (MLPS).
Here we overview adaptation techniques developed for these classiﬁers, and more descriptions will
be given in Chapter 5 along with the discussion of our work.
The adaptation of MLPs has been tackled from a meta-learning perspective. Both [33] and [28]
proposed to construct MLPs whose input-to-hidden layer is shared by multiple related tasks. This
layer represents an ”internal representation” which, once learned, is ﬁxed for future learning. In
this regard, MLP adaptation amounts to training the hidden-to-output layer for the target task while
keeping the input-to-hidden layer ”representation”. This approach has been explicitly applied to
adaptation tasks in [129]. Another popular approach to MLP adaptation is adding augmentative
layers whose parameters are estimated from the adaptation data. The linear input network approach
[130,131], for example, applies a linear transformation to the input space, where the transformation43
parameters are learned using the adaptation data.
SVM adaptation, on the other hand, is typically done by combining the support vectors from
the unadapted model with a subset of the adaptation data, and then retraining an SVM using the
combined data [132–135]. Speciﬁcally, [132] combined the old SVs with the adaptation samples
mis-classiﬁed by the unadapted classiﬁer, while [133] chose to use the correctly-classiﬁed samples
instead. In [134] and [135], the old SVs and the adaptation data were weighted differently in the
optimization objective. Chapter 5 will give a detailed review of these algorithms and discuss how
they relate to our proposed approaches.
In summary, adaptation algorithms have been developed for a variety of statistical models, in-
cluding Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), hidden Markov models (HMMs), support vector ma-
chines (SVMs), multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) and conditional maximum entropy (MaxEnt) mod-
els, each of which has been approached differently. While these algorithms have demonstrated em-
pirically the effectiveness of adaptation, it is curious to ask whether there is a principled approach
that uniﬁes these different treatments. Moreover, a more fundamental question would be whether
we can relate the adaptation error bound to the divergence between training and target distributions.
We seek answers to these questions in the next chapter.44
Chapter 4
A FIDELITY PRIOR FOR CLASSIFIER ADAPTATION
Recall that (x;y) 2 X £ f§1g is a pair of (input, label) variables with a joint distribution
p(x;y). Inductive learning aims to learn a decision function f 2 F that not only correctly classi-
ﬁes observed samples drawn from p(x;y), but also generalizes to unseen samples drawn from the
same distribution. In other words, we desire to learn an f that minimizes the true risk Rp(x;y)(f)
under certain loss function Q(¢). In practice, this is often approached by minimizing the empiri-
cal risk Remp(f) on a training set, while utilizing certain regularization strategy to guarantee good
generalization performance, as was discussed in Chapter 2.
The target (or test-time) distribution, however, is often different from the training distribution.
Sometimes, the difference only resides in the input distribution p(x), while the conditional relation
p(yjx) remains the same. In several learning paradigms, this type of difference has been partially
accountedforbyexplicitlytakingintoaccountthetestinputdistribution[21,136]. Alearningsetting
that has not received as much theoretical attention is that of ”adaptive learning”, which studies a
more general case where both p(x) and p(yjx) at test time vary from their training counterparts.
This is in fact a common assumption in ASR, where the training set consists of enormous speakers
but the application only sees one speaker at a time. Another distinctive assumption of adaptive
learning is that while there may be essentially an unlimited amount of labeled training distribution
data, only a small amount of labeled adaptation data drawn from the target distribution is available.
To formally deﬁne the adaptive learning paradigm, we let ptr(x;y) and pad(x;y) denote the
training and target distributions respectively, and we assume that two sources of information are
given in a priori:
1. An “unadapted classiﬁer” ftr 2 argminf2F Rptr(f), which is trained using a sufﬁcient
amount of training data (but this data is in general not preserved for adaptation);
2. “Adaptation data” Dad
m = f(xi;yi)j(xi;yi) » pad(x;y)gm
i=1.45
The goal of adaptation is to produce an “adapted classiﬁer” ^ f (a point estimate) that is as close as
possible to our “desired classiﬁer”,
fad 2 argminf2F Rpad(f)
In this setting, adaptation is supervised, as both training and adaptation data are labeled; it is also
inductive, as the adapted classiﬁer is desired to generalize to unseen data drawn from pad(x;y). But
adaptation can be unsupervised or transductive with modiﬁed assumptions. There are two extreme
strategies for learning ^ f. First, we can train a classiﬁer that minimizes the empirical risk Remp(f)
on (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m, but this might cause overﬁtting with small m; even if we apply certain forms
of regularization to reduce the variance, the estimate ^ f might have a high bias if the regularizer
makes ”wrong” preferences. At the other extreme, we can simply let ^ f = ftr, but this might yield a
high empirical risk on Dad
m (again due to high bias), especially when pad(x;y) signiﬁcantly differs
from ptr(x;y). This work seeks a strategy between these two extremes in which one would hope to
achieve better performance.
As was reviewed in Chapter 3, there has been a vast amount of practical work on adaptation in
the areas of ASR, NLP and pattern recognition, involving a variety of generative and discriminative
classiﬁers. It is interesting to ask whether there is a principled and uniﬁed approach to adaptation
that is applicable to different types of classiﬁers. Moreover, a more fundamental question would
be whether we can relate the adaptation sample complexity to the divergence between training and
target distributions. This chapter makes an attempt to answer these questions. We utilize the concept
of “accuracy-regularization”, where we seek a classiﬁer that, on one hand, attains low empirical risk
on adaptation data, and on the other hand, has good generalization ability as measured by a regu-
larizer. Speciﬁcally, we use a Bayesian “ﬁdelity prior” as the regularizer, which leads to principled
adaptation strategies for a variety of classiﬁers. Furthermore, in the PAC-Bayesian setting, this prior
relates the adaptation error bound (or sample complexity bound) to the divergence between training
and target distributions. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 introduces our
proposed ﬁdelity prior; Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 discuss its instantiations for generative and dis-
criminative classiﬁers respectively; and Section 4.4 provides PAC-Bayesian error bound analysis.
Throughout this work, we use the symbol ’tr’ to indicate parameters of the unadapted classiﬁer and
use ’ad’ to denote parameters of our desired classiﬁer for the target distribution.46
4.1 A Bayesian Fidelity Prior
We approach the adaptation problem from a Bayesian perspective by assuming that f itself is a ran-
dom variable with a “standard” prior distribution ¼(f) (which is chosen before seeing any training
or test data, usually based on domain knowledge), where ¼(f) is deﬁned on a function space F (ei-
ther countable of uncountable). In adaptation, we utilize the concept of “accuracy-regularization”,
where we minimize the empirical risk on the adaptation data while maximizing a ﬁdelity prior 1
pﬁd(f) (which will be deﬁned shortly) as follows,
min
f2F
·
Remp(f) ¡ ¸lnpﬁd(f)
¸
: (4.1)
Note that both ¼(f) and pﬁd(f) are Bayesian priors; the difference is that the former is chosen
before training the unadapted classiﬁer, whereas the latter is chosen after the unadapted classiﬁer is
obtained. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁdelity prior is deﬁned as
lnpﬁd(f)
¢ = Eptr(x;y)[lnp(fjx;y)] + ° (4.2)
Inthisdeﬁnition, ptr(x;y)againisthetrainingdistribution,p(fjx;y)istheposteriorprobabilityofa
classiﬁergivenasample, and° isanormalizationconstantsuchthatpﬁd(f)sumstounity. Thisprior
essentially can be viewed as an approximate posterior of a classiﬁer given a training distribution.
This resembles the idea of the hierarchical Bayes approach, e.g. [35]. The key difference is that
the ﬁdelity prior is an expected log posterior of a classiﬁer given a sample, while in [35] the prior
was the posterior of classiﬁer given a speciﬁc sample set. The reason we choose such a prior is
that, as will be seen shortly, pﬁd(f) incorporates information from both the standard prior ¼(f)
and the unadapted classiﬁer ftr, and that it assigns higher probabilities to classiﬁers “closer to”
ftr. More importantly, the choice of this prior analytically relates pﬁd(fad) (the prior probability of
the desired classiﬁer), and hence the generalization error bound at fad, to the divergence between
training and target distributions. Our adaptation objective in Equation (4.1), therefore, becomes a
tradeoff between the goodness of data ﬁtting and the ﬁdelity to the unadapted classiﬁer. This ﬁdelity
prior leads to a uniﬁed adaptation strategy applicable to a variety of classiﬁers. Next, we discuss its
instantiations for generative and discriminative classiﬁers respectively.
1We called it a ”divergence prior” in [50]47
4.2 Generative Classiﬁers
We ﬁrst explore the instantiation of pﬁd(f) for classiﬁers using generative models. In such a case,
the function space F consists of generative models f that describe the sample distribution p(x;yjf)
(here we slightly abuse notation by letting f denote a generative model instead of a decision func-
tion). The classiﬁcation decision is made via
argmax
y2Y
lnp(x;yjf)
If we use the joint likelihood loss (Equation (2.7)), then the unadapted model
ftr 2 argmin
f2F
Rptr(x;y)(f)
is the true model generating the training distribution, i.e., p(x;yjftr) = ptr(x;y). Similarly, we
have p(x;yjfad) = pad(x;y). Note that by doing this, we implicitly assume that our function
space F contains the true generative models in both cases, which is standard in PAC learning [88].
Furthermore, applying Bayes rule, the posterior probability in Equation (4.2) can be expressed as
p(fjx;y) =
p(x;yjf)¼(f)
p(x;y)
=
p(x;yjf)¼(f) R
p(x;yjf)¼(f)df
(4.3)
where ¼(f) is again the standard prior chosen before seeing the training data. Plugging Equa-
tion (4.3) into (4.2) leads to the following theorem,
Theorem 4.2.1 For generative classiﬁers, the ﬁdelity prior deﬁned in Equation (4.2) satisﬁes
¡ lnpﬁd(f) = D(f(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯ (4.4)
where ¯ > 0 is a constant.
Proof
¡lnpﬁd(f) = ¡
Z
p(x;yjftr)lnp(fjx;y)dxdy ¡ °
= ¡
Z
p(x;yjftr)ln[
p(x;yjf)¼(f)
p(x;yjftr)
¢
p(x;yjftr)
p(x;y)
]dxdy ¡ °
= D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;y)) ¡ °
(4.5)48
Letting ¯ = D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;y)) + °, we have
1 =
Z
pﬁd(f)df =
Z
F
expf¡D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) + ln¼(f) + ¯gdf
<
Z
F
expfln¼(f) + ¯gdf = e¯
(4.6)
TheinequalityfollowsthatD(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;y)) ¸ 0. Furthermore, sinceD(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;y)) =
0 is only achieved at f = ftr in the integral, the inequality ¯ > 0 is strict.
This ﬁdelity prior is essentially determined by the KL-divergence between the sample distribu-
tion generated by the unadapted model and that generated from the model of interest, and it favors
those models similar to the unadapted model. In particular, we inspect the prior probability of our
desired model, i.e., lnpﬁd(fad) = ¡D(ptrjjpad) + ln¼(fad) + ¯, from which we can draw some
intuitive insights about why using the ﬁdelity prior would help. As implied in the above equation,
if D(ptrjjpad) < ¯, we have pﬁd(fad) > ¼(fad), and thus we are more likely to learn the desired
model using the ﬁdelity prior than using the standard prior. Since ¯ > 0, for any ftr, there must
exist distributions pad for which the above statement is true. In Section 4.4, we will elaborate on
this implication from an error bound perspective.
Consequently, our adaptation objective for generative classiﬁers becomes
min
f
Remp(f) + ¸D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) ¡ ¸¼(f) (4.7)
This is similar to the objective in [95,137] for iterative training of GMM and HMM parameters.
The key difference is that [95,95] takes a frequentist approach where the KL-divergence is treated
as an ”entropic distance”, while we take a Bayesian approach where the KL-divergence is derived
from a prior distribution of the classiﬁer. When ¼(f) is uniform2, this objective asks to minimize
the empirical risk as well as the KL-divergence between the joint distributions.
In the following text, we discuss instantiations of the ﬁdelity prior and the resulting adaptation
objectives for speciﬁc sample distributions. We assume that p(x;yjftr) and p(x;yjfad) belong to
the same distribution family (e.g. Gaussian distributions) but with different parameters. In learning
the adapted model, we keep the parametric form of the model and search for the optimal parameters.
Hence f here is represented by model parameters.
2Although improper on unbounded support, a uniform prior does not cause problems in a Bayesian analysis as long
as the posterior corresponding to this prior is integrable.49
4.2.1 Gaussian models
TheKL-divergence, andhencetheﬁdelityprior, canbeexpressedanalyticallyiftheclass-conditional
distributions are Gaussians, i.e., p(xjy;ftr) » N(x;¹tr
y ;§tr
y ) and p(xjy;f) » N(x;¹y;§y). We
also deﬁne the class prior probabilities p(yjftr) = !tr
y and p(yjf) = !y. Thus f is represented by
(!y;¹y;§y).
Corollary 4.2.2 For class-conditional Gaussian models, the ﬁdelity prior pﬁd(f) deﬁned in Equa-
tion (4.4) satisﬁes
¡lnpﬁd(f) =
X
y
!tr
y
2
·
ln
µ
j§yj
j§tr
y j
¶
+ tr
¡
§tr
y §¡1
y + (¹y ¡ ¹tr
y )T§¡1
y (¹y ¡ ¹tr
y )
¢
¡ d
¸
+
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯
(4.8)
where ¯ > 0. In particular, if !y = !tr
y , §y = §tr
y , we have
¡ lnpﬁd(f) =
X
y
1
2
!tr
y (¹y ¡ ¹tr
y )T§tr
y
¡1(¹y ¡ ¹tr
y ) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯ (4.9)
Proof Applying Theorem 4.2.1, we have
¡lnpﬁd(f) = D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯
= D(p(xjy;ftr)jjp(xjy;f)) + D(p(yjftr)jjp(yjf)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯
=
X
y
!tr
y D(N(x;¹tr
y ;§tr
y )jjN(x;¹y;§y)) +
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯
(4.10)
Further application of Equation (2.30) proves the corollary.
When ¼(f) is uniform, we can discard it and renormalize pﬁd(f). Therein, the prior distribution
of the mean and covariance matrix of a conditional Gaussians becomes a normal-Wishart distrib-
ution, as shown in Equation (2.30). This prior distribution has long been used in MAP adaptation
of Gaussian models for speech recognition [106] due to its nice mathematical properties as a con-
jugate prior; here we have derived it from the ﬁdelity prior. If !y = !tr
y , §y = §tr
y , the problem
becomes to adapt Gaussian means only, and the ﬁdelity prior becomes a joint Gaussian with a block
diagonal covariance matrix on the concatenated means [¹tr
+;¹tr
¡]T. This implies that the accuracy-
regularization optimization objective for Gaussian mean adaptation asks to minimize the negative50
log likelihood as well as a Mahalanobis distance from the unadapted means (a generalized`2-norm).
This objective has a simple, closed-form solution since both terms are quadratic.
The above corollary can be easily extended to any class-conditional distributions that belong to
the exponential family, i.e., p(xjy;f) = p(xjµy) = expfa(x)+b(µy)+d(µy)c(x)g where µy is the
parameters describing the ytr class-conditional distribution, and p(yjf) = !y. Thus f is represented
by (!y;µy). The KL-divergence can be conveniently calculated using Equation (2.33)
D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) =
X
y
!tr
y
"
rµyb(µtr
y )
rµyd(µtr
y )
(d(µy) ¡ d(µtr
y )) ¡ (b(µy) ¡ b(µtr
y ))
#
+
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
This is a general form applicable to many well-known distributions including the Gaussian models
we discussed above.
4.2.2 Mixture models
In practice, mixture models are more useful for their ability to approximate arbitrary distributions.
Mathematically, p(xjy;f) =
X
k
cy;kp(xjµy;k), where cy;k, k = 1::K, are component responsibili-
ties for class y, and µy;k are model parameters for the kth component in class y. Furthermore, as in
the previous case, we let p(yjf) = !y. Thus f is represented by (!y;cy;k;µy;k). There is no close-
form solution to the KL-divergence of mixture models. However, we have the following corollary
which offers a lower bound on the ﬁdelity prior (i.e., an upper bound on ¡lnpﬁd(f)). The same
result can be found in [95,138,139].
Corollary 4.2.3 For class-conditional mixture models, the prior pﬁd(f) deﬁned in Equation (4.4)
satisﬁes
¡lnpﬁd(f) ·
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;kD(p(xjµtr
y;k)jjp(xjµy;k))
+
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;k ln
ctr
y;k
cy;m(k)
+
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯
(4.11)
where ¯ > 0 and (m(1);:::;m(K)) is any permutation of (1;:::;K).51
Proof Using the log sum inequality (Theorem 2.5.2), we have
D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf))
= D(p(xjy;ftr)jjp(xjy;f)) + D(p(yjftr)jjp(yjf))
=
X
y
!tr
y
Z
x
X
k
µ
ctr
y;kp(xjµtr
y;k)
¶
ln
P
k ctr
y;kp(xjµtr
y;k)
P
k cy;kp(xjµy;k)
dx +
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
·
X
y
!tr
y
Z
x
X
k
ctr
y;kp(xjµtr
y;k)ln
ctr
y;kp(xjµtr
y;k)
cy;m(k)p(xjµy;m(k))
dx +
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
=
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;kD(p(xjµtr
y;k)jjp(xjµy;m(k))) +
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;k ln
ctr
y;k
cy;m(k)
+
X
y
!tr
y ln
!tr
y
!y
(4.12)
Applying Theorem 4.2.1 completes the proof.
This corollary holds for an arbitrary alignment m(k) of the mixture components. We can always
choose the alignment, based on the similarity between the mixture components, that yields the
minimum KL-divergence. In other words, at each EM iteration, we need to ﬁnd
^ m(¢) = argmin
m(¢)
µX
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;kD(p(xjµtr
y;k)jjp(xjµy;m(k))) +
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;k ln
ctr
y;k
cy;m(k)
¶
In fact, if we initialize f = ftr which is a common practice in adaptation, we can empirically
assume that m(k) = k.
Moreover, The corollary implicitly assumes that K, the number of components per mixture, is
ﬁxed, but this can be easily extended to the case where K grows or shrinks during adaptation. Sup-
pose that the adapted model is desired to haveL components per mixture (where L 6= K), whose pa-
rametersareinitializedeitherfromtheunadaptedmodelorfromtheadaptationdata. Withothercon-
ditionsunchanged, evaluatingtheﬁdelitypriorisagainreducedtocomputingD(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf))
as in Equation (4.12) except that the number of mixture components of p(xjy;f) changes from K
to L. To this end, we ﬁrst compute the least common multiple of K and L, denoted as M. Then
we “clone” each component in ftr into M=K copies, each with a scaled component responsibility
(K=M)ctr
y;k. Likewise, we clone each component in f into M=L copies and scale the responsibili-
ties accordingly. In this way, the number of mixture components becomes equal, and the inequality
in (4.12) still applies. Note that in adaptation, we need to tie the clone components of f to keep their
parameters identical, and we merge them back to L components when adaptation ﬁnishes.52
The above result offers an upper bound on the KL and hence a lower bound on the ﬁdelity prior.
We can replace ¡lnpﬁd(f) with this lower bound in the accuracy-regularization objective in Equa-
tion (4.1) in learning mixture models. In particular, we can derive such a regularizer for Gaussian
mixture models where only Gaussian means are adapted. For class-conditional Gaussian mixture
models with ﬁxed (across training and adaptation) class prior probabilities !tr
y , ﬁxed component re-
sponsibilities ctr
y;k, ﬁxed covariance matrices §tr
y;k and a ﬁxed alignment m(k) = k, the regularizer
is of the form
X
y
1
2
!tr
y
X
k
cy;k(¹y;k ¡ ¹tr
y;k)T§tr
y;k
¡1(¹y;k ¡ ¹tr
y;k) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯ (4.13)
4.2.3 Hidden Markov models
A hidden Markov models (HMM) is a generative model describing two statistically dependent ran-
dom processes. The ﬁrst is an observable process fx1;x2;:::g, and the second is a homogeneous
hidden Markov process fy1;y2;:::g, where yt takes values in a ﬁnite state space Y = f1;2;:::;ng.
Note that we use such notation for consistency with the rest of the work. In an HMM, we have the
conditional independence statements xt? ?fx1:t¡1;y1:t¡1gjyt and yt+1? ?fx1:t¡1;y1:t¡1gjyt. Here
A? ?BjC means that A is independent of B given C. The joint likelihood of all random variables,
as mentioned in Chapter 2, is given by
p(x1;x2;:::;xT;y1;y2;¢¢¢ ;yTjf) = p(y1jf)p(x1jy1;f)
QT
t=2 p(ytjyt¡1;f)p(xtjyt;f)
(4.14)
The standard parametric representation of an HMM is f = (¼;A;B). The parameter ¼ is a row
vector of state prior probabilities, ¼ = [!1;:::;!n], where !i = p(y1 = ijf); A = (ai;j) is a state
transition probability matrix where ai;j = p(yt+1 = jjyt = i;f); and B = fb1;:::;bng is a set
where bj represents the observation distribution of state j, i.e., bj(t)
¢ = p(xtjyt = i;f). We further
deﬁne a number of KL-divergences deﬁned using ¼, A and B respectively.
D(¼trjj¼)
¢ =
n X
i=1
!tr
i ln
!tr
i
!i
D(atr
i jjai)
¢ =
n X
j=1
atr
i;j ln
atr
i;j
ai;j
D(btr
i jjbi)
¢ = D(p(xtjbtr
i )jjp(xtjbi))53
The KL-divergence rate between two HMMs is deﬁned as
lim
T!1
1
T
D(p(x1:Tjftr)jjp(x1:Tjf)) (4.15)
To study this quantity, we ﬁrst inspect the KL-divergence w.r.t. a ﬁnite sequence of observations.
D(p(x1:Tjftr)jjp(x1:Tjf))
= D(p(x1:T;y1:Tjftr)jjp(x1:T;y1:Tjf)) ¡ D(p(y1:Tjx1:T;ftr)jjp(y1:Tjx1:T;f))
· D(p(x1:T;y1:Tjftr)jjp(x1:T;y1:Tjf))
= D(p(x1:Tjy1:T;ftr)jjp(x1:Tjy1:T;f)) + D(p(y1:Tjftr)jjp(y1:Tjf))
(4.16)
It has been proved by induction [138,140] that the above is further upper bounded by
D(¼trjj¼) + ¼tr
µ T¡2 X
t=0
(Atr)t
¶
(dA + dB) + (Atr)T¡1dB (4.17)
where dA = [D(atr
1 jja1)::D(atr
n jjan)]T, and dB = [D(btr
1 jjb1)::D(btr
n jjbn)]T.
With modest assumptions, Equation (4.17) can be plugged into Equation (4.15) to obtain an
upper bound on the KL-divergence rate of HMMs; the key is that the bound has to be well deﬁned
when T ! 1. If the Markov process is stationary, i.e., there exists a stationary distribution vector
º such that ºTA = ºT and lim
t!1
¼TAt = ºT, then [138] proved that
lim
T!1
1
T
·
D(p(x1:Tjftr)jjp(x1:Tjf))
¸
· lim
T!1
1
T
·
D(¼trjj¼) + ¼tr
µ T¡2 X
t=0
(Atr)t
¶
(dA + dB) + (Atr)T¡1dB
¸
= ¼tr(dA + dB)
(4.18)
Furthermore, [140] extended this derivation to left-to-right HMMs with ﬁnal non-emitting states,
which is a common setting in speech recognition. Under such conditions, [140] proved that the KL-
divergence (rather than the KL-divergence rate) between two HMMs is well deﬁned and is upper
bounded by
lim
T!1
D(p(x1:Tjftr)jjp(x1:Tjf)) · D(¼trjj¼) + ¼trT(I ¡ Atr)¡1(dA + dB) (4.19)
We can utilize this bound in our regularized adaptation objective for HMMs.54
4.3 Discriminative Classiﬁers
Generative approaches are often suboptimal from a classiﬁcation objective perspective, as they ask
to solve a more difﬁcult density estimation problem. Discriminative approaches, which directly
model the conditional relationship of class label given input features, often give better classiﬁcation
performance. TheclassiﬁcationdecisionismadeviaEquation(2.5)orEquation(2.6). Asmentioned
in Chapter 2, one class of discriminative classiﬁers, including MLPs, MaxEnt models and CRFs, use
probabilistic models p(yjx;f). Although other classiﬁers such as kernel methods in general do not
explicitly model posterior probabilities, their outputs can be given probabilistic interpretations. For
example, there have been approaches to ﬁt SVM outputs to a probability function (e.g. sigmoid) to
enable post-processing [141]. Here we assume that p(yjx;f) exists in all cases.
Analogous to our discussion on generative classiﬁers, if we use the conditional likelihood loss
Q(¢) = ¡lnp(yjx;f), the unadapted model is then the true model that describes the conditional
distributionintraining, i.e., p(yjx;ftr) = ptr(yjx) = ptr(x;y)=ptr(x); andsimilarlyp(yjx;fad) =
pad(yjx). Furthermore, the posterior probability can be expressed as
p(fjx;y) =
p(yjx;f)p(f;x)
p(x;y)
=
p(yjx;f)¼(f)
p(yjx)
=
p(yjx;f)¼(f) R
p(yjx;f)¼(f)df
(4.20)
where we have assumed that f and x are independent random variables. Rasmussen [142] has
derived the same posterior expression (see Equation (2.5) therein) under such an assumption, which
is standard in most, if not all, pattern classiﬁcation tasks. Note that given y, variables f and x are
no longer independent.
This factorization leads to a result analogous to Theorem 4.2.1: Assuming that ptr(x;y) is
known, the ﬁdelity prior for discriminative classiﬁers satisﬁes
¡ lnpﬁd(f) = D(p(yjx;ftr)jjp(yjx;f)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯ (4.21)
where ¯ > 0. The proof of this can be obtained in a similar fashion:
¡lnpﬁd(f) = ¡
Z
ptr(x;y)lnp(fjx;y)dxdy ¡ °
= ¡
Z
ptr(x;y)ln
·
p(fjx;y)¼(f)
p(yjx;ftr)
¢
p(yjx;ftr) R
p(yjx;f)¼(f)df
¸
dxdy ¡ °
= D(p(yjx;ftr)jjp(yjx;f)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ D(ptr(yjx)jjp(yjx)) ¡ °
(4.22)55
Letting ¯ = D(ptr(x;y)jjp(yjx)) + °, we have
1 =
Z
pﬁd(f)df =
Z
F
expf¡D(p(yjx;ftr)jjp(yjx;f)) + ln¼(f) + ¯gdf < e¯ (4.23)
Therefore we have ¯ > 0.
The training distribution ptr(x;y), however, is generally unknown to discriminative models (the
only information preserved from the training data is ftr which reﬂects only the conditional distribu-
tion), thereby making D(p(yjx;ftr)jjp(yjx;f)) uncomputable. The major goal of this section is to
derive such an upper bound on D(p(yjx;ftr)jjp(yjx;f)), and hence on ¡lnpﬁd(f), that does not
require the knowledge of ptr(x;y). Then we can replace ¡lnpﬁd(f) with this upper bound in the
accuracy-regularization objective.
Many discriminative classiﬁers, including log linear models, conditional maximum entropy
models, CRFs, MLPs and SVMs, can be viewed as hyperplane classiﬁers in a transformed fea-
ture space: f(x) = sgn
¡
wTÁ(x) + b
¢
, where f = (w;b) and Á(x) is a nonlinear transformation
applied to the input space. In MLPs, for example, Á(x) is represented by hidden neurons, and in
SVMs Á(x) is implicitly determined by a reproducing kernel. For consistency, we use x in this
section to represent features, but x can be readily replaced by Á(x) for nonlinear cases. Moreover,
for binary classiﬁcation problems, a sigmoid function
p(yjx;f) =
1
1 + e¡y(wTx+b) (4.24)
is often used to model conditional distributions for such classiﬁers (while a softmax function is
often used for the multi-class case). Plugging Equation (4.24) into Equation (4.21), we arrive at the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.3.1 For hyperplane classiﬁers sgn (wTx+b), the ﬁdelity prior in Equation (4.21) sat-
isﬁes
¡ lnpﬁd(f) · ®kw ¡ wtrk + jb ¡ btrj ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯ (4.25)
where ® = Ex»ptr(x)[kxk].
Proof First we show that for any a > 0 and b > 0, jln
1 + a
1 + b
j · jlna ¡ lnbj. This is because
8
> <
> :
1 ·
1 + a
1 + b
·
a
b
if a ¸ b
a
b
<
1 + a
1 + b
< 1 otherwise
(4.26)56
Taking logarithm on both sides will prove the above inequality. Utilizing this inequality and the fact
that ex > 0 for any x, we have
D(p(yjx;ftr)jjp(yjx;f)) =
R
ptr(x;y)ln
1 + e¡y(wTx+b)
1 + e¡y(wtrTx+btr) dxdy
·
R
ptr(x;y)jlne¡y(wTx+b) ¡ lne¡y(wtr+btr)jdxdy
=
R
ptr(x;y)jy(wtr ¡ w)Tx + y(btr ¡ b)jdxdy
·
R
ptr(x;y)jy(wtr ¡ w)Txjdxdy +
R
ptr(x;y)jy(btr ¡ b)jdxdy
= kw ¡ wtrk
R
ptr(x)kxkdx + jb ¡ btrj
= ®kw ¡ wtrk + jb ¡ btrj
(4.27)
Therefore, the accuracy-regularization optimization objective becomes
min
w;b
Remp(w;b) +
¸0
1
2
kw ¡ wtrk +
¸0
2
2
jb ¡ btrj ¡ ¸0
2 ln¼(w;b) (4.28)
where ¸0
1 and ¸0
2 are regularization coefﬁcients. Assuming that ¼(w;b) is uniform (only for simplic-
ity), this optimization objective asks to minimize the empirical risk as well as the `2-norms. Notice
that for a random variable x, kxk is convex (not necessarily strictly) in x and is differentiable every-
where except x = 0. In practice, it is often more convenient to use the square of the `2-norm in the
optimization objective as follows,
min
w;b
Remp(w;b) +
¸1
2
kw ¡ wtrk2 +
¸2
2
jb ¡ btrj2 ¡ ¸2 ln¼(w;b): (4.29)
Since kxk2 is strictly convex and is differentiable everywhere, using the `2 norm square gives great
mathematical convenience. Moreover, considering the problem of minimizing Equation (4.28) and
(4.29) with the assumption that Remp(w;b) is twice differentiable in (w;b), we can in fact prove
that for any choice of ¸0
1 and ¸0
2 in Equation (4.28), there always exist ¸1 and ¸2 in Equation (4.29)
such that a locally optimal solution to (4.28) is also a locally optimal solution to (4.29). To see this,
it is sufﬁcient to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.2 For a twice differentiable function g(x). Consider the problem of minimizing J1 and
J2 deﬁned as
J1(x) = g(x) +
¸0
2
kxk
J2(x) = g(x) +
¸
2
kxk2
(4.30)57
For any ¸0 > 0 in J1, there always exists ¸ > 0 in J2 such that a locally optimal solution to J1(x)
is also a locally optimal solution to J2(x).
TheproofisprovidedinAppendixA.6. Replacingxwith(w;b), andreplacingg(x)withRemp(w;b),
we reach the earlier conclusion.
Before we evaluate regularized adaptation algorithms in Chapter 5, we derive generalization
error bounds for adaptation in the PAC-Bayesian framework.
4.4 PAC-Bayesian Error Bound Analysis
As described in Chapter 2, a fundamental problem in machine learning is to study the generalization
performance of a classiﬁer in terms of an error bound or, equivalently, a sample complexity bound.
A PAC-Bayesian approach [62] incorporates domain knowledge in the form of a Bayesian prior and
provides a guarantee on generalization error regardless of the truth of the prior. In this chapter, we
are particularly interested in how well an adapted classiﬁer generalizes to unseen data drawn from
the target distribution. We derive error bounds for adaptation by using our proposed prior in the
PAC-Bayesian setting. Speciﬁcally, for a countable function space, we apply the Occam’s Razor
bound (Theorem 2.3.3) which bounds the true error of a single classiﬁer; while for a continuous
function space, we apply McAllester’s PAC-Bayes bound (Theorem 2.3.5) which bounds the true
stochastic error of a Gibbs classiﬁer.
Thereisoneissueweneedtoclarifybeforemovingon. AllPAC-Bayesiantheorems[62]assume
a ﬁnite loss function, i.e. Q(¢) 2 [a;b], in order to utilize Hoeffding inequality or its alternatives
[62,87,89]. Moreover, Q(¢) 2 [0;1] is often used instead since any Q(¢) 2 [a;b] can be shifted and
scaledtobeinthisinterval. InSection2.3, weparticularlyassumedthatQ(f(x);y) = I(f(x) 6= y),
and we keep this assumption throughout this section. In other words, we have
Rpad(x;y)(f) = Epad(x;y)[I(f(x) 6= y)]
Remp(f) =
1
m
m X
i=1
I(f(xi) 6= yi); (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m
(4.31)
PAC-Bayesian theorems (see Chapter 2) can be utilized to upper bound Rpad(x;y)(f) by Remp(f)
plus a capacity term ©(F;f;Dm;m;±), i.e.,
Rpad(x;y)(f) · Remp(f) + ©(F;f;Dm;m;±)58
Note that f can be estimated using a different loss function, but the above bound on the expected
0-1 loss is valid regardless of the loss function used in training. In practice, surrogates of the 0-1
loss are often used, as there exists a quantitative relationship between the risk as accessed using the
0-1 loss and the risk as accessed using the surrogates [59].
4.4.1 Occam’s Razor bound for adaptation
The Occam’s Razor bound (Theorem 2.3.3) implies that, in order to guarantee a small true error, we
should intuitively assign high prior probabilities to those models which are a-priori viewed as likely
to ﬁt the data well. The use of the ﬁdelity prior in adaptation follows this intuition. To derive a
generalization error bound for adaptation, we replace the standard prior ¼(f) in Equation (2.19) by
our proposed ﬁdelity prior pﬁd(f). We in particular study a countable function space of generative
models in this subsection.
Corollary 4.4.1 For a countable function space of generative models, for any prior distribution
¼(f) and for any f for which ¼(f) > 0, the following bound holds with probability of at least 1¡±,
Rpad(f) · Remp(f) +
r
D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) ¡ ln¼(f) ¡ ¯ ¡ ln±
2m
(4.32)
This result has important implications: for the set of classiﬁers
G = ff 2 F : D(p(x;yjftr)jjp(x;yjf)) < ¯g;
their error bounds in Equation (4.32) which use the ﬁdelity prior are tighter than those in Equa-
tion (2.19) which use the standard prior. Since ¯ > 0, G is always nonempty. For classiﬁers in the
complementary set ¹ G, however, we reach the opposite argument. An important question to ask is:
to which set does our estimated classiﬁer belongs? We are particularly interested in fad, i.e., the
optimal classiﬁer w.r.t. the target distribution. If D(ptrjjpad) < ¯, we have fad 2 G and we achieve
better generalization performance at fad by using the ﬁdelity prior. Practically speaking, this im-
plies that it is better to utilize adaptation unless the training and target distributions are different to
a certain extent (determined by ¯). Recall that ¯ normalizes pﬁd(f) to unity. This constant can be
analytically calculated for some models (e.g. Gaussian models), while approximations are needed
for general cases. Additionally, we can derive a similar bound for discriminative classiﬁers, where
the divergence in Equation (4.32) is between conditional distributions instead of joint distributions.59
4.4.2 PAC-Bayesian bounds for adaptation
McAllester’s PAC-Bayesian bound for Gibbs classiﬁers (Theorem 2.3.5) is applicable to both count-
able and uncountable function spaces. A Gibbs classiﬁer is a stochastic classiﬁer drawn from a
posterior distribution q(f). Consequently the true error and empirical error also become stochas-
tic in the form of Ef»q(f)[R(f)] and Ef»q(f)[Remp(f)]. Again, the choice of a prior distribution
¼(f) is critical in order to achieve a small error bound. Intuitively we should choose a distribution
¼(f) such that Ef»¼(f)[Remp(f)] is small. As a ramiﬁcation of this theorem, PAC-Bayesian margin
bounds have been developed which provide theoretical foundations for SVMs [94]. The key idea
involves choosing a prior ¼(f) and a posterior q(f) such that, in addition to our intuition above, it
is easy to compute D(q(f)jj¼(f)) and Ef»q(f)[Remp(f)]. Usually q(f) is chosen to be in the same
family as ¼(f).
In this section, we obtain error bounds for adaptation in a similar fashion as [94] but with simpler
derivations. Since the derivation requires speciﬁcation of a classiﬁer, we ﬁrst investigate generative
GaussianmodelswhereonlyGaussianmeansareadapted. Wefurtherassumeequalclasspriorprob-
abilities !+=!¡=1=2, equal covariance matrices §+=§¡=§tr, and opposite means ¹+=¡¹¡=¹,
thereby leading to a linear decision boundary f(x) = sgn (§tr¡1¹Tx). In such a case, f is rep-
resented by ¹ only. We make such assumptions only to simplify the calculation of the stochastic
error in this work, while similar bounds can be derived for more general cases. Next, we present a
corollary of Theorem 2.3.5 followed by a proof and discussions.
Corollary 4.4.2 (PAC-BayesianboundforsymmetricGaussianmodeladaptation)Assumeclass-
conditional Gaussian models with equal and ﬁxed class prior probabilities !tr = 1=2, equal and
ﬁxed covariance matrices §tr, and opposite means ¹+ = ¡¹¡ = ¹. Deﬁne an approximate pos-
terior distribution on ¹ with the form q(¹) = N(¹; ¹0;§tr). Then there exists a prior distribution
such that for any ¹0, the following bound holds true with probability of at least 1 ¡ ±.
Eq(¹)[Rpad(¹)] ·
1
m
m X
i=1
F(
yixT
i §tr¡1¹0
(xT
i §tr¡1xi)1=2)+
v u
u t
1
2
(¹0 ¡ ¹tr)T§tr¡1(¹0 ¡ ¹tr) ¡ ln± + lnm + 2
2m ¡ 1
(4.33)
where F(t) =
R 1
t
1 p
2¼e¡ s2
2 ds and (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m.60
Proof McAllester’s PAC-Bayesian bound allows us to choose any prior distribution. Here we use
pﬁd(f) in Equation (4.4), where we assume a uniform ¼(f) and renormalize pﬁd(f) accordingly.
This results in a Gaussian distribution on ¹, i.e., pﬁd(¹) = N(¹;¹tr;§tr). Furthermore, by deﬁni-
tion q(¹) = N(¹; ¹0;§tr). It is easy to compute the KL-divergence
D(q(¹)jjpﬁd(¹)) = D(N(¹; ¹0;§tr)jjN(¹; ¹tr;§tr))
=
1
2
(¹0 ¡ ¹tr)T§tr¡1(¹0 ¡ ¹tr)
(4.34)
which gives the second term in Equation (4.33).
On the other hand, to calculate Ef»q(f)[Remp(f)]), we ﬁrst inspect the decision function regard-
ing sample (xi;yi), i.e.,
sgn
µ
yi(¹+ ¡ ¹¡)T§tr¡1xi
¶
= sgn
µ
yixT
i §tr¡1¹
¶
:
Since an afﬁne transformation of a multivariate Gaussian is still a Gaussian, yixT
i §tr¡1¹ is a uni-
variate Gaussian with the following mean and variance:
¹ ¹i
¢ = yixT
i §tr¡1¹0
¹ ¾2
i
¢ = (yixT
i §tr¡1)§tr(yixT
i §tr¡1)T = xT
i §tr¡1xi
(4.35)
This is the key difference from the derivation of [94]. The stochastic empirical error hence becomes
Ef»q(f)[Remp(f)] =
1
m
m X
i=1
E¹»N(¹;¹0;§tr)[I(yixT
i §tr¡1¹ < 0)]
=
1
m
m X
i=1
Et»N(t;¹ ¹i;¹ ¾2
i )[I(t < 0)]
=
1
m
m X
i=1
F
µ
¹ ¹i
¹ ¾i
¶
(4.36)
where F(t) =
R 1
t
1 p
2¼e¡ s2
2 ds, and (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m.
Next we remark on the role of ¹0: Given the Gaussian assumption in Equation (4.37), q(¹)
is solely determined by hyperparameter ¹0. The learning problem, therefore, is reduced to the
estimation of ¹0, which is a tradeoff between ﬁtting the adaptation data, via reducing F
µ
¹ ¹i
¹ ¾i
¶
, and
staying in vicinity of the unadapted parameter ¹tr.
Lastly, we derive an adaptation error bound for hyperplane classiﬁers, which is an important
representative for discriminative classiﬁers (see Section 4.3). In this case, f = (w;b) where we
assume that w and b are independent variables.61
Corollary 4.4.3 (PAC-Bayesian bound for hyperplane adaptation) Consider hyperplane classi-
ﬁers wTx + b, and deﬁne an approximate posterior distribution on (w;b) with the form
q(w;b) = N(w; w0;§tr)N(b; b0;§tr) (4.37)
Then there exists a prior distribution such that for any (w0;b0), the following bound holds true with
probability of at least 1 ¡ ±.
Eq(w;b)[Rp(x;y)(f)] ·
1
m
m X
i=1
F(
yi(xT
i w0 + b0)
p
kxik2 + 1
)+
v u u
t
kw0 ¡ wtrk2 + jb0 ¡ btrj2
2
¡ ln± + lnm + 2
2m ¡ 1
(4.38)
where F(t) =
R 1
t
1 p
2¼e¡ s2
2 ds, and (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m.
Proof We use a Gaussian prior p(w;b) centered at (wtr;btr) with an identity covariance matrix.
Note that the choice of this prior relates to previous work on margin bounds; [94] used a Gaussian
prior centered at zero, and [143] estimated Gaussian priors based on previous training subsets. The
key difference is that we choose a Gaussian centered at the unadapted parameters. Mathematically,
p(w;b) = N(w;wtr;I)¢N(b;btr;1), and q(w;b) = N(w;w0;I)¢N(b;b0;1). The KL-divergence
of two such Gaussian distributions is easily obtained as
D(q(f)jjp(f)) =
kw0 ¡ wtrk2 + jb0 ¡^ bj2
2
(4.39)
Secondly, the stochastic empirical risk can be calculated similar to the Gaussian model case.
Ef»q(f)[Remp(f)] =
1
m
m X
i=1
Ew»N(w;w0;I) Eb»N(b;b0;1)[I(yi(wTxi + b) < 0)]
=
1
m
m X
i=1
Et»N(yi(xT
i w0+b0);kxik2+1)[I(t < 0)]
=
1
m
m X
i=1
F(
yi(xT
i w0 + b0)
p
kxik2 + 1
)
(4.40)
where F(t) =
R 1
t
1 p
2¼e¡ s2
2 ds, and (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m.
Similarly to the last corollary, q(w;b) is solely determined by hyperparameters w0 and b0, the es-
timation of which is a tradeoff between the goodness of data ﬁtting and the ﬁdelity to the unadapted
model.62
4.4.3 A VC perspective
The adaptation can also be viewed from a structured risk minimization perspective. Recall that
structured risk minimization asks to search through a sequence of function spaces F1 ½ F2 ½ ::: ½
F, and ﬁnd an index j that minimizes Equation (2.24). Finding an optimal Fj is a tradeoff between
reducing the VC dimension and reducing the empirical risk; choosing a small j will decrease, or at
least not increase, the VC dimension at the cost of a potential increase in the empirical risk. The
question is how to design the structure of Fj, j = 1;2;:::, such that the increase in the empirical
risk is maximally suppressed. A natural strategy is to choose a set of functions that all include the
unadapted model, i.e., ftr 2 Fj for all j. This is because ftr minimizes the expected risk w.r.t. the
training distribution, and it may as well yield a low expect risk w.r.t. the target distribution, provided
that these two distributions do not diverge too much.
Consider linear classiﬁers f(x) = sgn (wTx) in canonical form with respect to a set of inputs
fxigm
i=1, i.e.,
min
i
jwTxij = 1
We can construct a sequence of constrained function spaces kw ¡ wtrk2 · ci, where c1 < c2 <
::: < 1. All Fi in this sequence satisfy wtr 2 Fi. We have the following corollary derived from
Theorem 2.4.1
Corollary 4.4.4 Consider linear classiﬁers f(x) = sgn (wTx) such that min
i
j(w ¡ wtr)Txij = 1
for all fxigm
i=1. For any wtr, the decision function f satisfying the constraint kw ¡ wtrk · c has
a VC dimension satisfying
h · R2(kwtrk + c)2
where R = max
i
kxik.
A proof of this corollary can be found in Appendix A.4, which makes a slight modiﬁcation to
Appendix A.3 (Sch¨ olkopf’s proof of VC dimension). Moreover, if we use linear classiﬁers (w ¡
wtr)Tx = 0 instead of wTx = 0 with the constraint that kw¡wtrk2 · c, we can achieve the same
upper bound on VC dimension as in Theorem 2.4.1.
Corollary 4.4.5 Consider linear classiﬁers f(x) = sgn ((w ¡ wtr)Tx) such that min
i
j(w ¡
wtr)Txij = 1 for all fxigm
i=1. For any wtr, the decision function f satisfying the constraint63
kw ¡ wtrk · c has a VC dimension satisfying
h · R2c2
where R = max
i
kxik.
Again, a proof is provided in Appendix A.5 as a reference.
4.5 Empirical Simulations of Adaptation Error Bounds
WesimulatedempiricaladaptationerrorboundsforaGaussianmodelclassiﬁer. Givenanunadapted
model, and an adaptation set with m samples randomly generated from a target distribution, we
learned an adapted classiﬁer using our regularized adaptation objective in Equation (4.7), where
the log joint likelihood loss and a uniform ¼(f) were used, and where ¸’s for different m’s were
discovered using a development set with 5,000 samples. We computed the empirical error Remp(f)
on the adaptation set, and estimated the true error R(f) on a testing set with 10,000 samples (both
corresponding to the 0-1 loss). We then estimated
± = E[I(R(f) > Remp(f) + ²)]
using 1,000 separate runs (10,000 samples each).
Figure 4.1 plots ± vs. logm for ² = 0:02 and ² = 0:1 with different D(ptrjjpad) and m on
simulated 2D-Gaussians. The ¸ = 0 line corresponds to retraining from scratch (no adaptation),
and also to large KL-divergences, as then optimal ¸ discovery produces ¸ = 0. Although we do not
yet have a theoretical result to bound R(f) by Remp(f) in the Gaussian model case, as the function
space is continuous, we have empirically shown that fewer samples were needed for smaller KL
values to achieve the same conﬁdence ±.64
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Chapter 5
REGULARIZED ADAPTATION ALGORITHMS
InChapter4, weproposedageneraladaptationobjective,i.e., min
f2F
Remp(f)¡¸lnpﬁd(f), where
f represents model parameters and pﬁd(f) is the ﬁdelity prior. In practice, while optimizing this
objective is often intractable, we can minimize its upper bounds instead, e.g. using Equation (4.11)
for mixture models and Equation (4.25) for log linear models. This chapter discusses the instantia-
tions of these algorithms for Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), support vector machines (SVMs)
and multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) (Section 5.1 through Section 5.4), with focus on the last two
classiﬁers as they have received relatively less attention on adaptation techniques (see our discussion
in Chapter 1). Furthermore, in Section 5.5, we brieﬂy discuss the relationship between adaptation
and inverse problems studied in the ﬁeld of combinatorial optimization. Finally, we present MLP
and SVM adaptation experiments on a vowel classiﬁcation dataset (for speaker adaptation) and an
object recognition dataset (for lighting condition adaptation).
5.1 GMM Adaptation
A general strategy for adapting generative models is given by Equation (4.7) in Chapter 4, where
we use the joint likelihood loss Q(f(x);y) = ¡lnp(x;yjf) to compute the empirical risk on the
adaptation data, and we regularize using the ﬁdelity prior presented in Equation (4.4). In particular,
we apply this “regularized adaptation” algorithm to Gaussian mixture models, where p(xjy;f) =
X
k
cy;kN(x;¹y;k;§y;k), and p(yjf) = !y (following our notation in Chapter 4).
Here we investigate the case where the adaptation is partially supervised. In other words, for
each input xi, the class membership yi is present but the component membership ki is missing.
Consequently, the computation of the empirical risk involves marginalizing the complete likelihood
over ki before taking logarithm, i.e.
Remp(f) = ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
lnp(xi;yijf) = ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
ln
X
k
p(xi;yi;ki = kjf) (5.1)66
which can be not optimized directly. We can, however, iteratively minimize an upper bound of this
using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [144]. Speciﬁcally, we let ±y(i)
¢ = I(yi = y)
denote an indicator function which equals one only when xi belongs to class y, and let Lkjy(i)
¢ =
p(ki = kjxi;yi = y;fg) denote the component occupancy probability of sample (xi;yi = y) which
is calculated using model parameter in the previous update. Then an upper bound of the empirical
risk can be derived using Jensen’s inequality:
Remp(f) = ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
X
y
±y(i)ln
X
k
p(xi;yi = y;ki = kjf)
= ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
X
y
±y(i)ln
X
k
Lkjy(i)p(xi;yi = y;ki = kjf)
Lkjy(i)
· ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
X
y
±y(i)
X
k
Lkjy(i)ln
p(xi;yi = y;ki = kjf)
Lkjy(i)
= ¡
X
y
X
k
1
m
m X
i=1
±y(i)Lkjy(i)lnp(xi;yi = y;ki = kjf) + C
(5.2)
where C is a constant independent of the model parameters to be adapted. Furthermore, the com-
plete likelihood can be factorized as
p(xi;yi = y;ki = kjf) = p(yi = y)p(ki = kjyi = y)p(xijki = k;yi = y)
= !ycy;kN(xi;¹y;k;§y;k)
(5.3)
which decomposes the adaptation objective into several independent optimization problems.
Remp(f) · ¡
X
y
1
m
m X
i=1
±y(i)ln!y ¡
X
y
X
k
1
m
m X
i=1
±y(i)Lkjy(i)lncy;k
¡
X
y
X
k
1
m
m X
i=1
±y(i)Lkjy(i)lnN(xi;¹y;k;§y;k) + C
(5.4)
On the other hand, Corollary 4.2.3 provides a bound on the ﬁdelity prior for GMMs. Exacting out
the terms independent of the model parameters, and assuming a uniform standard prior ¼(f), we
have
¡lnpﬁd(f) · ¡
X
y
!tr
y ln!y ¡
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;k lncy;k
+
X
y
!tr
y
X
k
ctr
y;kD(N(x;¹tr
y;k;§tr
y;k)jjN(xi;¹y;k;§y;k)) + C0
(5.5)
Combining these two bounds, we obtain an upper bound on our regularized adaptation objective
Remp(f) ¡ ¸lnpﬁd(f), which is convex in all model parameters. The derivation of EM update67
equations then becomes straightforward. At each E-step, we compute Lkjy(i) using the current
model parameters fg,
Lkjy(i) =
!
g
yc
g
y;kN(xi;¹
g
y;k;§
g
y;k)
X
k
!g
yc
g
y;kN(xi;¹
g
y;k;§
g
y;k)
(5.6)
and accumulate sufﬁcient statistics required by the M-step updates; and at each M-step, we re-
estimate the model parameters as follows,
^ !y =
1
m
m X
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±y(i) + ¸!tr
y
1 + ¸
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m
m X
i=1
±y(i)Lkjy(i) + ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
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m
m X
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(5.7)
A derivation of the M-step updates is presented in Appendix B.1. These solutions are essentially the
same as the MAP estimates presented in [106], as we have shown in Chapter 4 that the ﬁdelity prior
for GMMs is equivalent to the conjugate prior for GMMs with an appropriate setting of hyperpara-
meters.
Furthermore, for the estimation of cy;k, ¹y;k and §y;k, we can replace EM with Viterbi updates
by assigning inputs to their most likely Gaussian components (in their respective classes), and re-
estimate parameters of a Gaussian component using only its members. In this way, the updates are
greatly simpliﬁed. For example, for Gaussian means we have
^ ¹y;k = ®
m X
i=1
I(yi = y;ki = k)xi + (1 ¡ ®)¹tr
y;k (5.8)
where ® is a tradeoff parameter similar to ¸.68
It is worth noting that the EM (or Viterbi) algorithm can also be applied to fully unsupervised
adaptation, where both yi and ki are missing for xi. In this case, we can simply replace ±y(i)
by a posterior probability p(yi = yjxi) in all update equations above. Unsupervised adaptation,
however, can be problematic for classifying i.i.d. samples. This is because without any contextual
constraints, an unadapted model is likely to make consistent errors, and fully unsupervised adap-
tation may amplify these errors rather than correcting them. For non-i.i.d. samples, however, we
can impose high-level constraints, e.g. in the form of p(y1:m), which are vital to the effectiveness of
unsupervised adaptation. In continuous speech recognition, for example, p(y1:m) is determined by a
set of pronunciation models, which model the likelihood of a phoneme sequence in a word, and by a
language model, which models the likelihood of a word sequence. In this case, the errors committed
by the acoustic model may be corrected by the pronunciation models or the language model. In our
classiﬁcation experiments (Section 7.1.4), however, we are not coping with structured data, and we
hence assume that y1:m are independent variables and are known in adaptation.
5.2 Links between SVMs and MLPs
The accuracy-regularization view of classiﬁcation establishes a strong relationship between SVMs,
MLPs, CRFs and MaxEnt models [145,146]. We are particularly interested in the links between
SVMs and MLPs, for a binary classiﬁcation problem, the decision functions of SVMs and MLPs
take on the same form:
f(x) = hw;Á(x)i + b (5.9)
where Á(¢) is a nonlinear transformation from the input space to a feature space in which linear
classiﬁcation takes place. Given this mapping, the objective of SVM training coincides with that of
training the last layer of an MLP with weight decay [147], both of which can be expressed as
min
w;b
¸
2
kwk2 +
1
m
m X
i=1
Q(f(xi);yi) (5.10)
where kwk2 is the squared `2 norm, Q(¢) is a loss function, and ¸ is an accuracy-regularization
tradeoff coefﬁcient. Here f is represented by (w;b) as shown in Equation (5.9). There are several
key differences between SVMs from MLPs: (1) the choice of the nonlinear transformation Á(¢);
(2) how the parameters of Á(¢) are estimated; (3) the choice of the loss function Q(¢); and (4) how69
the parameters of f (i.e., w and b) are estimated. We discuss these aspects for SVMs and MLPs
respectively in the following text.
For SVMs, Á(¢) is an input-to-feature space mapping that is implicitly determined by a repro-
ducing kernel in the form of k(x;x0) = hÁ(x);Á(x0)i [63,80,148]. The kernel function k(x;x0)
measures certain “similarity” between two inputs. For example, the linear kernel has the form
k(x;x0) = hx;x0i, and the Gaussian kernel has the form k(x;x0) = ¡
kx¡x0k2
¾2 . The parameters of
the kernel function, such as ¾2 in the Gaussian kernel, are usually empirically chosen using cross-
validation, though there are strategies for automatically optimizing kernel parameters [149] which
are beyond the scope of this work.
In training a binary SVM, we typically assume a hinge loss function,
»i
¢ = Q(f(xi);yi) = j0;1 ¡ yif(xi)j+: (5.11)
where »i are called slack variables. Since the hinge loss is not differentiable, gradient based opti-
mization methods can not directly be applied. The training objective, however, can be formulated
as a constrained convex optimization problem which has a globally optimal solution. Speciﬁcally,
min
w;b;»i
1
2
kwk2 + C
m X
i=1
»i
subject to yi(hw;Á(x)i + b) + »i ¡ 1 ¸ 0;
»i ¸ 0;
(5.12)
where C =
1
¸m
. Introducing the Lagrangian form, we arrive at the optimal solution as follows,
f(x) = hw;Á(x)i + b = h
m X
i=1
®iyiÁ(xi);Á(x)i + b =
m X
i=1
®iyik(xi;x) + b (5.13)
where xi with nonzero ®i are called “support vectors” (SVs) and where the “kernel trick” is used so
that Á(¢) is never explicitly evaluated [63,80,148]. The Lagrange multipliers ®i are obtained in the
dual space by solving the following quadratic programming problem:
max
®i
m X
i=1
®i ¡
1
2
m X
i=1
®i®jyiyjk(xi;xj)
subject to
m X
i=1
®iyi = 0;
0 · ®i · C
(5.14)70
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Figure 5.1:Multilayer perceptrons
Additionally, to handle multi-class classiﬁcation, we can apply the “one-against-others” training
scheme, i.e., we learn a binary classiﬁer, for each class, using all training samples labeled as either
positive or negative w.r.t. this class. We adopt this scheme in our classiﬁcation experiments since
it is easy to implement and empirically works well [63]. But there are alternative approaches such
as building pairwise classiﬁers [150] or using a training objective designed explicitly for multiclass
classiﬁcation [71,151].
Secondly, we inspect these aspects in a two-layer MLP. For consistency with a binary SVM,
we study a binary MLP which is depicted in Figure 5.1. In this example, we have D input units
represented by a vector x, N hidden units represented by a vector Á(x), and one output unit z in-
dicating a binary decision. The weight vector and bias of the hidden-to-output layer are denoted by
w and b respectively, and those of the input-to-hidden layer are denoted by V = [v1 :::vN]T and
d = [d1 :::dN]T. The forward-propagation of an MLP works as follows: the input vector goes
through an afﬁne transform followed by a non-linearity, producing a hidden node vector. Mathe-
matically, Án(x) = ¾(hvn;xi + dn), n = 1::N, where ¾(¢) is a sigmoid function. In the same way,
the hidden-to-output layer produces a binary output z = ¾(f(x)) = ¾(hw;Á(x)i + b), where the
sigmoid converts f(x) to a valid posterior probability, i.e., z = p(y = +1jx;f).
Under this setting, we see that the form of Á(¢) is fully determined once the number of hidden71
units is ﬁxed. Note that there can be other choices of Á(¢) for general neural networks, such as the
use of radius basis functions [147]. Moreover, the parameters in Á(¢), namely the input-to-hidden
layer weights, can be optimized systematically using the back-propagation algorithm [147,152].
In training an MLP, we minimize the conditional likelihood loss (or equivalently the logistic
loss) Q(f(xi);yi) = p(yijxi;f) which is equivalent to minimizing the relative entropy between the
true class membership distribution and the MLP output. To see this,
¡ lnp(yijxi;f) = Ifyi=+1g ln
Ifyi=+1g
p(yi = +1jxi;f)
+ Ifyi=¡1g ln
Ifyi=¡1g
p(yi = ¡1jxi;f)
; (5.15)
It has been proved that by minimizing the relative entropy using a sufﬁcient amount of training data,
we can obtain an MLP whose output converges to the true posterior probability [147]. Notice that
a sigmoid function is not convex, but its the logarithm is. Therefore, the training objective in Equa-
tion (5.10) is convex in the hidden-to-output layer parameters but not in the input-to-hidden layer
parameters. Stochastic gradient descent or second order gradient methods [147,152] are usually
applied to ﬁnd a local optimum.
The objective in Equation (5.10), in fact, can be readily extended to multi-class classiﬁcation. In
this case, the hidden-to-output weight vector is replaced by a weight matrix and the output sigmoid
function is replace by a logistic function, i.e., the kth output is expressed as
zk =
expfwT
k x + bkg
K X
k=1
expfwT
k x + bkg
(5.16)
It again has the desired property that zk converges to the true posterior probability if we minimize
the relative entropy using a sufﬁciently large amount of training data.
As the community learns more about both MLPs and SVMs, their interpretation appears to be
converging towards one idea. In fact, [145] showed that training an MLP with either weight decay
or early stopping can be viewed as max-margin training, and [153] showed that the use of relative
entropy as a loss function also has a max-margin interpretation.
As a side note, CRFs [154] and MaxEnt models [155,156] has the same decision function form
as Equation (5.9), and the same general training objective as Equation (5.10). In both cases, the
choice of Á(x) is more ﬂexible than that in SVMs or MLPs; it may essentially be any feature
function, thereby facilitating the incorporation domain knowledge in the model.72
Although the training algorithms for MLPs and SVMs are well studied, their respective adap-
tation algorithms are perhaps relatively under-investigated. In the next two sections, we present
simple and principled adaptation algorithms derived from Chapter 2 for adapting SVMs and MLPs
respectively. These algorithms, as we will see, provide a uniﬁed view of many existing SVM and
MLP adaptation strategies.
5.3 SVM Adaptation
This section investigates SVM adaptation algorithms. We ﬁrst review related work in the literature,
and then present our algorithms derived from Chapter 4.
5.3.1 Related work
Most works on SVM adaptation in the literature follow an incremental learning or sequential learn-
ing paradigm (see [157] for early work on incremental learning). Incremental SVM learning was
originally proposed to scale up inductive learning algorithms for very large datasets [134,158,159].
As discussed in the last section, exact SVM training requires to solve a quadratic programming
problem in a number of coefﬁcients equal to the number of training samples, thereby making large-
scale learning problems difﬁcult. Since only the support vectors (SVs) contribute to the decision
boundary, training using these SVs would give exactly the same decision function as training on the
whole data set. This makes SVM amenable to incremental learning, e.g. chunking [63], where the
SVs of the previous subset are combined with a new subset in the next learning step.
The adaptation problem can be tackled in the same fashion – an adapted model can be learned
using a combination of the SVs of the unadapted model and a subset of the adaptation data [132,
133]. Inparticular,[132]combinedtheoldSVswithonlymis-classiﬁedsamplesfromtheadaptation
data; those correctly classiﬁed by the unadapted model are discarded since, to some extent, they are
redundant given the SVs from the unadapted model. In Section 7.1.4, a classiﬁer trained in this
fashion will be referred to as a ”boosted” classiﬁer since it strongly relates to the idea of boosting
[81,82]. In contrast, [133] took an exactly opposite strategy, which discarded the mis-classiﬁed
adaptation samples while keeping the correctly-classiﬁed ones. The justiﬁcation for this approach,
however, was not clearly stated.73
In this work, we would like to note that the original setting of incremental learning and the
setting of adaptation are not entirely the same. The former aims to minimize the expected risk of
the training distribution (which is presumably the same as the target distribution), while the latter
aims to minimize the expected risk of the target distribution (which is different from the training
distribution). The two data selection strategies [132] and [133] are more often used for incremental
learning, but are not necessarily optimal for adaptation. In fact, there is no reason we should discard
any adaptation data, because each sample is a true representative of the target distribution.
An improved incremental learning approach applicable to the problem of adaptation was in-
troduced in [134]. In this work, the old SV set and the new data set are weighted differently in
optimization. In the same spirit, [135] proposed an auxiliary data technique explicitly for scenarios
where two data sources can have different distributions. This approach is the most similar to our
work, as will be discussed shortly. A more general approach was proposed in our work [52], where
each old SV was assigned a different weight, according to its likelihood with respect to the target
distribution. We discuss this algorithm in the following subsection.
5.3.2 Error weighting – an empirical attempt
Speciﬁcally, we weight the slack variables to make an error on the training data less costly than
one on the adaptation data. Again we only consider a binary classiﬁer. We deﬁne SV tr as the SVs
obtained from the training data, and (wtr;btr) the resulting afﬁne function parameters. Similarly,
we deﬁne SV ts as the SVs learned using only the adaptation data, and (wts;bts) the resulting afﬁne
function parameters. Recall that the adaptation data is denoted as Dad
m where m is the sample size.
We then modify the objective function in Equation (5.12) to the following,
min
w;b;»
1
2
kwk2 + C
µ jSV trj X
i=1
pi³i +
m X
i=1
»i
¶
subject to yi(hw;Á(xi)i + b) + ³i ¡ 1 ¸ 0; (xi;yi) 2 SV tr
yi(hw;Á(xi)i + b) + »i ¡ 1 ¸ 0; (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m
³i ¸ 0; »i ¸ 0
(5.17)
where pi are weights for the slack variables of the old support vectors. In this way, we can adjust
how important the role that the unadapted model plays in the adapted classiﬁer. In an extreme case,74
where pi = 1 for all i, the above objective is equivalent to training a SVM using all old SVs and all
adaptation data. At the other extreme, where pi = 0 for all i, the adaptation leads to a completely
new SVM trained using only the adaptation data. Between these two extremes, we would like to
weight each sample in SV tr by how likely it is to be generated from the adaptation data distribution.
For example, we can use
pi = g(hwts;Á(xi)i + bts); (5.18)
where (wts;bts) is the SVM trained on the adaptation data only, and g(¢) is a monotonically increas-
ing function converting a real number to a probability. For efﬁciency, we use an indicator function
g(x) = I(x > d), where d is a regularization threshold. In such a setting, all SV tr are selected
when d = ¡1, while none are selected when d = +1. For comparison, in our experiments in
Section 7.1.4 we also include the case where d = 0. In other words, we ﬁrst retrain a rough classiﬁer
(wts;bts) using only the adaptation data; then we use (wts;bts) as a seed to select more samples
(from SV tr) to enhance this classiﬁer. We will call this algorithm as ”enhanced” in Section 7.1.4.
5.3.3 Regularized adaptation
In Chapter 4, inspired by the ﬁdelity prior for log linear models, we proposed a regularized adap-
tation objective in Equation (4.29) repeated below for convenience. This leads to a simple yet
principled approach to SVM adaptation. Here we let ¸2 = 0, meaning that b is estimated solely
from the adaptation data. Moreover, we choose the value of ¸1 = ¸ by cross-validation. What
follows is the resulting adaptation objective.
min
w;b;»i
1
2
kw ¡ wtrk2 + C
m X
i=1
»i
subject to »i ¸ 1 ¡ yi(hw;Á(x)i + b); (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m;
»i ¸ 0;
(5.19)
where wtr is the unadapted model. In contrast to SVM training, instead of minimizing kwk2, now
we penalize the deviation from the unadapted model wtr. Note that there is a similar formulation
referred to as “biased regularization” in [63] and used for incremental training of SVMs in [143].
Next, we show that the regularized adaptation objective in Equation (5.19) corresponds to max-
margin training with a modiﬁed constraint. We ﬁrst study Equation (5.19). We let ftr(xi)
¢ =75
hwtr;Á(xi)i + btr denote the unadapted model, where wtr and btr are presumed to be ﬁxed during
adaptation. Letting ¹ w = w¡wtr and¹ b = b¡btr, and plugging them into Equation (5.19), we have
min
w;b;»i
1
2
k¹ wk2 + C
m X
i=1
»i
subject to »i ¸ 1 ¡ yi(h¹ w + wtr;Á(xi)i +¹ b + btr); »i ¸ 0
=)
min
¹ w;¹ b;»i
1
2
k¹ wk2 + C
m X
i=1
»i
subject to »i ¸ 1 ¡ yi ¹ f(xi) ¡ yiftr(xi); »i ¸ 0:
(5.20)
where ¹ f(xi) = h¹ w;Á(xi)i+¹ b. We see that this is equivalent to the standard SVM training objective
with a modiﬁed constraint. Similarly, we can derive the same constraints for Equation (5.27).
Figure 5.2 graphically illustrates how regularized adaptation works using an example of a linear
SVM classiﬁer on 2D input features. In the ﬁgure, (a) shows the adaptation data (depicted as solid
circles and stars) and the decision function learned only using these samples, i.e., hwts;xi+bts; (b)
shows the unadapted decision function hwtr;xi + btr, and those adaptation samples that have large
margins w.r.t. to this decision boundary (depicted as hollow circles and stars) – little penalty should
be put on these samples according to Equation (5.20); and (c) shows the adapted decision function
obtained by training on the most relevant samples (depicted as solid circles and stars).
Before we present how to implement this adaptation algorithm, we would like to note that a
numberofexistingSVMadaptationstrategiesincluding[132,133]canbeuniﬁedbyageneralization
of the constraints in SVM training.
min
w;b
1
2
kwk2 + C
m X
i=1
»i
subject to »i ¸ Ã(xi;yi); (xi;yi) 2 Dad
m
»i ¸ 0;
(5.21)
where as usual Dad
m denotes the adaptation set with m samples. Next we will illustrate that different
forms of Ã(¢;¢) yield different adaptation strategies.
² If we let Ã(xi;yi) = 1 ¡ yif(xi), then Equation (5.21) is equivalent to Equation (5.10) with
the hinge loss. The resulting adaptation algorithm only uses the adaptation data and entirely
ignores information from the training data.76
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Figure 5.2: Regularized SVM adaptation. Circles and stars represent the adaptation data; the solid
lines in (a), (b) and (c) respectively represent the entirely retrained model, the unadapted model, and
the adapted model learned using Equation ( 5.20).
² If we let Ã(xi;yi) = I(yiftr(xi) < 0)(1 ¡ yif(xi)), where I(¢) is the indicator function,
an adaptation sample is used only when it is misclassiﬁed by the unadapted model. If the
objective minimizes the empirical risk on both old support vectors and the adaptation data,
this method is equivalent to the method used in [132].
² Finally, our new approach combines the margin of the unadapted model and that of the model
we are optimizing, creating a form of “soft boosting”. Speciﬁcally, we let Ã(xi;yi) = 1 ¡
yif(xi)¡yiftr(xi). Intuitively, if an adaptation sample has a large margin with respect to the
decision boundary of the unadapted model, we decrease the importance of any margin error77
made by the adapted model in its total contribution to the loss. In other words, if yiftr(xi) is
large and positive, then we penalize little on this sample even if yif(xi) < 1.
5.3.4 Algorithm derivation and implementation
This subsection discusses the derivation and implementation of the regularized adaptation algorithm
proposed in Equation (5.19). Applying Lagrange multipliers ®i ¸ 0 (to enforce the margin con-
straints) and ¹i ¸ 0 (to enforce positivity of »i), we have
J =
1
2
kw ¡ wtrk2 + C
m X
i=1
»i ¡
m X
i=1
®i
µ
yi(hw;Á(xi)i + b) ¡ 1 + »i
¶
¡
m X
i=1
¹i»i (5.22)
Taking derivatives with respect to w, b and »i and setting them to zeros,
@J
@w
= 0 =) w = wtr +
m X
i=1
®iyiÁ(xi)
@J
@b
= 0 =)
m X
i=1
®iyi = 0
@J
@»i
= 0 =) C ¡ ®i ¡ ¹i = 0
(5.23)
Using the “kernel trick” [63], we obtain the optimal decision function as
f(x) = sgn
µ
hw;Á(x)i + b
¶
= sgn
µ jSV trj X
i=1
®tr
i ytr
i k(xtr
i ;x) +
m X
i=1
®iyik(xi;x) + b
¶
;
(5.24)
where (xtr
i ;ytr
i ) are support vectors from the unadapted model and ®tr
i are their corresponding
weights which are ﬁxed during adaptation. The Lagrangian multipliers ®i are to be optimized in the
dual space using the adaptation data Dad
m. Plugging Equations (5.23) back into Equation (5.22), we
arrive at an optimization problem in the dual space.
max
®i
m X
i=1
®i ¡
1
2
m X
i=1
m X
j=1
®i®jyiyjk(xi;xj) ¡
m X
i=1
®iyi
jSV trj X
j=1
®tr
j ytr
j k(xi;xtr
j )
subject to
m X
i=1
®iyi = 0;
0 · ®i · C
(5.25)78
Fixing parameters from the unadapted model, and using the fact that
m X
i=1
®iyi = 0, the above is
equivalent to
max
®i
m X
i=1
(1 ¡ yiftr(xi))®i ¡
1
2
m X
i=1
m X
j=1
®i®jyiyjk(xi;xj) (5.26)
under the same constraints. We see that this differs from Equation (5.14) only in that ®i in the ﬁrst
term are weighted differently.
Alternatively, since the support vectors from the unadapted model are available at adaptation
time, we can as well update their weights, i.e. ®tr
j in Equation (5.24). Note that we do this by
minimizing the empirical risk on both the old support vectors and the adaptation data, leading to the
following objective
max
®i;®tr
i
jSV trj X
i=1
®tr
i +
m X
i=1
®i ¡
1
2
jSV trj X
i=1
jSV trj X
j=1
®tr
i ®tr
j ytr
i ytr
j k(xtr
i ;xtr
j )
¡
1
2
m X
i=1
m X
j=1
®i®jyiyjk(xi;xj) ¡
m X
i=1
®iyi
jSV trj X
j=1
®tr
j ytr
j k(xi;xtr
j )
subject to
jSV trj X
i=1
®tr
i ytr
i = 0;
m X
i=1
®iyi = 0;
0 · ®tr
j · C; 0 · ®i · C
(5.27)
In our experiments, we call this the “extended regularized” algorithm. However, for SVMs using
linear kernel, the old support vectors do not have to be saved — only the w and b are necessary to
classiﬁcation — and the “extended regularized” algorithm is not applicable in this case.
Regarding implementation, our optimization algorithm is developed based on SVMTorch [160],
which uses a slightly modiﬁed version of the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm
[161]. SMO is a conceptually simple algorithm with better scaling properties than a standard chunk-
ing algorithm. In the inner loop of the quadratic programming, SMO empirically chooses two ®i’s
at a time and optimizes them analytically. For reference Appendix B.2 gives the updating formula
for our regularized adaptation algorithm which is derived based the SMO algorithm [161].
Although SMO greatly expedites the optimization process, the algorithm can still converge
slowly especially when using nonlinear kernels on very large datasets (e.g, over 20K samples).
Moreover, it is sometimes expensive to store and transfer a SVM classiﬁer as the number of SVs in
general scales up with the number of training samples [63]. Since the regularized adaptation algo-79
rithm and many other algorithms require the evaluation of ftr(xi) at every adaptation sample i, the
time and space efﬁciency can be adversely affected by the scale of the unadapted model.
5.4 MLP Adaptation
This section discusses adaptation algorithms for MLP classiﬁers. Analogous to the last section, we
ﬁrst review related work and then present our proposed regularized adaptation algorithm.
5.4.1 Related work
The problem of MLP adaptation has been investigated in the machine learning community in the
context of multi-task learning [28,30,33], and in the speech community for adapting hybrid HMM-
MLP systems [129–131,162]. A common adaptation strategy is either retraining part of the original
network or adding augmentative layers. The network parameters to be retrained or added can be
estimated via back-propagation [147,152]. First, there is RSI (retrained speaker-independent), dis-
cussed in [130]. This approach starts from the unadapted (speaker-independent) model and retrains
the entire network, while early stopping [145] can be applied to avoid overﬁtting. Next, there is
RLL (retrained last layer) [28,33,129] which starts from the unadapted model and retrains only
the hidden-to-output layer of the MLP. The intuition is that the input-to-hidden layer provides an
”internal representation” which is common to all tasks, while the hidden-to-output layer provides a
task-dependent decision function constructed on the basis of this internal representation [28]. The
method in [129] also enables the selection of the most active hidden neurons, and it only adapts
the last-layer weights associated with these neurons. Finally, another popular approach LIN (linear
input network) [130,131] augments the unadapted network with an additional linear transforma-
tion input layer. It is this layer that is trained using the adaptation data; the original network stays
unchanged. In this case, the number of free parameters is often further reduced using parameter
tying. For example, in vowel classiﬁcation or speech recognition, the input feature vector is often a
concatenation of feature vectors from a number of consecutive frames. The transformation matrix,
therefore, is often constrained to be a block diagonal matrix with identical block-wise sub-matrices.
Inmanyreal-worldtasks, thesemethodshaveshownsigniﬁcantperformanceimprovementsover
merely using the unadapted model. None of them, however, has worked universally the best in all80
adaptation scenarios. One reason is that the number of free parameters to estimate depends on the
MLP architecture. For example, in object recognition tasks, the input layer often has a very high
dimension D that equals the number of pixels in a raw image. In such a case, the LIN algorithm
that directly estimates a gigantic D £ D transformation matrix is likely to fail. Although parameter
tying might mitigate the overﬁtting problem, it is not clear how to perform typing on an input image.
The second reason is that the amount of labeled adaptation data may vary from task to task, but the
degrees of freedom in the above algorithms are more or less ﬁxed, which can easily cause overﬁtting
or underﬁtting.
5.4.2 Regularized adaptation
In this work, we apply a regularized adaptation algorithm which is amenable to changes in MLP
architecture and in the amount of adaptation data available. The adaptation objective is derived
from Equation (4.29), where we use the relative entropy as the Q(¢) function and where we let
¸2 = ¸ similar to the case of SVMs.
In fact, we can extend this algorithm to a multi-class, two-layer MLP where we regularize the
weight matrix in each layer of the network. We regularize the input-to-hidden layers only because
we have found it to be practically advantageous as will be shown in Section 7.1.4 — this regularizer
is not derived from our ﬁdelity prior. Here we use the same notation as was deﬁned in Section 5.2.
Since we are considering K classes, the hidden-to-output layer now consists of K weight vectors
and biases, forming a weight matrix W and a bias vector b.1 Similarly, the input-to-hidden layer
weight matrix and bias vector are denoted by V and d respectively. We also introduce a set of
variables regarding sample i in Table 5.1
Given the above notation, the adaptation objective is expressed as
min
W;b;V;d
¸h2o
2
kW ¡ Wtrk2 +
¸i2h
2
X
kV ¡ Vtrk2 +
1
m
m X
i=1
µ K X
k=1
ti;k log
ti;k
zi;k
¶
(5.28)
where we use separate tradeoff coefﬁcients ¸h2o and ¸i2h for regularizing the input-to-hidden and
hidden-to-output layers respectively, and where kAk2 = tr(AAT). Due to mathematical tractability
1In fact, we can incorporate the bias into the weight vector if adding ”1” as another dimension in the vector Á(x). In
this work, we use explicit bias terms for consistency with the SVM notation.81
Table 5.1: Notation of a two-layer MLP
xi: input vector representing D input units;
ci: ci = Vxi + d; i.e., ci;n = hvn;xii + dn, n = 1::N;
Ái: hidden vector representing N units, where Ái;n = ¾(ci;n), n = 1::N;
ai: ai = WÁi + b; i.e., ai;k = hwk;Áii + bk, k = 1::K
zi: output vector representing K output units, zi;k =
expf¡ai;kg
PK
j=1 expf¡ai;jg
, k = 1::K;
ti: target label vector, where ti;k = I(k = yi)
of the `2-norm, the above adaptation objective can be easily optimized using the back-propagation
algorithm [147,152] (stochastic gradient descent or second-order gradient methods), which is typi-
cally much faster than the quadratic-programming-like procedures needed for SVM optimization in
terms of total computation time.
Many adaptation algorithms introduced in the past can ﬁt in the regularized adaptation frame-
work. First, the RSI algorithm, in which both layers are re-estimated, is akin to ¸h2o = ¸i2h = 0.
Next, the RLL algorithm in which only the last layer is re-estimated is akin to ¸h2o = 0 and
¸i2h ! 1. Finally, since a cascade of linear transforms is a linear transform, the method of LIN is
akin to ¸h2o ! 1 and ¸i2h = 0. We also deﬁne in this work a new method, entitled RFL (retrained
ﬁrst layer) which also corresponds to ¸h2o ! 1 and ¸i2h = 0. Of course, all of these methods are
generalized by varying the ¸h2o and ¸i2h tradeoff coefﬁcients.
5.4.3 Algorithm derivation and implementation
This subsection discusses the derivation and implementation of the regularized adaptation algorithm
in Equation (5.28). For convenience we deﬁne the last term in the objective as
Ji
¢ =
K X
k=1
ti;k log
ti;k
zi;k
(5.29)
Nowweapplytheback-propagationalgorithm. Theﬁrststepistocomputetheﬁrst-orderderivatives
w.r.t. the model parameters to be adapted. Taking derivatives of Ji with respect to the hidden-to-82
output layer parameters wk and bk, we have
@Ji
@wk
=
@Ji
@ai;k
¢ Ái
=
K X
j=1
@Ji
@zi;j
¢
@zi;j
@ai;k
¢ Ái
=
K X
j=1
(¡
ti;j
zi;j
) ¢ (zi;j±j;k ¡ zi;jzi;k)
= (zi;k ¡ ti;k) ¢ Ái
@Ji
@bk
= zi;k ¡ ti;k
(5.30)
Next, taking derivatives of Ji w.r.t. the input-to-hidden layer parameters vn and dn gives
@Ji
@vn
=
@Ji
@ci;n
¢ xi
=
K X
k=1
@Ji
@ai;k
¢
@ai;k
@ci;n
¢ xi
= Ái;n(1 ¡ Ái;n)
K X
k=1
(zi;k ¡ ti;k)wk;n ¢ xi
@Ji
@dn
= Ái;n(1 ¡ Ái;n)
K X
k=1
(zi;k ¡ ti;k)wk;n
(5.31)
On the other hand, it is straightforward to derive the derivative of kw ¡ wtrk2. Given these deriva-
tives, the second step is to update the model parameters using stochastic gradient descent. In other
words, we apply gradient descent using online processing where the parameters are updated every
sample, in contrast to batch processing where each update is averaged over all samples. Online
processing often yields better performance since the parameters are updated much more frequently
than in the batch mode. Additionally, bunch processing is a compromise between the two, in which
each update is averaged over a ”bunch” of samples. The inner loop of the gradient descent algorithm
for online processing is written as follows. For i = 1::m,
wk = wk ¡ ´
µ
(zi;k ¡ ti;k) ¢ Ái + ¸h2o(wk ¡ wtr
k )
¶
(5.32)
bk = bk ¡ ´(zi;k ¡ ti;k) (5.33)
vn = vn ¡ ´
µ
Ái;n(1 ¡ Ái;n)
X
k
(zi;k ¡ ti;k)wk;n ¢ xi + ¸i2h(vn ¡ vtr
n )
¶
(5.34)
dn = dn ¡ ´
µ
Ái;n(1 ¡ Ái;n)
X
k
(zi;k ¡ ti;k)wk;n
¶
(5.35)83
where ´ is the learning rate. We will give the update formula for a general L-layer MLP in Appen-
dix B.3.
Given a two-layer MLP with D input units, N hidden units and K output units, the space
complexity of the MLP is O((D + K)N). The time complexity of the adaptation inner loop is
O((D + K)Nm), where m (the number of adaptation samples), while the number of outer loops
(or learning epoches) may vary. In general, MLPs are more efﬁcient than SVMs on large datasets,
while SVMs perform better on sparse data.
5.5 Relation to Inverse Optimization Problem
Before we move on to the experiment section, we discuss the relationship between adaptation and
inverse combinatorial optimization [163–165]. We use the shortest path problem as an example of
combinatorial optimization problems. Assume that we have a graph in which nodes represent loca-
tions and edges represent roads connecting locations. Further assume that there is a cost associated
with each road, which depends on length, road condition, trafﬁc condition and etc. The shortest
path problem is to ﬁnd a path between two locations with the minimum sum of costs. Formally,
considering a directed graph, we let (i;j) 2 E denote a directed edge from i to j, and let cij denote
the cost associated with this edge. We further deﬁne a set of binary variables xij indicating whether
the edge from i to j is selected. The problem of ﬁnding the shortest path from s to t is equivalent
to ﬁnding xij such that
P
cijxij is minimized under the constraint that xij constitute a valid path
from s to t. This can be formulated as a linear programming problem [166]:
min
xij
X
(i;j)2E
cijxij
s.t.
X
j:(i;j)2E
xij ¡
X
j:(j;i)2E
xji =
8
> > > <
> > > :
1 i = s
0 i 6= s and i 6= t
¡1 i = t
0 · xij · 1 8(i;j) 2 E
(5.36)
If the graph does not have any negative cost cycle, the above linear programming problem has an 0-1
optimal solution [166]. More generally, a family of optimization problems (including the shortest
path problem) can be formulated as
min
x2A
g(cTx) (5.37)84
where A is a set of feasible solutions.
The inverse optimization problem is such that for a feasible solution to the original optimization
problem, we want to discover under what cost vectors will this feasible solution become an optimal
solution. The inverse problem has a number of variations [164–166], one of which is to ﬁnd a new
cost vector c, with minimal deviation from some known cost vector c0, such that a given solution
x0 is an optimal solution to (5.37), i.e.,
min
c kc ¡ c0kp
s.t. g(c;x0) = min
x2A
g(c;x)
(5.38)
It has been shown by [165,166] if (5.37) is a linear programming problem, e.g. the shortest path
problem, then its inverse problem under norm p = 1 and p = 1 is also a linear programming
problem.
Slightly twisting the roles of these variables, we see that the inverse optimization problem
closely relates to regularized adaptation. We replace v with class labels y1:m in a classiﬁcation
problem, replace c with afﬁne parameters (w;b), and let g(¢) =
m X
i=1
Q(f(xi);yi), where f(xi) =
wTxi + b. In adaptation, we are given c0 = (wtr;btr) which is known a-priori, and we aim to
estimate new parameters (w;b), with minimal deviation from (wtr;btr), such that the true class
labels v0 = y1:m becomes an optimal solution w.r.t. g(¢). Formally,
min
w kw ¡ wtrk2
s.t.
m X
i=1
Q(f(xi);yi) = min
y0
1:m2Ym
m X
i=1
Q(f(xi);y0
i);
(5.39)
where (xi;yi), i = 1::m, are samples from the adaptation set Dad
m.
We can prove that for binary classiﬁcation and for certain loss functions, a decision function f
satisfying the constraint in (5.39) has zero classiﬁcation error on the adaptation data. To see this,
since (xi;yi) are i.i.d., the constraint is equivalent to
Q(f(xi);yi) = min
y0
i=§1
Q(f(xi);y0
i); i = 1::m (5.40)
We are especially interested in the hinge loss and the log loss, using which the above constraint is
equivalent to
yif(xi) = max
y0
i=§1
y0
if(xi); i = 1::m (5.41)85
Since yi 2 f§1g, it must be that any decision function f satisfying Equation (5.41) satisﬁes
yif(xi) > 0 for all i, which implies zero classiﬁcation error. On the other hand, it is easy to
see that a decision function with zero classiﬁcation error on the adaptation data must satisfy the
constraint in (5.39). This suggests that if wtr already achieves zero classiﬁcation error on Dad
m, then
wtr itself is the optimal solution to the inverse optimization problem in Equation (5.39), which is
intuitively correct.
In practice, (5.40) is often too strict a constraint to allow any feasible solution. For example,
when Dad
m is non-separable, there is no decision function that satisﬁes (5.41). We therefore would
like to relax the constraint a bit so that the problem generalizes to non-separable cases. We introduce
a slack variable »i > 0 to each of the constraints in (5.40). This slack variable represents how much
the loss of the correct label exceeds the minimal loss of all possible labels, and we certainly want
these slack variables to be as small as possible. The inverse optimization problem hence becomes
min
w
¸
2kw ¡ wtrk2 +
m X
i=1
»i
s.t. Q(f(xi);yi) = min
y0
i2Y
Q(f(xi);y0
i) + »i;
»i ¸ 0
(5.42)
This leads to an adaptation objective for potential applications such as parsing and structure learning
of graphical models. A large-margin training objective with constraints in a similar fashion has been
proposed in [71].
5.6 Adaptation Experiments
This section presents two sets of adaptation experiments, one on a vowel classiﬁcation task and the
other on an object recognition task. The general experimental paradigm is as follows: for each task,
we learn the best unadapted model on the training set, and then perform adaptation and evaluation
via cross-validation (CV) on the test set. In other words, we divide the test set into n folds, we
repeatedly choose one fold as the adaptation set and the remaining folds as the test set.
The ﬁrst task involves a reasonably large training set of about 300K samples. As we found that
training a SVM on such a dataset was prohibitive, we used sub-sampled data to learn the unadapted
model, and we will focus more attention on the use of MLPs in this task. The second task involves a86
rather sparse training set of 2700 image samples with high-dimensional features. As we will see, an
unadapted SVM is advantageous over an unadapted MLP in this case. Since the performances of the
unadapted SVM and MLP are different, it is to some extent unfair to compare the performances of
their respective adapted models. Our goal here is to compare various adaptation algorithms applied
to the same unadapted classiﬁer.
5.6.1 Frame-level vowel classiﬁcation
We have brieﬂy introduced the Vocal Joystick in Chapter 1, and we will elaborate on this topic in
Chapter 6. Along with the development of the VJ system, we have collected a large corpus of vowel
utterances which can be potentially used in pattern recognition and machine learning research [57].
This section discusses the application of our proposed regularized adaptation algorithms to a vowel
classiﬁcation task based on this corpus.
The VJ-vowel corpus
The Vocal Joystick (VJ) [38] is a human-computer interface system that enables individuals with
motor impairments to control computing devices (mice pointers, etc.) with continuous aspects of
their voice (pitch, vowel quality). Within this project, we needed a frame-level vowel classiﬁer. To
this end, we initially used speech data from the TIMIT speech corpus [167] to train such a classiﬁer.
However, we empirical found that using TIMIT is not best-suited for training the VJ vowel classiﬁer.
This is because the vowels used by the VJ often need to be pronounced in a drawn-out manner,
while the vowels in TIMIT are usually short and are often spoken with much co-articulation present.
Therefore, we made a large data collection effort in a controlled environment that yields a new vowel
corpus that was representative of the utterances a user of the VJ-system would use. The result of
the data collection effort is a vowel corpus of approximately 11 hours of recorded data comprised of
approximately 23,500 sound ﬁles of monophthongs and vowel combinations (e.g. diphthongs) with
variations in duration, pitch and intensity. A full description of this corpus and the data collection
methodologies can be found in [57].
To test our machine learning algorithms, we extracted from the VJ corpus a dataset of 8 monoph-
thong vowels: /æ/, /a/, /A/, /o/, /u/, /1/, /i/, and /e/. All speakers articulated each vowel with all87
Table 5.2: Amounts of training, test and development data in VJ-Vowel
# speakers # samples in total non-silent audio
Training set 21 420K 1.16 hrs
Test set 10 200K 0.56 hrs
Development set 4 80K 0.22 hrs
combinations of the following: (a) long/short (in duration); (b) falling/level/rising (in pitch); (c)
loud/normal/quiet (in intensity). In other words, there are 2£3£3 = 18 utterances for each vowel
class and each speaker. We allocated 21 speakers to the training set (for training the unadapted
model), 10 speakers to the test set (for CV-style adaptation and evaluation) and 4 speakers to the
development set (for parameter tuning). In this thesis, we use exactly the same test set for MLP,
SVM and GMM adaptation experiments so that the results are comparable. Unlike earlier experi-
ments [50,51], the audio ﬁles in this test set were recorded without phonetician’s supervision, which
we think is a more realistic scenario in real-world applications. The training and development sets,
however, were collected with phonetician’s supervision. The number of samples in each set is listed
in Table 5.2. For a particular speaker in the development set and the test set, we performed 6-fold
adaptation-evaluation experiments (same as cross-validation) with different amounts of adaptation
data. Speciﬁcally, experiment VJ-A, VJ-B and VJ-C used approximately 1K, 2K and 3K sam-
ples per speaker for adaptation respectively, while all experiments used the same 17K samples per
speaker for evaluation. We repeated this for all 6 folds and computed the average error rate for each
speaker. We then computed the mean and standard deviations of these averaged error rates over
10 speakers. In this regard, the standard deviation reﬂects the variation in adaptation performance
across different speakers (which is typically rather high). To test the signiﬁcance of the mean error
rates, we also conducted difference of proportion signiﬁcance test.
Regarding input features, we created a frame every 10ms, each with a length of 25ms. We
then extracted standard mel frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) plus their deltas each frame,
producing a 26-dimensional vector. Moreover, an input vector xi is formed by concatenating88
Table 5.3: Dev-set error rates of unadapted 8-class MLPs with different numbers of hidden units
and window sizes. The highlighted entries include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly
different from the best at the p < 0:002 level.
hidden/win 1 3 5 7 9
25 29.92 27.20 26.03 25.85 25.92
50 28.07 27.30 25.75 25.27 26.07
100 27.83 26.80 26.87 26.30 26.37
200 27.80 26.53 26.4 26.03 25.97
400 27.37 26.23 25.97 25.90 25.83
MFCCs+deltas from a consecutive W frames centered at i, where W is the window size.
MLP experiments
First, we trained an unadapted two-layer MLP with different conﬁgurations. We varied the number
ofwindowsizeW ononehand, andthenumberofhiddennodesN ontheother. Foreachsetting, we
also tuned the regularization coefﬁcients ¸h2o and ¸i2h, and found that the impact of regularization
wasnegligibleinthiscase(probablybecausethetrainingsetislarge). Notethatallaboveparameters
were tuned using the development set. The results are reported in Table 5.3, which shows that the
best result comes from using a window size of 7 and using 50 hidden units. When applied to the
test set, this conﬁguration obtained an error rate of 33:14%. This error rate is quite high considering
there are only 8 vowel classes. By listening to the waveforms, we found that although most of
the vowel utterances from the same speaker were distinguishable from one another, it was fairly
common that a vowel articulated by one speaker sounded similar to a different vowel articulated by
another speaker, especially in the case of /a/ and /A/. In other words, the Bayes error of a speaker-
independent classiﬁer tends to be high on this dataset.
Next, we conducted adaptation experiments based on the best vowel classiﬁer we obtained. and
compared the following algorithms: (1) unadapted; (2) retrained with weight decay using only
the adaptation data; (3) LIN (linear input network) [130]; (4) RSI (retrained speaker independent)89
Table 5.4: Test-set error rates (means and standard deviations over 10 speakers) of experiment VJ-
A, VJ-B and VJ-C using 8-class MLPs, where the amounts of adaptation data were balanced across
classes; The highlighted entries include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly different from
the best at the p < 0:001 level.
# samples per speaker 1K 2K 3K
Unadapted 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 33.14§ 9.38
Retrained 23.80 § 5.17 17.94 § 4.80 14.31 § 3.97
(¸h2o=10¡3 ¸i2h=0) (¸h2o=10¡4 ¸i2h=0) (¸h2o=0 ¸i2h=0)
LIN 21.87 § 5.02 18.28 § 4.89 16.56 § 4.05
RSI (¸h2o=0, ¸i2h=0) 18.97 § 5.09 15.70 § 4.25 12.90 § 3.64
RLL (¸h2o=0, ¸i2h=1) 21.84 § 5.74 18.40 § 4.65 15.83 § 3.77
RFL (¸h2o=1, ¸i2h=0) 18.64 § 5.37 15.20 § 4.23 12.18 § 3.51
Regularized 18.64 § 5.37 15.20 § 4.27 12.30 § 3.68
(¸h2o=1 ¸i2h=0) (¸h2o=1¸i2h=10¡2) (¸h2o=1 ¸i2h=10¡4)
[130]; (5)RLL(retrainedlastlayer)[129]; (6)RFL(retrainedﬁrstlayer), whichweintroduceinthis
work since it is a natural instantiation of regularized adaptation; and (7) regularized as presented
in Equation (5.28). For (2) and (7), we ﬁrst chose the best ¸h2o and ¸i2h values on the development
set, and then applied them to the test set. In all cases, we computed the average error rates over these
6 adaptation/evaluation folds. We then repeated this for all 10 test speakers, and the ﬁnal results are
means and standard deviations of these error rates over 10 speakers.
Table 5.4 shows results for experiment VJ-A, VJ-B and VJ-C which used different amounts of
adaptation data, i.e. 1K, 2K and 3K samples per speaker respectively (corresponding to 10s, 20s
and 30s for all 8 vowels spoken by each speaker). The amounts of adaptation data were balanced
across all 8 classes. As shown in the table, all adaptation algorithms outperformed the unadapted
model, while their performance kept improving as more adaptation data became available. Overall,
”regularized” performed the best in terms of mean error rate, and RFL worked almost as well. Note
that the high standard deviations are largely due to the variation in unadapted model performance
when tested on different speakers (as indicated by the standard deviation of the unadapted model).90
Table 5.5: Test-set error rates (means and standard deviations over 10 speakers), with different
number of classes of adaptation data available (unbalanced classes), and with » 350 samples per
class(3Kintotal). Highlightedentriesincludethebesterrorrateandthosenotsigniﬁcantlydifferent
from the best at the p < 0:001 level.
# vowel classes in Dad
m 1 2 3 4
Unadapted 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38
LIN 41.01 § 4.25 41.30 § 6.36 39.46 § 5.94 35.35 § 6.80
RSI 37.42 § 5.20 40.78 § 4.43 40.43 § 4.78 36.76 § 5.57
RLL 38.24 § 5.63 43.63 § 5.40 44.62 § 5.31 41.91 § 6.32
RFL 34.89 § 5.52 34.68 § 4.30 34.67 § 5.34 27.23 § 6.15
Regularized 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 25.44 § 5.95
¸h2o = 1 ¸h2o = 1 ¸h2o = 1 ¸h2o = 1
¸i2h = 1 ¸i2h = 1 ¸i2h = 1 ¸i2h = 10¡2
# vowel classes in Dad
m 5 6 7 8
Unadapted 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38 33.14 § 9.38
LIN 27.82 § 6.76 27.19 § 4.40 21.29 § 4.50 16.56 § 4.05
RSI 29.80 § 8.08 26.86 § 5.41 17.44 § 5.28 12.90 § 3.64
RLL 35.27 § 8.72 31.41 § 5.10 22.55 § 5.10 15.83 § 3.77
RFL 21.85 § 7.46 21.14 § 5.46 13.73 § 4.22 12.18 § 3.51
Regularized 20.32 § 6.28 20.23 § 5.29 13.07 § 4.20 12.30 § 3.68
¸h2o = 1 ¸h2o = 1 ¸h2o = 1 ¸h2o = 1
¸i2h = 10¡2 ¸i2h = 10¡2 ¸i2h = 10¡4 ¸i2h = 10¡4
Furthermore, for the Vocal Joystick application, we also trained a 4-class MLP. The unadapted
model had an error rate of 8:11 § 2:37%. Regularized adaptation obtained 3:06 § 3:73%, 2:21 §
2:25% and 1:98 § 2:02% using 1K, 2K and 3K adaptation samples per speaker respectively.
An alternative approach to measure adaptation performance is to vary the fraction of the number
of vowel classes available to adapt on (e.g., it may be desirable to adapt using data from only91
samples from 3 of those 8 vowel classes). This approach is more akin to the situation in ASR,
where limited adaptation data almost assuredly means that certain categories (phones or words) are
not available. Table 5.5 shows results when the amounts of adaptation data were unbalanced across
the 8 classes. Column i means a system was adapted only with i out of the 8 possible number of
classes. We experimented with different random orders that the vowel classes became available
for adaptation and observed similar patterns in results, and here we only report the results for one
such order. As the table shows, when the number of vowel classes available was no larger than 3,
the best strategy was to use the unadapted model; when this number was above 3, ”regularized”
performed signiﬁcantly better than any of the other algorithms up to all 8 vowel classes at which
point ”regularized” and RFL performed equally well. It is also interesting to notice that the best
conﬁguration for the regularized algorithm was almost always ¸h2o = 1 and ¸i2h ¼ 0, meaning
that the last layer of the MLP is ﬁxed and the ﬁrst layer had moderate or no regularization.
SVM experiments
We ﬁrst attempted to train an unadapted SVM using the entire training set, but found it unlikely to
ﬁnish within weeks. We then used 80K samples randomly selected from the training set, and trained
an unadapted SVM with Gaussian kernel. We empirically chose std = 10 using the development
set and ﬁxed this parameter in adaptation. In a similar way, we chose the regularization coefﬁcient
C = 100. The unadapted model had an error rate of 38:21%.
We then applied different SVM adaptation algorithms to the unadapted model. Speciﬁcally, we
tried (1) unadapted; (2) retrained which trains a new SVM using the adaptation data only; (3)
boosted [132] which combines the misclassiﬁed adaptation samples with the old SVs in training an
adapted classiﬁer; (4) enhanced which corresponds to the algorithm we proposed in Section 5.3.2;
(5) regularized which follows Equation (5.19); and ﬁnally (6) extended regularized which follows
Equation (5.27). As shown in Table 5.6, “retrained”, ”enhanced” and ”regularized” worked very
well in general, while “regularized” had a non-trivial gain over others when the adaptation data was
very limited. Furthermore, we see that ”regularized” performed better than ”extended regularized.”
This is probably because the training set had 80K samples, resulting in approximately 8K support
vectors after SVM training, while the adaptation set only had 1K-3K adaptation samples; thus the92
Table 5.6: Test-set error rates (means and standard deviations over 10 speakers) of experiment VJ-A,
VJ-B and VJ-C using SVMs with a Gaussian kernel (std=10). The tradeoff coefﬁcient is C = 100
in all cases. The highlighted entries include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly different
from the best at the p < 0:001 level.
# adaptation samples per speaker 1K 2K 3K
Unadapted 38.21 § 11.41 38.21 § 11.41 38.21§ 11.41
Retrained 24.70 § 4.33 18.94 § 3.56 14.00§ 3.32
Boosted 29.66 § 8.16 26.54 § 6.71 28.85 § 5.24
Enhanced 26.16 § 4.44 19.24 § 4.54 14.41 § 3.24
Regularized 23.28§ 6.67 19.01 § 4.87 15.00 § 3.82
Ext. Regularized 28.55 § 8.36 25.38 § 6.71 20.36 § 5.33
”extended regularized” algorithm would penalize more on the training set than on the adaptation set.
Additionally, it is interesting to compare the above with the maximum likelihood linear regres-
sion (MLLR) algorithm described in Chapter3 for GMM adaptation, since MLLR has been the most
successful in adapting Gaussian mixtures in speech recognition systems. To this end, we constructed
a simple GMM classiﬁer, where we empirically selected the maximum number of mixture compo-
nents to be 32 in all 8 class-conditional Gaussian mixtures. The parameters of these Gaussians are
estimated using the maximum likelihood criterion. The baseline (speaker-independent) classiﬁca-
tion error rate was 39:62%. We then implemented a native MLLR for Gaussian mean adaptation,
where we let all Gaussian components in the same mixture share the same afﬁne transform. The
error rates after applying MLLR were 28:59§3:87%, 24:28§4:09% and 20:05§3:76% for 1K, 2K
and 3K samples per speaker respectively. As we can see, although the GMM baseline performance
was nearly as good as that of the SVM we just described, the adaptation performance of MLLR was
not as effective as the regularized adaptation algorithm for SVMs.93
5.6.2 Objection recognition
The recognition of generic object classes with invariance to poses and lighting conditions is one of
the major challenges in computer vision [98]. In this dissertation, we apply our proposed algorithms
to lighting condition adaptation, where a small number of images under a speciﬁc lighting condition
are used as the adaptation data, and where the adapted classiﬁer is used to recognize object classes
under the same lighting condition. First, we describe the corpus used in our experiments.
The NORB Corpus
Here we will frequently use the terms class, object and image. For example, consider ”animals” as
a class, then ”elephant”, ”tiger” and ”bear” are three different objects belonging to this class. For
each object, there can be a good number of images taken under different lighting conditions and
from different angles. Our corpus is a subset of the normalized NORB dataset [168], where the
images were segmented, normalized and then composed in the center of 96x96 pixel background
images. Our dataset consists of images from 5 classes, i.e., airplanes, cars, trucks, human ﬁgures
and animal ﬁgures, each with 10 objects (5 for training and 5 for testing). The images of each
object were captured under 6 lighting conditions and with 18 poses 2 (3 different elevations and 6
azimuths). Figure 5.3 shows images of 5 objects (one per class) under different lighting conditions,
but keep in mind that each example has images shot with other poses.
The training and test set each have 2,700 images, i.e., 450 images per lighting condition. We
performed two sets of experiments with different amounts of adaptation data. In experiment NORB-
A, we adapted using images from only one object per class, and evaluated on the remaining images.
In other words, 90 images were used as the adaptation data for each lighting condition, and the
remaining 360 images were used for evaluation. We performed ﬁve-fold cross-validation, each
time choosing a different object for adaptation. In experiment NORB-B, we adapted using images
from two objects per class. In other words, 180 images were used for adaptation and 270 images
for evaluation, and we performed ten-fold cross-validation. In either case, the ﬁnal error rate was
averaged over the number of folds. We did not further increase the size of the adaptation sets due to
limited data.
2The images in the original NORB dataset each have 162 different poses.94
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SVM Experiments
We ﬁrst trained an unadapted SVM, on 2,700 training images, using Gaussian kernel with std=500.
This kernel parameter was empirically chosen using cross-validation on the training set, and was
ﬁxed during adaptation. Note that using scaled inputs would change this value. The regularization
coefﬁcient C was tuned through cross-validation as well. However, we found that this dataset was
well separable and that any C > 0 yielded the same performance; thus we simply used C = 100 in
both training and adaptation.
We compared different SVM adaptation algorithms as were described in the vowel classiﬁcation
experiments, namely (1) unadapted, (2) retrained, (3) boosted, (4) enhanced, (5) regularized, and (6)
extended regularized. On this dataset where the adaptation sample size was extremely small, the last
strategy worked fairly well since the old support vectors therein served as extra ”adaptation data”.
As shown in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8, “extended regularized” worked consistently the best for both
experiment NORB-A and NORB-B, and “boosted”, which also utilizes the old support vectors, gave
the second best results. In experiment NORB-B, where the amount of the adaptation data doubled,
”extended regularized” still outperformed others while “regularized” became the second best in a
few cases. In addition, increasing the amount of adaptation data increased accuracy consistently.
MLP experiments
Forcompleteness, wealsotriedMLPclassiﬁersonthisimagedataset, althoughtheperformancewas
much worse than that using SVMs. We ﬁrst trained an unadapted, two-layer MLP with 1024 input
nodes and 5 output nodes. We varied the number of hidden units from 10 to 100 with a step size of
10, and from 100 to 500 with a step size of 50. Each experiment was accompanied by a search for
the best regularization coefﬁcients ¸h2o and ¸i2h. We found that N = 30 was the minimum number
of hidden units that yielded the best performance, and the corresponding regularization coefﬁcients
were ¸h2o = 5 £ 10¡3 and ¸i2h = 10¡2. This unadapt MLP had an average error rate of 21:4% on
the test set.
We then conducted experiments NORB-A and NORB-B using different MLP adaptation algo-
rithms, including (1) unadapted, (2) retrained (from scratch) with weight decay, (3) RSI (from the
unadapted model), and (4) regularized. Here we ignored LIN since intuitively it was likely to cause96
Table 5.7: Experiment NORB-A using SVMs with a Gaussian kernel (std=500) (90 images per
lighting condition). The tradeoff coefﬁcient is C = 100 in all cases. The highlighted entries in avg
include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly different from the best at the p < 0:001 level.
Lighting 0 1 2 3 4 5 avg
Unadapted 11.1 11.3 16.5 10.9 15.8 9.3 12.5
Retrained 30.9 24.5 36.4 29.3 29.1 30.6 30.1
Boosted 10.3 10.6 14.9 10.4 13.3 9.3 11.5
Enhanced 21.8 16.9 31.5 20.6 23.1 17.6 21.9
Regularized 13.2 13.3 17.1 13.7 16.6 11.9 14.8
Ext. Regularized 9.8 9.8 14.1 10.1 12.5 9.4 11.0
Table 5.8: Experiment NORB-B using SVMs with a Gaussian kernel (std=500) (180 images per
lighting condition). The tradeoff coefﬁcient is C = 100 in all cases. The highlighted entries in avg
include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly different from the best at the p < 0:001 level.
Lighting 0 1 2 3 4 5 avg
Unadapted 11.1 11.3 16.5 10.9 15.8 9.3 12.5
Retrained 18.2 14.5 22.7 19.3 20.6 18.4 18.9
Boosted 9.9 10.2 13.6 10.1 11.5 9.1 10.7
Enhanced 15.4 11.8 19.2 15.6 15.6 12.0 14.9
Regularized 11.4 11.2 14.7 12.3 14.6 16.4 13.4
Ext. Regularized 8.8 9.2 11.8 9.9 14.0 8.7 10.4
overﬁtting by estimating a 1024 £ 1024 transformation matrix. In choosing the tradeoff coefﬁ-
cients ¸h2o and ¸i2h for the ”regularized” experiments, we found that many values gave statistically
identical performance, and we chose the highest such values in order to maximize the degree of reg-
ularization. As shown in Table 5.9 and 5.10, RSI and regularized worked identically (statistically)
the best in both experiment sets.97
Table 5.9: Experiment NORB-A using 5-class MLPs (90 images per lighting condition). The high-
lighted entries in avg include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly different from the best
at the p < 0:001 level.
Lighting 0 1 2 3 4 5 avg
Unadapted 20.1 23.4 34.2 21.2 15.8 13.7 21.4
Retrained (¸h2o=0, ¸i2h=0) 35.0 34.2 77.1 37.4 33.4 34.5 41.9
RSI (¸h2o=0, ¸i2h=0) 17.4 20.8 28.5 18.3 16.8 15.8 19.6
Regularized (¸h2o=1, ¸i2h=10¡2) 17.6 20.7 26.1 18.3 16.5 15.9 19.2
Table 5.10: Experiment NORB-B using 5-class MLPs (180 images per lighting condition). The
highlighted entries in avg include the best error rate and those not signiﬁcantly different from the
best at the p < 0:001 level.
Lighting 0 1 2 3 4 5 avg
Unadapted 20.1 23.4 34.2 21.2 15.8 13.7 21.4
Retrained (¸h2o = 0, ¸i2h = 0) 28.3 27.2 61.0 27.2 25.2 26.0 32.5
RSI (¸h2o=0, ¸i2h=0) 16.3 20.0 27.5 17.4 15.7 14.7 18.6
Regularized (¸h2o=1, ¸i2h=10¡2) 16.4 19.3 25.6 17.0 15.1 14.9 18.098
Chapter 6
APPLICATION TO THE VOCAL JOYSTICK
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we presented a principled approach to adaptation and discussed in
detail the derived algorithms for GMMs, SVMs and MLPs. The motivation of conducting such re-
search was originated from the development of the Vocal Joystick — a voice based human-computer
interface for individuals with motor impairments.
In Chapter 1, we discussed the importance of developing voice-based computer interfaces that
are capable of controlling continuous tasks. The Vocal Joystick is such an interface developed at the
University of Washington [38,39]. Unlike standard ASR, our system goes beyond the capabilities
of sequences of discrete speech sounds, and exploits continuous vocal characteristics such as inten-
sity, pitch and vowel quality which are then mapped to continuous control parameters This chapter
describes the Vocal Joystick engine as well as the role of adaptation in the VJ system. Speciﬁcally,
Section 6.1 overviews four major acoustic parameters in the VJ system; Section6.2 describes engine
organization, with focus on the signal processing and pattern recognition modules. The last section
discusses why adaptation is important and how our proposed algorithms are applied.
6.1 Overview of Acoustic Parameters
The key characteristic of the Vocal Joystick is that unlike conventional ASR systems, which recog-
nize sequences of words, it processes continuous acoustic parameters every audio frame and trans-
forms them into various control parameters. There are four major acoustic parameters currently
used in the VJ system, intensity, pitch, vowel quality and discrete sound identity.
Intensity, computed as the average energy of an acoustic signal, is a measure of ”loudness”.
The average energy, along with zero-crossings, plays an important role in voice activity detection
(VAD) and determines the start-and-end of a mouse movement. Intensity is also used to control the
movement speed. For example, a loud voice corresponds to a large movement while a quiet voice
corresponds to a nudge.99
The second parameter is pitch. Pitch is the auditory percept of tone, and is often calculated as
the inverse of the smallest period of an acoustic signal. Currently pitch is not used in the VJ-mouse
system, but is potentially useful in systems that require more degrees of freedom in control, e.g. an
robotic arm with three joints.
The third parameter is vowel quality. Vowels are voicing phonemes generated by vibration of
the vocal folds [169]. They are the most intense and the most audible sounds in speech. They
usually function as syllable nuclei, carrying information of energy and pitch. Consonants, on the
other hand, are speech phonemes produced by constriction of the passage through the throat and the
mouth, which are in general less audible than vowels. The use of vowels, therefore, may lead to a
classiﬁcation system with high discriminability and noise-robustness. In this work, vowel quality
is used to control the direction of a mouse movement. we choose to use four vowels /æ/, /A/, /u/
and /i/ (in the IPA alphabet [170]) to control four cardinal directions in a 2-D space (up, left, down
and right), as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Furthermore, four additional vowels, /a/, /o/, /1/ and /e/,
are designated for diagonal directions. The ”vowel triangle”, depicted in Figure 6.2, shows the
articulatory properties of these vowels in terms of tongue positions in the mouth. The vowel triangle
roughly reﬂects the relative locations of these vowels in acoustic space. We chose to use /æ/, /A/,
/u/ and /i/ for cardinal directions because they are at the four corners of the vowel triangle and are
presumably the most far apart in acoustic space.
Finally, certain combined vowels and consonants, which we call discrete sounds, can be used
to control discrete actions, e.g., mouse clicks and toggles. In this regard, discrete sounds are akin
to voice commands except that they are not conﬁned to be verbal. In fact, they can be chosen
in a way that maximally reduces confusability. This can be achieved by incorporating phonetic
knowledge, e.g., the articulation similarity of different phonemes, or model knowledge since the
confusion patterns may depend on the classiﬁer.
6.2 The VJ Engine
Utilizing the acoustic parameters introduced above, we have developed a VJ-mouse control scheme
which works as follows: mouse movement is triggered when vowel activity is detected, and con-
tinues until the vowel activity stops. At each time frame, the movement direction is determined by100
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6.2.1 Signal processing
The goal of the signal processing module is to perform voice activity detection (VAD), and to extract
low-level features such as average energy, number of zero-crossings, normalized autocovariance
coefﬁcients (NACCs) and mel frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) [171,172], all of which are101
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Figure 6.3: The VJ engine architecture. This dissertation mainly contributes to the signal processing
and pattern recognition module.
inputs to the pattern recognition module. To this end, we sample an incoming acoustic signal at a
rate of 16kHz, and generate a frame every 10ms using a 40ms rectangular window. We choose such
a window length only to guarantee that it is at least twice of the longest possible pitch period, as
suggested by [171] — since the pitch of a normal human voice ranges between 50Hz and 500Hz, we
use a window length of 20ms £ 2 = 40ms. Such a choice makes it relatively easy to obtain reliable
pitch estimates, but it is entirely possible to use a shorter window. Note that this window is used for
computing all low-level features except MFCCs which use a 25ms Hamming window instead.
Let st(l) denote sample l of frame t, where l = 1::L and L = 16kHz £ 40ms = 640 is the
rectangular window length. For each frame, we ﬁrst compute the average energy as
et =
1
L
L X
l=1
jst(l)j2 (6.1)102
and the number of zero-crossings as
zt =
L¡1 X
l=1
I(st(l)st(l + 1) < 0) (6.2)
Both et and zt are strong indicators of voice activity — the larger the values of et and zt, the more
likely voice activity occurs. We then use a set of empirical thresholds to categorize a frame into
”active”, ”pre-active”, ”temporarily inactive” and ”truly inactive” as follows.
² Frame t is active if et ¸ ahenoise + eo and zt > zo, where enoise is an estimate of the
background noise level, ah is a constant multiplier, and eo and zo are constant ﬂoor values.
An active frame is believed to contain voice activity, for which we extract low-level features
such as NACCs and MFCCs, and for which we conduct pattern recognition functions based
on the extracted features of the current frame and sometimes of previous frames as well.
² Frame t is pre-active if alenoise + eo < et < ahenoise + eo and zt > zo, where al is a
constant multiplier and al < ah. All low-level features are extracted in such a state, but no
pattern recognition functions are actuated. The main purpose of creating the pre-active state
is to indicate that the frame following a pre-active frame might be active and hence low-level
features of the pre-active frame need to be computed and cached for potential use in the near
future. Note that ”pre-active” is only necessary in a real-time system.
² Frame t is temporarily inactive if et · a1enoise +eo or zt · zo. However, we still generate
low-level features (again without executing pattern recognition functions) until the number
of consecutive inactive frames exceeds a threshold. Only at this point do we believe that
the voice activity has fully stopped, and do we call it a truly inactive state; otherwise the
observed ”temporarily inactive” frames might merely correspond to a pause in an utterance,
which we should not consider as the end of a voice activity. Once the number of consecutive
temporarily inactive frames exceeds the threshold, we stop generating NACCs and MFCCs,
and we send the the cached low-level features of the proceeding voice activity segment to a
discrete sound recognizer.
As stated above, we extract NACCs and MFCCs when a frame is active, pre-active, or temporar-
ily inactive. NACCs are input features to the pitch tracker in the pattern recognition module. For103
a better understanding of these features, we ﬁrst introduce autocorrelation coefﬁcients [171,172],
which show how well a signal correlates with itself at a range of different delays, and we expect
a periodic signal has the highest correlation with itself at the pitch period. Mathematically, the
autocorrelation coefﬁcient for lag i > 0 is deﬁned as
rt;i =
1
L ¡ i
L¡i X
l=1
st(l)st(l + i)
The autocorrelation method is an unbiased estimator, but the variance gets larger as i gets closer to
L [171–173]. Therefore, we often need to use an excessively large window for short lags to maintain
signiﬁcance for large lags. To compensate for this problem, autocovariance coefﬁcients 1 [44,171]
use an extended window Lext > L such that the summation interval does not shrink for large lags.
Here we use Lext = L + imax = 640 + 320 = 960, where imax = 320 is the maximum lag
(corresponding to 50Hz). NACCs, which are utilized in [174] and the current VJ engine, are simply
energy-normalized autocovariance coefﬁcients. Mathematically,
Át;j =
L X
l=1
st(l)st(l + j)
q
e0
t;0e0
t;j
(6.3)
where e0
t;j =
PL
l=1 jst(l + j)j2, and it is easy to see that in Equation (6.1) et = e0
t;0.
Finally, MFCCs and their dynamic features are extracted using a standard method described
in [44]. Note again that we replace the 40ms rectangular window by a 25ms Hamming window.
These features are inputs to the vowel classiﬁer and the discrete sound recognizer in the pattern
recognition module.
6.2.2 Pattern recognition
The pattern recognition module serves as an interface which takes the above low-level features as
input and estimates acoustic parameters we introduced in Section 6.1, including intensity, pitch,
vowel quality posterior probabilities and discrete sound identity, as shown in Figure 6.3. In the
following text we will discuss in detail how these acoustic parameters are estimated, but we will
1Auto-covariance is also called modiﬁed autocorrelation or sometimes cross-correlation, but the latter is a misnomer
as cross-correlation usually refers to the correlation between two signals104
leave to Chapter 7 the discussion of a novel pitch estimation algorithm, and an online adaptive ﬁlter
algorithm applied to the vowel classiﬁer outputs.
First of all, intensity is simply a smoothed version of the average energy et, which is obtained
by applying a low-pass FIR ﬁlter on et.
Next, the pitch trajectory is estimated using NACCs. Speciﬁcally, the current VJ engine selects
local pitch candidates for frame t based on Át;i in Equation (6.3). — if Át;¢ achieves its highest
value at i0, it is likely that i0 corresponds to the true pitch period. Local estimates, however, are not
always reliable. This is because multiples of the pitch period can also yield high Át;¢ values, some-
times leading to pitch halving errors; on the other hand, pitch harmonics can cause pitch doubling
errors. A more reliable method is to apply dynamic programming, which takes into account con-
text information to obtain globally optimal estimates [174]. Many pitch trackers based on dynamic
programming require meticulous design of local cost and transition cost functions. The forms of
these functions are often empirically determined and their parameters are tuned accordingly. Para-
meter tuning usually requires great effort without a guarantee of optimal performance. Chapter 7
will present a graphical model framework to automatically learn pitch tracking parameters in the
maximum likelihood sense.
Given the pitch estimate, we can immediately decide whether a frame is voiced or unvoiced. For
each voiced frame, we perform vowel classiﬁcation using a two-layer MLP with 50 hidden nodes
as described in the previous chapter. The MLP takes 7 consecutive frames of MFCCs and their
dynamic features as input, denoted as xt, and outputs a vowel posterior probability vector zt where
zt;k = p(kjxt) is the posterior probability of vowel class k. In one conﬁguration, we use a 4-class
MLP, corresponding to /æ/, /A/, /u/ and /i/, whereas a second conﬁguration uses a 8-class MLP which
include the other four vowel classes /a/, /o/, /1/ and /e/. These MLP classiﬁers were trained on the
VJ-vowel corpus described in Chapter 5. In Chapter 7, we will discuss an online adaptive ﬁlter
algorithm applied to zt. This algorithm utilizes context information and enables the VJ system to
produce movements in arbitrary directions.
Lastly, we launch a discrete sound recognizer when we have detected the end of voice activity
(by inspecting the number of consecutive temporarily inactive frames, as mentioned in the signal
processing module). Discrete sound recognition is essentially a problem of isolated-word recog-
nition except that in our case we can compose any ”word” using a set of phonemes. The current105
VJ engine adopts a vocabulary that only contains unvoiced consonants, each deﬁned as a different
discrete sound. The purpose that we do not include any voiced phonemes in the discrete sounds
is to maximally reduce confusion with the vowels used in continuous control. For example, using
”open” as a discrete sound would cause a continuous movement since it starts with the vowel /o/;
even using discrete sounds such as /k@/ can be problematic occasionally, as in user studies we have
observed situations where the starting /k/ was indiscernible or was simply omitted and the following
/@/ was recognized as a vowel resulting in a mouse movement.
Given a vocabulary of discrete sounds, our goal is to ﬁnd the one that best matches an input
signal. Letting x1:T denote the input features and k the discrete sound identity, we want to ﬁnd
^ k = argmax
k
p(kjx1:T) = argmax
k
p(x1:Tjk)p(k): (6.4)
Here we use Gaussian-mixture HMMs to represent p(x1:Tjk), and we train these HMMs on TIMIT
[167] — a phonetically-rich, continuous speech corpus with time-alignment information. The ut-
terances in TIMIT were sampled at 16kHz which is compatible with the setting of the VJ system.
We deﬁned 42 phonemes, with 3 states per phoneme and 12 Gaussian components per state, leading
to 126 Gaussian mixtures. MFCCs and their deltas were extracted using the VJ frontend and were
input to HTK [175] for HMM estimation.
The above formulation is based on the assumption that x1:T is the acoustic signal of an in-
vocabulary discrete sound. However, it is rather common that some inputs do not fall within the
vocabulary that the recognizer is designed to handle. An out-of-vocabulary utterance may consist of
a vowel articulation (intended for a continuous movement), extraneous speech or background noise.
A rejection mechanism, therefore, is indispensable to the reliable functioning of the discrete sound
recognizer. Numerous strategies for rejecting garbage utterances in isolated word recognition have
beenproposedintheliterature, includingtheuseofﬁllermodels[176,177]andtheuseofconﬁdence
measures [178,179]. However, we found the ﬁller-model approach less effective for the VJ engine.
The main reason is that many false positives in our system are caused by breathing, coughing,
spike noise or other random unvoiced-consonant-like sounds (since our vocabulary consists of pure
unvoiced consonants). In most cases, these random sounds match one of the vocabulary items better
than the ﬁller model (which in our case was trained on TIMIT — a speech corpus containing a wide
variety of vowels and consonants). On the other hand, the use of conﬁdence measures alone is not106
stable. Here we describe several complementary rejection mechanisms designed speciﬁcally for the
VJ engine.
² We make a ﬁrst pass of rejection by discarding an utterance whose duration is out of a pre-
deﬁned range, where the range is vocabulary-dependent and is determined empirically.
² The second rejection mechanism is strongly related to the choice of the vocabulary. We
currently use one unvoiced consonant per discrete sound, e.g., /ch/ and /t/. Based on this
assumption, we impose thresholds on the average number of zero-crossings and on the
portion of unvoiced frames in an utterance. The utterance is rejected if these numbers are
below their respective pre-deﬁned thresholds.
² The above two rejection mechanisms have signiﬁcantly reduced false positives caused by
vowel articulation, but are still vulnerable to unvoiced-consonant-like sounds such as breath-
ing. Thus we create a conﬁdence measure using the posterior probability of the best model
candidate. Speciﬁcally, we accept an utterance only if p(^ kjx1:m) is above a threshold, where
^ k is deﬁned by Equation (6.4).
6.2.3 Motion control
Finally, the motion control module determines how to transform these acoustic parameters into mo-
tionparameterssuchasdirectionandspeed. FortheVJ-mouseapplication, weproducea2-Dmotion
vector vt = (¢x;¢y)T (relative movement) for each vowel frame, where kvtk =
p
¢x2 + ¢y2 is
determined by intensity and 6 vt is determined by vowel quality. How to map intensity to the norm
of the motion vector has been investigated in [55]; here we focus on mapping vowel quality to the
angle of the motion vector, which is necessary to understanding our proposed online adaptive ﬁlter
algorithm in Chapter 7. In other words, we assume ¢x2 + ¢y2 = 1.
A soft classiﬁcation strategy is adopted to map vowel quality to movement direction. We cate-
gorize the vowel space and assign directions to vowel classes as shown in Figure 6.1. Given a vowel
posterior probability vector zt output by the MLP classiﬁer, we map zt to a unit motion vector using107
a linear transformation deﬁned as follows
¢x = hzt;wxi
¢y = hzt;wyi
(6.5)
where wx and wy are two weight vectors whose elements satisfy wx;i = cos
2¼i
n
and wy;i =
sin
2¼i
n
; here n is the number of vowel classes, and the vowel categories i = 0;1;:::;n ¡ 1 are
indexed counterclockwise with respect to Figure 6.1, starting from /A/.
6.3 Application of Regularized Adaptation Algorithms
In the VJ system, vowel quality and discrete sound identity are used for continuous and discrete
control respectively. Therein, inaccuracies can arise due to speaker variability owing to different
vocal tract lengths and speaking styles. A vowel class articulated by one user might partially overlap
inacousticspacewithadifferentvowelclassfromanotheruser. Thisimposeslimitationsonapurely
user-independent vowel classiﬁer. The problem is even more pronounced for the discrete sound
recognizer. This is because our current user-independent discrete sound recognizer was trained
on a continuous speech corpus in which consonants are often articulated in the context of vowels,
while our target application only anticipates unvoiced consonants spoken in an isolated manner.
This mismatch can severely degrade the recognition performance. To mitigate these problems, we
have designed an adaptation procedure where each user is asked to pronounce a small number of
adaptation samples. The current system asks for 200 samples per vowel class (corresponding to
a 2-second utterance for each vowel) and one utterance per discrete sound, but these numbers are
reconﬁgurable. Figure 6.4 shows the user interface for adaptation.
Once the adaptation data is collected, we launch the regularized adaptation algorithms for the
MLP-based vowel classiﬁer and for the HMM-based discrete sound recognizer. MLP adaptation
uses the update formula in Equation (5.32). For HMM adaptation, due to limited adaptation data,
we only adapt Gaussian means according to the update formula in (5.7). Along with the collection
of vowel data, we also compute the average intensity for each vowel, and use these intensity values
as the intensity-to-speed normalization factors in the motion control module [55]. Similarly, along
with the collection of discrete sound data, we compute the utterance length and the number of zero-
crossings for each vocabulary item, and utilize these values for adapting the discrete sound rejection108
Figure 6.4: An interface for VJ adaptation
system.
With the aid of adaptation, the VJ system has become more accurate, as supported by the evi-
dence in the vowel classiﬁcation experiments in Chapter 5, and more reliable to use, as shown in a
number of user studies [38,39,56]. Our website http://ssli.ee.washington.edu/vj/video demos.htm
has a dozen of video clips that demonstrate using the VJ-mouse to accomplish various real-world
tasks, such as browsing a website or playing a computer game.109
Chapter 7
OTHER MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN THE VOCAL JOYSTICK
The previous chapter presented the VJ engine architecture. There are two components in the
pattern recognition module yet to be explained in this chapter. The ﬁrst component is a pitch tracker
that estimates the pitch trajectory of an acoustic signal. Section 7.1 will present a Bayesian net-
work that automatically optimizes pitch tracker parameters in the maximum likelihood sense. This
framework not only expedites the training of the pitch tracker, but also yields remarkably good
performance for both pitch estimation and voicing decision. The second component, as will be
presented in Section 7.2, involves an online adaptive ﬁlter applied to the vowel classiﬁer outputs.
This algorithm utilizes context information and applies real-time inference in a continuous space.
The VJ system using this algorithm is endowed with the ability to produce movements in arbitrary
directions and the ability to draw smooth curves. This is in contrast to previous VJ settings whereby
vowel quality was used to determine mouse movement in only a ﬁnite discrete set of directions.
7.1 Pitch Tracking
Pitch tracking has drawn increased attention in speech coding, synthesis and recognition. In the
VJ system, pitch can be utilized to provide an additional degree of freedom. Developing a robust
pitch tracker, therefore, is important to the development of potential VJ-based applications such as
VJ-robotic-arms.
Many state-of-the-art pitch trackers resemble the methodology proposed by [174], which con-
sists of three steps: pre-processing, pitch candidate generation and post-processing by dynamic
programming (DP). The ﬁrst step involves signal conditioning techniques. The second step selects
pitch candidates and computes their “scores” by applying certain pitch detection algorithms (PDA)
to the local frame acoustics. In the post-processing step, the cost Ct;j of proposing pitch candidate
j at frame t is computed as follows,
Ct;j = Flocal
t (j) + min
i
fCt¡1;i + Ftran
t¡1;t(i;j)g (7.1)110
where the local cost function Flocal takes into account the scores obtained from the second step,
and the transition cost function Ftran models the penalty of transitioning from candidate i of the
previous frame to candidate j of the current frame.
The forms of these cost functions are usually empirically determined and their parameters are
often tuned by algorithms such as gradient descent [174]. This process, however, remains a difﬁcult
and time-consuming task. First, Flocal has to be optimized each time a different PDA is applied. For
example, PDAs can be designed in several domains including time, spectral, cepstral and their com-
binations [180]. While classic PDAs like the normalized autocovariance coefﬁcients (NACCs) [181]
are popularly used, new algorithms such as ACOLS [182], JTFA [183] and YIN [184], are increas-
ingly coming into play. In order to evaluate, compare and eventually implement these techniques, a
large amount of time has to be spent deciding the form of Flocal and tuning its parameters. Second,
ideally Ftran should be adapted when the pitch tracker is exposed to another language, or applied
to another application. This is because different languages and applications may follow very differ-
ent pitch transition patterns. Therefore, the local and transition cost functions optimized for certain
PDAs and applications may not be the most appropriate for others.
This section presents a strategy for optimizing the parameters of these cost functions using a
more principled approach. Extending the idea of [185], we present a graphical model framework
to learn a pitch tracker from data. Therein, a PDA or a pitch transition pattern can be easily incor-
porated into the system with parameters automatically estimated using statistical methods. Further-
more, since the parameters are optimized in the maximum likelihood sense, both pitch estimation
and voicing decision give better performance. The Graphical Model Toolkit (GMTK) [186] was
utilized to implement our framework.
7.1.1 Graph structure and local probability models
Graphical models are a ﬂexible, concise, and expressive probabilistic modeling framework with
which one may rapidly specify a vast collection of statistical models. Our graphical model frame-
work for pitch tracking is depicted in Figure 7.1, where the shaded nodes represent variables ob-
served at decode time and the unshaded nodes are hidden. These variables are deﬁned as follows.111
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Figure 7.1:Decoding graph
² Variable Qt is discrete with cardinality N, which corresponds to N ¡1 voiced states (indexed
as 1::N ¡ 1) plus one unvoiced state (indexed as N) at frame t. The N ¡ 1 voiced states are
determined by N ¡ 1 possible pitch periods as explained in Chapter 6. In the graph, Qt has
no parents, but has a prior distribution ¼
q
i
¢ = P(Qt = i).
² Variable Dt is discrete with cardinality M, corresponding to M transition patterns coarsely
quantized from N2 possible (Qt¡1;Qt) pairs. The dependency between Qt¡1;Qt and Dt is
represented by a deterministic table. Speciﬁcally, the set f1::Ng £ f1::Ng is partitioned into
M non-overlapping subsets Sm, m = 1::M, and we deﬁne P(Dt = mjQt¡1 = i;Qt = j) =
1, Iff (i;j) 2 Sm. In this work, we use a simple partition scheme:
S1 = f(i;j) : i = N;j 6= Ng;
S2 = f(i;j) : i 6= N;j = Ng;
Sm = f(i;j) : Lm · j ¡ i < Umg; m = 3::M;
(7.2)
where Lm and Um are (respectively) lower and upper bounds evenly spaced at integers be-
tween ¡N + 2 and N ¡ 2. In other words, S1 corresponds to unvoiced-to-voiced transitions;
S2 corresponds to voiced-to-unvoiced transitions; Sm, m = 3::M correspond to pitch tran-
sitions (or voiced-to-voiced transitions) clustered into M ¡ 2 patterns based on pitch period112
difference; and the unvoiced-to-unvoiced transition belong to the same subset as pitch transi-
tions where i = j.
² There is a dummy binary variable Rt with a parent Dt. The conditional probability ¼d
m for
this dependency is deﬁned as
¼d
m
¢ = P(Rt = 1jDt = m) =
X
(i;j)2Sm
#(i;j)
M X
m=1
X
(i;j)2Sm
#(i;j)
; (7.3)
where #(i;j) is the number of occurrences of event fQt¡1 = i;Qt = jg in the training
data. The purpose of this dummy node is to provide soft evidence [187,188] for Dt, and this
evidence is encoded using the histogram of the M pitch transition patterns. Note that for the
purposes of inference and decoding, the results should be identical with a ¼d
m multiplied by
any positive scalar. We keep this expression of soft evidence, as it is amenable to standard
smoothing methods (see the Subseciton 7.1.3).
² Finally, variables O
q
t and Od
t are continuous, and are children of Qt and Dt respectively. They
are both computed directly from an acoustic signal, which will be discussed in the next.
In graphical model semantics, Figure 7.1 captures dependencies between pitch values and local
acoustics, and between pitch transition patterns and acoustical changes. Also, by modelling Qt¡1
and Qt as parents of Dt and adding soft evidence Rt, the prior probabilities of pitch and pitch
transition are simultaneously modeled in the graph, which would otherwise be hard to accomplish.
7.1.2 Observation features
The observation features O
q
t are crucial to the success of a pitch tracking algorithm. As discussed in
thepreviouschapter, autocorrelation coefﬁcientsortheir extendedforms [181,182,184] are effective
features which result in time-domain PDAs. For example, in the case of NACCs, we let Át =
(Át;1;Át;2;:::;Át;N)T where Át;i, i = 1::N ¡ 1, is the NACC of the ith candidate pitch period, and
Át;N
¢ = max
i=1::N¡1
Át;i. If frame t is voiced and the ith candidate corresponds to the true pitch period,
then Át;i is likely to have a high value (close to one) according to Equation (6.3). On the other hand,113
if frame t is unvoiced, then Át;N is likely to be small since all Át;i, i = 1::N ¡ 1, tend to be small.
We represent such relationships using Gaussian distributions as follows.
P(O
q
t = ÁtjQt = i) =
8
<
:
N(Át;i;1;¯2) i = 1::N ¡ 1
N(Át;i;¹;°2) i = N
(7.4)
where ¹ is the minimum value of Át;N in all training data. Note that these two means, 1 and ¹, are
set in advance and are ﬁxed during the training of other parameters. Since Át;i < 1, i = 1::N ¡1, a
high Át;i will lead to a high observation probability for state i. Similarly since Át;N > ¹, a low Át;N
implies a high observation probability for state N, meaning that frame t is likely to be unvoiced.
The observation feature Od
t is the delta energy ¢et = et ¡ et¡1. The choice of this feature
is based on the empirical observation (justiﬁed by our experiments) that there is a correlation be-
tween pitch transition and delta energy. For example, an utterance with decreasing pitch tends to
have a decreasing energy, and an unvoiced-to-voiced transition tends to have an increasing energy.
Therefore, the delta energy to some extent reﬂects pitch transition patterns and can improve pitch
estimation. The corresponding observation distribution is modeled as
P(Od
t = ¢etjDt = m) = N(¢et;½m;¾2); (7.5)
where ½m is the mean of the Gaussian of the mth transition pattern, and ¾2 is a variance variable
shared by all Gaussians.
7.1.3 Parameter estimation and decoding
The graph structure for training differs slightly from that for decoding. As shown in Figure 7.2, all
variables in training are observed except Dt. In fact, Dt can be considered ”observed” as well be-
cause its value is deterministic given Qt¡1 and Qt. This graph structure implies several conditional
independence relationships that enable the decomposition of the complete likelihood in training.114
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Figure 7.2:Training graph
Mathematically, we desire to learn parameters that maximize
lnP(Q1:T;O
q
1:T;Od
2:T)
= lnp(Q1;O
q
1) +
T X
t=2
·
lnp(Qt;O
q
t) + lnp(Od
tjQt¡1;Qt)
¸
=
T X
t=1
lnP(Qt;O
q
t) +
T X
t=2
ln
· M X
m=1
P(Od
t;Dt = mjQt¡1;Qt)
¸
=
T X
t=1
lnP(Qt = qt) +
T X
t=1
lnP(O
q
t = ÁtjQt = qt)
+
T X
t=2
ln[
M X
m=1
P(Od
t = ¢etjDt = m)P(Dt = mjQt¡1 = qt¡1;Qt = qt)]
(7.6)
Recall that P(Dt = mjQt¡1 = qt¡1;Qt = qt) is an indicator function which equals one
iff (qt¡1;qt) 2 Sm. Therefore, only the corresponding pitch transition pattern can survive the
summation over m. Plugging Equation (7.4) and Equation (7.5) into Equation (7.6) and taking
derivatives with respect to the parameters, we get the maximum likelihood estimation of ¼
q
i, ¯2, °2,
½i and ¾2. Furthermore, ¼d
m in Equation (7.3) can be easily estimated during training by counting a
histogram of pitch transition patterns.
One issue associated with parameter estimation is that certain pitch values or pitch transitions115
may not exist in the training set. To compensate for this problem, we apply Dirichlet smoothing
[189] to obtain robust estimates of prior probabilities of both pitch and pitch transition. For the
latter case, we have
~ ¼d
m =
¼d
m + ¸
1 + M¸
: (7.7)
The choice of ¸ depends on the amount of training data available. By choosing a very large ¸, the
prior will be close to a uniform distribution. In the case of pitch priors, we treat the voiced and
unvoiced states separately.
~ ¼
q
i(new) =
8
> <
> :
N ¡ 1
N
¼
q
i=(1 ¡ ¼
q
N) + ¸
1 + (N ¡ 1)¸
i = 1::N ¡ 1
1
N
i = N
(7.8)
In practice, we choose a relative small ¸ for ¼d
m such that ~ ¼d
m ¼ ¼d
m, and choose a relatively large
¸ for ¼
q
i such that ~ ¼
q
i is close to a uniform distribution (this is because ¼
q
i are usually biased due to
the number of training set speakers is very limited).
With regard to decoding, we use the graph in Figure 7.1. We deﬁne the forward probability as
®t(j) = P(Qt = j;O
q
1:t;Od
2:t;R2:t), and the forward pass is derived as follows,
®1(j) = ¼
q
jP(O
q
1 = ÁtjQ1 = j);
®t(j) = ¼
q
jP(O
q
t = ÁtjQt = j) ¢
X
i
·X
m
¼d
mP(Od
t = ¢etjDt = m)¢
P(Dt = mjQt¡1 = i;Qt = j)®t¡1(i)
¸
(7.9)
Again, P(Dt = mjQt¡1 = i;Qt = j) is an indicator function. The optimal pitch period sequence is
obtained via backtracking after the DP terminates. Notice that if we let Ct;i = ¡ln®t(i), Equation
(7.9) is equivalent to the DP in Equation (7.1), and the Gaussian assumption of local probabilities
leads to a quadratic form of the cost functions. With parameters optimized in the maximum like-
lihood sense, these functions give remarkably good performance as we will see in Section 7.1.4.
It is worth noting that these cost functions can take on other forms under a different distribution
assumption, and the parameters can be efﬁciently estimated as long as good sufﬁcient statistics exist
for that distribution.116
7.1.4 Experiments
This subsection presents pitch estimation experiments on a database with laryngograph waveforms.
A Laryngograph monitors and records the opening and closure of vocal folds, and is a relatively
reliable measure of the fundamental frequency. Two databases were combined to create training
and test sets for our graphical-model based pitch tracker. One is “Mocha-TIMIT,” [190] developed
at Queen Margaret University College, and the other was developed at the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology for tone-estimation research, both with laryngograph recordings.
A total of 1192 continuous English speech utterances (440K frames) from two male and two
female speakers were allocated to the training set. The test set was comprised of 4 subsets, corre-
sponding to the same four speakers, amounting to 647 utterances (240K frames) different from the
training set. To obtain the ground truth of pitch values, we ﬁltered out the humming noise generated
by the electronic devices in a laryngograph, then applied ESPS pitch tracking tool “get f0” [174] to
these waveforms.
OurtraininganddecodingwereimplementedusingGMTK.Weranbothget f0andourgraphical-
model based pitch tracker on the speech waveforms of the test set, and compared the results with
the ground truth generated using get f0 on the laryngograph waveforms. The pitch trackers were
evaluated in two aspects: pitch estimation and voicing decision [191]. Pitch estimation error rate is
measured in terms of gross error rate (GER), which is the percentage of pitch estimates that devi-
ate from the ground truth by a certain amount (20% in our experiments). The voicing decision is
measured in terms of the percentage of both unvoiced-to-voiced and voiced-to-unvoiced errors. As
is shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, both pitch estimation GERs and voicing detection error rates
of our pitch tracker were lower than those of get f0 for all four speakers. Moreover, the graphical
structures with and without Od
t = ¢et features are almost not signiﬁcantly different. The former
structure worked slightly better in pitch estimation and the latter slightly better in voicing decision.
7.2 Adaptive Filtering
One challenge faced by our earlier VJ systems [38] is that a mouse movement was constrained to be
in a number of (four or eight) principle directions. As shown in Figure 6.1, we categorized vowel
qualities and mapped them to a discrete set of directions. Although we were using soft classiﬁcation,117
Table 7.1: Pitch estimation GER; The highlighted entries include the best error rate and those not
signiﬁcantly different from the best at the p < 0:001 level.
speaker female 1 female 2 male 1 male 2
get f0 5.83 2.11 3.73 1.51
GM without ¢e 3.61 1.53 1.06 0.86
GM with ¢e 3.38 1.55 1.17 0.86
Table 7.2: Voicing decision error rate; The highlighted entries include the best error rate and those
not signiﬁcantly different from the best at the p < 0:001 level.
speaker female 1 female 2 male 1 male 2
get f0 13.07 12.92 25.66 12.84
GM without ¢e 8.58 11.81 24.57 6.00
GM with ¢e 9.12 12.59 24.37 5.94
which theoretically could produce movements in arbitrary directions if given ”neutral” vowels as
input, in practice the chance of having such outputs is very small due to the nature of the classiﬁer
(as will be explained soon). Additionally, we have found that it can be difﬁcult for a user to articulate
suchinterpolatedvowelsinacontinuousandprecisemanner. Therefore, taskslikedrawingasmooth
curve was beyond the ability of the early VJ system.
This section introduces an adaptive ﬁltering algorithm in the Vocal Joystick setting that utilizes
context information and applies real-time inference in a continuous space. Here by “adaptive”
we mean that the ﬁlter parameters are updated on the ﬂy during actual inference. This should be
distinguished from the term “adaptation” in earlier chapters, which is part of a training process.
The VJ system using this algorithm is endowed with the ability to produce movements in arbitrary
directions and the ability to draw smooth curves. We ﬁrst formally introduce the problem; then we
describe and compare two VJ system conﬁgurations and present in detail our proposed algorithm;
ﬁnally we discuss qualitative tests and provide comments.118
7.2.1 Problem formulation
As mentioned in Chapter 6, we want to produce a sequence of relative movements given a vowel
articulation. To this end, we utilize a vowel classiﬁer g(xt) that produces a vowel posterior prob-
ability vector zt given input xt at frame t. Then, a transformation vt = f(zt) maps zt to a unit
motion vector vt. In the VJ system, we use a linear transformation as shown in Equation (6.5) for
simplicity. The goal of the VJ mouse control can be formulated as follows: assuming that a user’s
intended unit motion vector at time t is vint
t , we desire that
f(g(xt)) = vint
t (7.10)
Several stages in this process, however, can encounter errors or constraints, posing potential
challenges in VJ control. The ﬁrst possible error is due to human imprecision in articulation. As
mentioned in the introduction, it is sometimes difﬁcult for a user to precisely make the vowel that
will produce his/her intended motion vector. An analogy is when a beginning violinist plays a note
on a violin, it is quite likely to be out of tune. Second, the vowel classiﬁer may not be accurate, lead-
ing to system errors in classiﬁcation. The analogous scenario is that the violin itself may be out of
tune. More importantly, there areinherent systemconstraints inthe classiﬁcationprocess. Sinceg(¢)
is usually a nonlinear transformation and f(¢) is a linear transformation, some values of f(g(xt))
will be more likely to occur than others given that xt is uniformly distributed. Consequently, the
mouse will be more likely to move along certain directions. Taking the violin analogy again, imag-
ine we replace the violin with a piano, we will then lose the ability to produce certain pitches and
pitchvariationsbecauseoftheconstraintsimposedbythepitch-quantizedequal-temperedkeyboard.
Our design goals for the VJ system are that it should maximally reduce these errors and con-
straintsbyconsideringthefollowingfactors: (1)producibility, thesystemshoulduseeasily-producible
vowels, reducing the effect of human imprecision; (2) discriminability, the system should use dis-
tinct vowels, reducing the chance of system errors; (3) ﬂexibility, the system should provide enough
degrees of freedom in direction control; (4) predictability, the system should work in a relatively
intuitive way; and (5) cognitive load, the system should try to minimize the user’s cognitive load.
There certainly exist tradeoffs between these factors — for example, to increase ﬂexibility, we may
want to increase the number of vowel classes, but this may sacriﬁce producibility, discriminability,119
and cognitive load. The adaptive ﬁltering algorithm we propose in Subsection 7.2.3 provides a way
to balance these tradeoffs.
7.2.2 A natural strategy
A natural strategy associated with the soft classiﬁcation scheme is to choose a number of vowel
classes, e.g. four or eight, and map them to directions as in Figure 6.1. Speciﬁcally, we let g(¢) be
a two-layer MLP classiﬁer, which ideally will output posterior probabilities of the classes if trained
using the minimum relative entropy objective [147]. We also apply a supervised speaker adaptation
algorithm for MLPs to improve classiﬁcation accuracies (Chapter5). Furthermore, we apply a linear
transformation f(¢) as deﬁned in Equation (6.5).
We ﬁrst chose to use four vowel classes at the corners of the vowel triangle, namely /æ/, /A/, /u/
and /i/, to maximize discriminability. As suggested in the previous section, a signiﬁcant drawback
of this system is the lack of ﬂexibility. Due to the nature of MLP classiﬁers, the posterior probability
of one vowel class is usually much higher than the others. This results in a system that witnesses
mouse movements only along four cardinal directions. We therefore call it a “4-way” system.
To increase ﬂexibility, we developed an “8-way” system using all eight vowel classes, namely
/æ/, /A/, /a/, /o/, /u/, /1/, /i/ and /e/. The 8-way system relaxes the constraints imposed by the 4-way
system to a great extent. For example, if we want to move the cursor along the up-right direction,
in the 4-way system we might have to do it in a zig-zag pattern by saying “/æ/-/A/” repeatedly,
while in the 8-way system we can simply say “/a/”. The 8-way system, however, is obviously less
advantageous compared with the 4-way system in terms of producibility and discriminability. In
fact, we found that many users have trouble producing certain vowels, such as /a/ and /1/. Even
when a user can produce all eight vowels, it is sometimes hard to distinguish them since they are
less separated in vowel space. Frame-level vowel classiﬁcation experiments in Chapter 5 showed
that the 8-way system has a classiﬁcation error rate of 8:16% (for 2-second data per vowel) while
that of the ﬁrst system is only 0:19%.
The next question is, can we combine the advantages of both systems? In other words, we
desire a system that allows mouse movements in more directions but using only four explicit vowel
classes. To this end, it is helpful to infer the user’s intended motion vector by incorporating context120
information. For example, when the user says “/æ/-/A/-/æ/-/A/-...” in a target acquisition task, it is
likely that he wants to move the mouse diagonally.
7.2.3 An online adaptive ﬁlter
There has been research on plan recognition which aims to infer the plans of an intelligent agent
from observations of the agent’s actions [192]. A recent trend in approaching the plan recognition
problem is to ﬁrst construct a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) for plan execution and then to
apply inference on this model [193,194]. To model the plan hierarchy, [194] adopts a model of
abstract Markov policies that enables an abstract policy to invoke more reﬁned policies. In such
techniques, however, user intent is usually modeled in a ﬁnite state space, and inference is often
achieved via sampling. This poses problems to the situation where user intent is best expressed as a
continuous variable.
We introduce an adaptive ﬁlter algorithm of inferring intended values yt from noisy estimates
zt. Then we replace zt with yt in Equation (6.5) in an attempt to obtain the intended motion vector
vint
t . The model we use is essentially a hierarchical DBN. The idea is to predict the current yt by
a “plan” variable, a continuous version of the “abstract policy” used in [194], and then update yt
based on the current measurement. The system dynamics can be modeled in such a way that the
standard Kalman ﬁlter algorithm [195] is directly applicable, and hence yt can be exactly inferred
in the maximum likelihood sense. This dynamic model is “adaptive” in the sense that the model
parameters are updated on the ﬂy as will be seen.
Speciﬁcally, as shown in Figure 7.3, we model the dynamics of the system using two variables
in parallel. Variable yt represents a user’s intent, and variable gt represents the long-term trend of
yt (or the ”plan”). In other words, yt can be considered a local goal and gt a global goal, both
of which are not directly observable. We assume that yt can be predicted by gt¡1 with certain
deviation, i.e. yt = gt¡1 + ut, where ut is a deﬁned as a multivariate Gaussian with covariance
matrix Q(t) = E[utuT
t ] for computational simplicity. This deviation is caused by plan changes,
human imprecision, system constraints (e.g. only allowing mouse movements in certain directions)
or the user’s intentional adjustments to compensate for previous errors. On the other hand, gt can
be determined by applying a low-pass ﬁlter on yt. The dynamics of yt and gt are thereby modeled121
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Figure 7.3:A modiﬁed Kalman ﬁlter for user intent tracking
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Furthermore, zt is a measurement variable, representing the noisy estimate of yt. Speciﬁcally zt =
yt + et, where deviation et is due to system errors or environmental noise. For simplicity, we
assume that et is generated from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrixR(t) =
E[eteT
t ],
If we deﬁne xt = [gt;yt]T, wt = [0;ut]T, and Q0(t) = E[wtwT
t ], we get the standard state-
space model. The dynamic and observation models hence become
xt+1 = A(t)xt + wt (7.12)
zt = Cxt + vt (7.13)122
where
A(t) =
2
4a(t)I (1 ¡ a(t))I
I 0
3
5 (7.14)
C =
h
0 I
i
(7.15)
with a(t) 2 [0;1] being a scalar. In this way, yt can be obtained in the maximum likelihood sense
using the standard Kalman ﬁlter algorithm [195].
^ xt+1jt+1 = ^ xt+1jt + Kt+1(zt+1 ¡ CT ^ xt+1jt) (7.16)
where
^ xt+1jt = A(t)^ xtjt
Kt+1
¢ = Pt+1jtC(CTPt+1jtC + R(t))
¡1
Pt+1jt = APtjtAT + Q0(t)T
Pt+1jt+1 = [I ¡ Kt+1CT]Pt+1jt
(7.17)
It is worth mentioning that we infer yt instead of gt because yt does not have phase delay with
respect to zt whereas gt does, as will be illustrated by a simulation in the next section.
The choice of the model parameters is rather application-speciﬁc. First, matrix A(t) decides
how stable the plan variable gt is. In the extreme case where a(t) = 1, gt becomes a constant. In
target acquisition tasks (e.g. browsing websites by clicking on hyperlinks), the goal is to get to a
target position as quickly as possible starting from the current position. This can be achieved by
moving the cursor along the direction that points to the target. In this case, the plan is to move
cursor along a ﬁxed direction, and we can use a function a(t) monotonically increasing over time,
e.g. a(t) = 1 ¡ c=(t + c), so that gt converges to a constant as time goes. Note that A(t) is always
reset to its initial value once a pause or a stop in articulation is detected. In steering tasks, however,
the goal is to move the cursor along certain track which can be an arbitrary curve. In such tasks, the
plan may change constantly, and we thus let a(t) = ®, where ® 2 [0;1] is empirically chosen to
determine the smoothness of the plan or to be determined by a separate acoustic parameter such as
pitch.
The covariance matrix Q(t) adjusts the tradeoff between the smoothness of the estimate trajec-
tory and the loyalty to the measurement trajectory. If the variance of ut is small, yt will converge123
to its long-term trend gt and the trajectory of the estimates becomes smooth; otherwise yt will be
more loyal to the measurements zt. This parameter also adjusts the tradeoff between the system’s
automation degree and the system’s predictability to humans. Increased automation management is
not always desirable since it yields increased unpredictability to humans, which explains why “even
perfect intent inference might not be good enough” [196]. Finally, the covariance matrix R(t) de-
pends on the classiﬁer confusion matrix and the environmental noise condition, both of which can
be estimated using principled approaches.
7.2.4 Experiments and Discussions
To illustrate the behavior of the adaptive ﬁlter, we ran a simulation for a univariate random process.
The measurement zt = sin ¼
10t + et, where et » N(0;0:01). The black trajectory in Figure 7.4
represents this noisy sinusoid function for t = 1 : 100. Assume that the values +1 and -1 represent
two principle directions, and that the oscillating pattern implies the user’s effort to ﬁnd a direction
in between, represented by the value 0. We hope that our model can aid the user to approach and
stabilizeinthisdesireddirection. Hereweleta(t) = 1¡1=t, E[utuT
t ] = 0:1=t, andE[eteT
t ] = 0:01.
The estimated plan variable gt is depicted as the blue trajectory, and yt is depicted as the red
trajectory in Figure 7.4. The yt variable (the red), which is inferred by our algorithm, is loyal
to the zt (the black) at the beginning and approaches gt (the blue) as time goes. This plot also
illustrates that yt is synchronized with zt, while gt is not.
As a test using real-world applications, the authors used the 4-way system, the 8-way system,
and the 4-way system enhanced by adaptive ﬁltering to browse a website. The VJ engine uses a
two-layer MLP classiﬁer with 50 hidden units and 7 frames of MFCC features as input. As can
be seen in the video demonstration in [197], the adaptive ﬁlter manifested more control ﬂexibility
while using only four vowels. Using this system, the user achieved fairly stable movements along
directionsother than the four cardinal ones by oscillating between twovowels. The video also shows
the case where the cursor path became a smooth curve when the user transitioned from one vowel
to another.
The curve-drawing capability of the adaptive ﬁlter is more pronounced in a steering task. This
involves using the VJ mouse to steer along two different shapes, a circle and a square tilted by an124
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Figure 7.4: Adaptive ﬁltering simulation
angle, shown as the blue paths in Figure7.2.4. The circle had a radius of 300 pixels on a800 £
600 screen, and the square was rotated 30 degrees counterclockwise with each side approximately
532 pixels. The cursor always started at the leftmost part of each shape, and its movement was
constrained to be within a “tube”, with a radius of 30 pixels, centered at the reference shape. The
session would fail once the cursor hit the wall of that tube. The users (again the authors), though
having experience with the early VJ system, were relatively novice users of the adaptive ﬁlter. As
shown in the Figure 7.2.4, the 8-way system and the system with adaptive ﬁltering produced much
smoother paths compared with the 4-way system, but the adaptive ﬁlter approach achieved this by
using only four vowels. Furthermore, the task completion times were very similar across all three
systems. The average completion time of tracing the circle is 21-23 seconds for all three systems,
while that of tracing the tilted square is 22-28 seconds.
We found in the steering tasks, however, that the adaptive ﬁlter enhanced ﬂexibility at the cost
of predictability. In other words, the way the system works is not as intuitive as those using the125
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Figure 7.5: Steering Snapshots: (i) 4-way system; (ii) 8-way system; (iii) 4-way system with adap-
tive ﬁltering
natural control strategy; the smoothness of the curve is sometimes hard to control. However, we
believe the predictability can be signiﬁcantly increased if given more time to learn this system —
analogous once again to learning to play a violin, individuals with motor impairments, moreover,
are often quite motivated to learn novel user interface technologies. Given the experience we had
using all three systems, we are encouraged by the prospect of beginning a large-scale user study to
thoroughly evaluate user preferences and learnability of these control strategies. In addition, we will
consider using a different vocal parameter, such as pitch, to determine the smoothness parameters.126
Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter summarizes the main conclusions of the dissertation, discusses its impact and lim-
itations, and suggests directions for future research.
8.1 Summary of Main Contributions
Adaptation of statistical classiﬁers is critical when a target (or testing) distribution is different from
the distribution that governs training data. In such cases, a classiﬁer optimized for the training
distribution needs to be adapted for optimal use in the target distribution. While a vast amount of
practical work on adaptation has been done in the areas of speech recognition, natural language
processing and pattern recognition, there lacks a uniﬁed and principled approach that is applicable
to a variety of classiﬁers, and there lacks a quantitative relationship between the adaptation sample
size and the divergence between training and target distributions.
The ﬁrst contribution of this dissertation is the use of the Bayesian “ﬁdelity prior” that uniﬁes
adaptation strategies for a number of different classiﬁers, as was discussed in Chapter 4. Loosely
speaking, this prior measures how likely a classiﬁer is given a training distribution, and directly
relates to the KL-divergence between the training and target distributions. In situations where direct
optimization is intractable, we replace the ﬁdelity prior with its lower bound in the optimization
objective. Speciﬁcally, we developed adaptation criteria for a school of generative models including
Gaussian models, Gaussian mixture models and hidden Markov models. These criteria resemble the
objectives of MAP adaptation [106] but were derived from a different perspective — to minimize
the KL-divergence. With regard to discriminative models, we focused our attention on generalized
log linear models, and derived a simple adaptation criterion that can be used for adapting SVMs,
MLPs and CRFs, while a similar strategy for adapting MaxEnt models has been proposed in [124].
Furthermore, in the PAC-Bayesian setting, we derived several generalization error bounds for
adaptation. For a countable function space, we utilized the Occam’s Razor bound that bounds the127
true error by the empirical error plus a capacity term which depends on the prior of the model.
Applying the ﬁdelity prior in this setting, the capacity term becomes a monotonically increasing
function of the KL-divergence between the training distribution and the distribution determined by
themodelofinterest. AnimplicationofthisboundisthatunlesstheKL-divergencebetweentraining
and target distributions is larger than a threshold (denoted as ¯ in Corollary 4.4.1), it is theoretically
better to use the ﬁdelity prior than using the standard prior in learning an adapted model. Next,
we derived PAC-Bayesian bounds for Gibbs classiﬁers which are applicable to both countable and
uncountable function spaces, as shown in Corollary 4.4.2 and Corollary 4.4.3. Although we do
not yet have a theoretical result to bound the true error for an uncountable function space of point-
estimate classiﬁers, we have empirically shown that fewer samples were needed for smaller KL
values to achieve the same conﬁdence.
The second contribution comes from the derivation of regularized adaptation algorithms and
applying them to two pattern classiﬁcation tasks. In Chapter 5 we derived updating formula for
adapting GMMs, SVMs and MLPs respectively, and we concentrated on the last two classiﬁers as
they had received relatively less attention from the adaptation perspective. We compared a number
of SVM and MLP adaptation algorithms in a vowel classiﬁcation task and an object recognition
task. Our ﬁrst ﬁnding is that without adaptation, MLPs outperformed SVMs in vowel classiﬁcation,
whereas SVMs worked signiﬁcantly better than MLPs in object recognition. Secondly, an adapted
classiﬁer was in general advantageous over its unadapted and retrained counterparts. Finally, when
comparing different adaptation techniques, we found that regularized adaptation in general worked
very well, as shown in Table 8.1 which summarizes the best SVM and MLP adaptation algorithms
in the pattern classiﬁcation tasks. Additionally, in situations where the amounts of adaptation data
were unbalanced across classes, regularized adaptation for MLPs had a pronounced advantage over
any other MLP adaptation techniques we were aware of.
Yet another important contribution of this dissertation is the co-development of the Vocal Joy-
stick and the application of regularized adaptation to the VJ system. The VJ is a human-computer
interface for individuals with motor impairments. The key feature of the VJ is that it continuously
generates acoustic parameters and transforms them into various control parameters. This results
in a highly responsive, continuous interaction where a change in vocal characteristics initiated by
a user is reﬂected immediately upon the interface. The contributions of this dissertation to the VJ128
Table 8.1: The best-performing adaptation algorithms in two pattern classiﬁcation tasks.
classiﬁer/task Vowel classiﬁcation Object recognition
SVM Regularized (5.19); Extended regularized (old SV coeffs are updated);
Retrained Boosted [132]
MLP Regularized (5.28); Regularized (5.28);
Retrained ﬁrst layer Retrained speaker-independent
engine are primarily in the signal processing and pattern recognition modules. Chapter 6 described
engineering details of voice activity detection, low-level feature extraction, and acoustic parameter
estimation which includes pitch tracking, vowel classiﬁcation, and discrete sound recognition and
rejection. While many of these techniques have been well-studied in the literature, applying them
to a new problem (the VJ) requires careful considerations and great engineering efforts. The design
and implementation of these modules was a trial-and-error process that involved the developer’s
own experience with the VJ as well as feedback from a number of user studies [38,39,51,55,56].
The greatest impact of this work to the VJ is the development of efﬁcient adaptation techniques,
which is in fact the original motivation of this dissertation. The regularized adaptation algorithms
for GMMs and MLPs described in Chapter 5 have been successfully integrated into the VJ engine,
and have yielded substantial beneﬁts to system performance.
Furthermore, weextendedourdiscussionsonthepatternrecognitionmoduleinChapter7, where
we presented novel algorithms on pitch tracking and on post-processing of vowel classiﬁcation out-
puts. More speciﬁcally, we described a graphical model framework to automatically learn pitch
tracking parameters. In this framework, probabilistic dependencies between pitch, pitch transition
and acoustical observations are expressed using the language of graphical models. Moreover, the
introduction of soft evidence has greatly enhanced the modeling power of the graph and hence the
pitch estimation performance. Experiments have shown that our algorithm signiﬁcantly outper-
formed ”get f0” (a standard pitch tracking tool) in both pitch estimation and voicing decision. The
second algorithm introduced in Chapter 7 is a novel adaptive ﬁlter applied to vowel classiﬁcation
outputs. The algorithm enables the VJ to produce movements in arbitrary directions and to draw129
smooth curves without phase delay. This adaptive ﬁlter is essentially a Kalman ﬁlter in which a
global-intent variable is modeled in parallel to a local-intent variable, and in which model parame-
ters are adapted on-the-ﬂy. Although there has not been a large-scale user study to conclude on user
preferences (compared to the 4-way and the 8-way systems), this technique has by no doubt offered
an alternative control strategy which is potentially useful in applications such as drawing.
8.2 Future Work
This section discusses a number of limitations of this dissertation work, and suggests directions for
future research.
From the theoretical perspective, a major goal of this dissertation is to study the relationship
between adaptation error bounds and the divergence between training and target distributions. To
this end, we have utilized PAC-Bayesian theorems [62] to relate the error bounds to KL-divergence.
The limitation therein is that the Occam’s Razor bound is only valid for a countable function space,
while McAllester’s PAC-Bayesian bounds are concerned with Gibbs classiﬁers or Bayesian predic-
tion classiﬁers. In practice, we are often more interested in point-estimate classiﬁers in an uncount-
able function space, such as GMMs, SVMs and MLPs, but PAC-Bayesian theorems are not directly
applicable to such situations. An alternative approach is to develop such error bounds in the line of
VC theorems [25], where the capacity measures, such as VC entropy or VC dimension, are applica-
ble to both countable and uncountable function spaces. This dissertation has made an initial attempt
by deriving the VC dimension of linear classiﬁers in a constrained function space (for adaptation),
but it is somewhat difﬁcult to relate the error bound to the divergence between training and target
distributions. One way to circumvent this problem is to use other distortion measures between train-
ing and target domains rather than the KL-divergence, as proposed in [198]. Another direction is to
study the problem from the multi-task learning point of view [28,30,32,33,37], as discussed in the
introduction. Future work should investigate these avenues.
Algorithm-wise, whileregularizedadaptationisaprincipledandsimpleframeworkthatisamenable
to variations in the amount of adaptation data, it still depends on cross-validation to discover the
best tradeoff coefﬁcients. It would be interesting to quantify the relationship between the accuracy-
regularization frontier [199] (or the regularization path) and the adaptation sample size. Moreover,130
we have found that adapting the input-to-hidden layer of an MLP gives surprisingly good perfor-
mance compared to adapting only the hidden-to-output layer, but we have not yet related this reg-
ularization strategy to the ﬁdelity prior — only the regularization of the hidden-to-output layer is
directly derived from the ﬁdelity prior. Also, this method gives rise to a potential strategy for adapt-
ing SVMs, i.e., to adapt kernel parameters or the kernel itself, since the kernel function of an SVM
is analogous to the input-to-hidden layer of an MLP. Kernel adaptation can be potentially achieved
by exploiting kernel learning techniques such as [149].
With regard to the Vocal Joystick, there are a couple of components in the pattern recognition
module that deserve further research. First, the pitch tracker should ideally be trained on a corpus
that matches the target application. For example, the VJ may require more drastic pitch changes in
certain applications, but such pitch transition patterns are rarely seen in speech databases. On the
other hand, it would be expensive and time-consuming to collect a ”VJ-pitch” corpus with laryngo-
graph waveforms. A more realistic solution would be to ﬁne-tune the graphical model parameters
empirically in the context of a VJ application. Second, our user-independent discrete sound recog-
nizer was trained on TIMIT, a continuous speech corpus, which is again inconsistent with our target
application. Although adaptation can mitigate the mismatch problem, the recognition and rejection
performance is more or less affected by the poor unadapted model. An effective way to improve
the discrete sound recognizer, therefore, is to collect a ”VJ-discrete-sound” corpus and to retrain the
HMMs accordingly. Moreover, the discrete sound vocabulary plays an important role in the rejec-
tion mechanism, the design of which has been a tradeoff between avoiding confusion with vowels
(for continuous control) and avoiding confusion with garbage sounds such as breathing and spike
noise. The current vocabulary, by using unvoiced consonants only, has maximally reduced false
positives caused by vowels, but is somewhat vulnerable to environmental noise. It is worth revis-
iting the problem and designing a vocabulary that balances this tradeoff. Additionally, exploiting
information external to the VJ engine is likely to help enhance the performance of the pattern recog-
nition module. For example, given the layout of a computer screen and the current mouse pointer
position, it would be easier to predict what the next action would be; but this has to be done in a
more controlled environment.
Finally, we would like to note that the problem addressed by this dissertation is one single
aspect of adaptive learning. There are many other aspects that have drawn increasing attention in131
machine learning, e.g., semi-supervised and unsupervised adaptation [12,16,17,200], feature-based
adaptation [127,128] and multi-task learning [28–32]. While the time scale of a Ph.D. is too short to
explore all these problems, I am excited at the prospect of continuing research on adaptive learning
in the future.132
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Appendix A
PROOFS
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3.3
Proof Since Q(¢) = [0;1], according to Hoeffding inequality,
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Then using the above and union bound theorem, we have
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A.2 Proof of Equation (2.22)
Proof To prove this, we ﬁrst show that for any (x;y), if sgn fBayes(x) = sgn
¡
Eq(f)[f(x)]
¢
6= y,
then Eq(f)[I(f(x) 6= y)] ¸ 1=2. In particular, for y = 1 and a ﬁxed x,
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Since
R
f:f(x)=1 q(f)df +
R
f:f(x)=¡1 q(f)df = 1, we have
Eq(f)[I(f(x) 6= 1)] =
Z
f
q(f)I(f(x) = ¡1)df ¸ 1=2
Similary, the same result can be obtained for y = ¡1. Taking expectation w.r.t. (x;y), we have
Rp(x;y)(fBayes) · 2Eq(f)[Rp(x;y)(f)]148
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2.4.1
Here we provide the proof by Sch¨ olkopf [63] as this is relevant to the proof of Corollary 4.4.4
Proof Assume that canonical hyperplanes with the constraint kwk · ¤ has a VC-dimension h.
In other words, there exists h points fxigh
i=1, such that for any possible label assignments fyigh
i=1
there always exists a w with kwk · ¤ such that
yihw;xi ¸ 1 i = 1::h (A.1)
We say fxigh
i=1 are shattered by w. The proof is then two-folds: (1) we show that for any possible
label assignments fyigh
i=1, we have k
h X
i=1
yixik · h=¤; and (2) we show that there exists a label
assignments fyigh
i=1 such that k
h X
i=1
yixik2 · hR2, where R = max
i
kxik.
Summing the inequality (A.1) over i = 1::h, we have
h · hw;
h X
i=1
yixii · kwkk
h X
i=1
yixik · ¤k
h X
i=1
yixik;
which proves (1). On the other hand, considering an i.i.d. label assignment of yi where p(yi = 1) =
p(yi = ¡1) = 1=2, we have
Ep(y1:h)
"
k
h X
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#
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¿
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Thus there must exsit a label assignments fyigh
i=1 such that k
h X
i=1
yixik2 · hR2, which proves (2).
Combining (1) and (2), the theorem is proved.
A.4 Proof of Corollary 4.4.4
The theorem can be proved simply by using kwk = kw ¡ wtr + wtrk · c + kwtrk in Proof A.3.
A.5 Proof of Corollary 4.4.5
Proof Since yihw;xi ¸ 1, i = 1::h, we replace step (1) in Proof A.3 by the following. Summing
the above inequality over i = 1;:::;h, we have
h · hw ¡ wtr;
h X
i=1
yixii · kw ¡ wtrkk
h X
i=1
yixik · ck
h X
i=1
yixik149
On the other hand, according to step (2) in Proof A.3 , there exists fyigh
i=1, such that
k
h X
i=1
yixik2 · hR2
Therefore, h · ¤2R2.
A.6 Proof of Lemma 4.3.2
Proof Let ^ x denote an locally minimum solution to J1(x). First, we show that the lemma holds
true when ^ x = 0. For any x 6= ^ x, we have
g(0) +
¸0
2
k0k < g(x) +
¸0
2
kxk (A.2)
=) g(0) < g(x) (A.3)
=) g(0) +
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k0k < g(x) +
¸
2
kxk (A.4)
Therefore, 0 is also a locally minimum solution to J2(x).
Secondly, if ^ x 6= 0, we study the solution space fx : x 6= 0g in which kxk becomes twice
differentiable. Then we can take the ﬁrst and second derivatives of J1. The necessary conditions
for ^ x to be a locally optimal solution to J1 is that [201],
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x=^ x
=
d
dx
g(x)
¯ ¯ ¯
¯
x=^ x
+
¸0
2
^ x
k^ xk
= 0 (A.5)
d2
dx2
µ
g(x) +
¸0
2
kxk
¶¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x=^ x
=
d2
dx2g(x)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x=^ x
is positive semideﬁnite (A.6)
which follow that for x 6= 0,
d
dx
kxk =
d
dx
p
xTx =
x
kxk
, and
d2
dx2kxk = 0. On the other hand,
the sufﬁcient condition [201] for ^ x to be the optimal solution to J2 is
d
dx
µ
g(x) +
¸
2
kxk2
¶¯
¯ ¯
¯
x=^ x
=
d
dx
g(x)
¯
¯ ¯
¯
x=^ x
+ ¸^ x = 0 (A.7)
d2
dx2
µ
g(x) +
¸
2
kxk2
¶¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x=^ x
=
d2
dx2g(x)
¯ ¯
¯ ¯
x=^ x
+ I is positive deﬁnite (A.8)
It is easy to see that (A.5) and (A.6) implies (A.7) and (A.8) if ¸ =
¸0
2k^ xk
. Such a choice of ¸ exists
for any ¸0.150
Appendix B
ALGORITHMS
B.1 EM updating equations for GMM adaptation
Our goal is minimize Remp(f) ¡ ¸lnpﬁd(f) whose upper bound is given by Equation (5.4) and
(5.5). Now we derive the update equations for !y, cy;k, ¹y;k and §y;k respectively. First, we extract
out only the terms which depend on !y:
J(!y) = ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;y ln!y ¡ ¸!tr
y ln!y (B.1)
where
X
y
!y = 1. By introducing the Lagrangian form
X
y
J(!y) ¡ ®(
X
y
!y ¡ 1), it is easy to
obtain the optimal solution as
^ !y =
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;y + ¸!tr
y
1 + ¸
Similarly, we minimize the terms which depend on cy;k,
J(cy;k) = ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)lncy;k ¡ ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k lncy;k (B.2)
and obtain the optimal solution as
^ cy;k =
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i) + ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;y + ¸!tr
y
Next, we inspect the terms which depend on ¹y;k,
J(¹y;k) = ¡
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)lnN(xi;¹y;k;§y;k)+
¸!tr
y ctr
y;kD(N(x;¹tr
y;k;§tr
y;k)jjN(xi;¹y;k;§y;k))
=
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)
1
2
(xi ¡ ¹y;k)T§¡1
y;k(xi ¡ ¹y;k)+
¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
1
2
(¹tr
y;k ¡ ¹y;k)T§¡1
y;k(¹tr
y;k ¡ ¹y;k)
(B.3)151
where the second term follows Equation (2.30). Taking the derivative of J(¹y;k) and setting it to
zero, we obtain the optimal solution as
^ ¹y;k =
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)xi + ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k¹tr
y;k
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i) + ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
Finally, we inspect the terms which depend on §¡1
y;k
J(§¡1
y;k) =
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)
µ
¡
1
2
lnj§¡1
y;kj +
1
2
(xi ¡ ¹y;k)T§¡1
y;k(xi ¡ ¹y;k)
¶
+
¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
µ
¡
1
2
lnj§¡1
y;kj +
1
2
tr
³
§tr
y;k§¡1
y;k
´
+
1
2
(¹tr
y;k ¡ ¹y;k)T§¡1
y;k(¹tr
y;k ¡ ¹y;k)
!
=
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)
µ
¡
1
2
lnj§¡1
y;kj +
1
2
tr
³
§¡1
y;kMi;y;k
´¶
+
¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
µ
¡
1
2
lnj§¡1
y;kj +
1
2
tr
³
§tr
y;k§¡1
y;k
´
+
1
2
tr
³
§¡1
y;kNy;k
´!
(B.4)
where Mi;y;k
¢ = (xi ¡ ¹y;k)(xi ¡ ¹y;k)T and Ny;k
¢ = (¹tr
y;k ¡ ¹y;k)(¹tr
y;k ¡ ¹y;k)T. Using the fact
that for symmetrical matrices A and B,
@ lnjAj
@A
= 2A¡1 ¡ diag(A¡1) (B.5)
tr(AB)
@A
= 2B ¡ diag(B) (B.6)
we can derive the derivative of J(§¡1
y;k) w.r.t. §¡1
y;k as follows
@J(§¡1
y;k)
@§¡1
y;k
=
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)
µ
¡ §y;k +
1
2
diag(§y;k) + Mi;y;k ¡
1
2
diag(Mi;y;k)
¶
(B.7)
+¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
µ
¡ §y;k +
1
2
diag(§y;k) + §tr
y;k ¡
1
2
diag(§tr
y;k) + Ny;k ¡
1
2
diag(Ny;k)
!
= 0 (B.8)
Furthermore, since A ¡ 1
2diag(A) = 0 implies A = 0, we obtain the optimal solution as
^ §y;k =
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i)Mi;y;k + ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k
µ
§tr
y;k + Ny;k
¶
1
m
m X
i=1
±i;yLkjy(i) + ¸!tr
y ctr
y;k152
B.2 Sequential minimal optimization for SVM adaptation
We optimize two parameters ®1 and ®2 at a time.
J(®1;®2) = ®1 + ®2 ¡ 1
2K11®2
1 ¡ 1
2K22®2
2 ¡ sK12®1®2
¡y1®1(v1 + u1) ¡ y2®2(v2 + u2) + const
(B.9)
where s = y1y2 and
vj = f(xj) ¡ b ¡ y1®1K1j ¡ y2®2K2;i
uj = ^ f(xj) ¡^ b
In SMO, each step ﬁnds the maximum in the subspace ®1+s®2 = °. We replace ®1 by °¡s®2,
J(®2) = ° ¡ s®2 + ®2 ¡ 1
2K11(° ¡ s®2)2 ¡ 1
2K22®2
2 ¡ sK12(° ¡ s®2)®2
¡y1(° ¡ s®2)(v1 + u1) ¡ y2®2(v2 + u2) + const
(B.10)
Taking derivative with respect to ®2 and setting it to zero, we have
®new
2 (K11 + K22 ¡ 2K12) = s(K11 ¡ K22)(®1 + s®2) + y2(v1 + u1 ¡ v2 ¡ u2) + 1 ¡ s (B.11)
This is the maximum when ´
¢ = K11 + K22 ¡ 2K12 > 0.
Finally, we get the core update equation: if ´ > 0,
®new
2 = ®2 +
g(x1) ¡ g(x2)
´
®new
1 = ° ¡ s®new
2
(B.12)
where g(xj) = y1( ^ f(x1) + f(x1)) ¡ 1. When ´ > 0, we apply the standard SMO procedure.
B.3 Stochastic gradient descent for MLP adaptation
Speciﬁcally, we consider an MLP with J layers, each with Nj¡1 input nodes and Nj output nodes,
where n0 = D is the dimension of input features. Each layer j, j = 1::J ¡ 1, performs an afﬁne
transformation followed by a sigmoid operation, except that the very last layer J performs an afﬁne
followed by a softmax operation. We further deﬁne a set of symbols regarding sample i.
First, it is easy to see that
@Ji
@w
j
n
=
@Ji
@a
j
i;n
¢ Á
j
i n = 1::Nj: (B.13)153
Á
j
i: the input vector of layer j;
a
j
i: ai = WjÁ
j
i + bj; i.e., a
j
i;n = hw
j
n;Á
j
ii + b
j
n, n = 1::Nj;
zi: output vector of layer J, zi;n =
expf¡aJ
i;ng
PNJ
k=1 expf¡aJ
i;kg
, n = 1::NJ;
ti: target label vector, where ti;n = I(n = yi)
Based on these derivatives , the inner loop of the back-propagation is written as: for i = 1::m,
wj
n = wj
n ¡ ´
µ
@Ji
@a
j
i;n
¢ Á
j
i + ¸j(wj
n ¡ wj
n
tr
)
¶
(B.14)
bj
n = bj
n ¡ ´
@Ji
@a
j
i;n
(B.15)
where ´ is the learning rate.
Now the problem is reduced to deriving
@Ji
@a
j
i;n
for j = J and j = 1::J ¡ 1 respectively. When
j = J, we have obtained in Chapter 5 that
@Ji
@aJ
i;n
= zi;n ¡ ti;n n = 1::NJ: (B.16)
When j = 1::J ¡ 1, we have
@Ji
@a
j
i;n
=
Nj X
k=1
@Ji
@a
j+1
i;k
¢
@a
j+1
i;k
@a
j
i;n
(B.17)
=
K X
k=1
@Ji
@a
j+1
i;k
w
j+1
k;n Á
j
i;n(1 ¡ Á
j
i;n) (B.18)154
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